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Chapter 1

Introduetion
1.1
1.1.1

History, applications and construction of compact short-wavelength lasers
Ristory and applications

After the realization
the first working laser in 1960 [1], it was only a
few years before lasing action was achieved in an electrically pumped semiconductor [2, 3, 4, 5]. In 1969 the first double-heterostructure laser was
"'a,'""'"'u [6, 7], which soon led to the achievernent of Continuons Wave (CW)
operation at room temperature [8, 9].
Since the optica!
that can be achieved in the solid state is a factor of
100-1000 higher than in gases, correspondingly shorter laser cavity lengtbs
are possible. A semiconductor structure has the further advantage over other
solicl-state lasers that it can be electrically pumped, which means that no
external light sourees are necessary. These two facts
semiconductors
the best materials for compact lasers.
The first important application compact lasers of this type ( containing
GaAs and AlGaAs epitaxial layers on GaAs substrates and having emission
wavelengtl1s around 800 nm) was use in optical fibre data transmission. Beare lowest at wavelengtbs
cause dispersion and optical loss in silica
of 1.3 Mm and 1.55 fl·In, respectively, lasers in other material systems were
developed; InGaAsP lasers grown on InP suhstrates are now most widely
used at these wavelengtbs [10].
Later, AlGaAs lasers became the preferred light souree for compact-disc
players and other optical data-disc systems, where a small focused spot size
11
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is required for optimum data density ( the smallest possible spot size that
can be produced using a focusing lens is roughly equal to the wavelengthof
the light). In read-only disc systems, lasers with an output power of roughly
1 m \V are commonly used, but for read-write systems significantly higher
powers are necessary (this was particularly the case in the early years of
optica} recording) [11]. Semiconductor array lasers, in which several stripes
are integrated, were developed for higher-power applications where the beam
quality is not of first interest, such as pumping of solid-state lasers [12, 13];
application in systems requiring a diffraction-limited circular spot was also
considered (see Chapter 3).
The wavelength used in a compact-disc player is 780 nm, and it is difficult
to realize much shorter wavelengths from room temperature CW lasers using
the AlGaAs material system. In the secoud half of the 1980s wavelengtbs
down to roughly 630 nm became available in the AIInGaP system [14, 15].
In the drive towards even shorter wavelengths, several workers started
exploring the possibilities of using a high-power AlGaAs laser in conjunction with a wavelength converter using Secoud-Harmonie Generation (SHG)
in optically nonlinear crystals [16, 17, 18]. Chapter 4 addresses teehuical
possibilities and properties of blue lasers of this type. One of the most important applications of compact blue-green lasers in general will probably be
optica} recording [19]. Other possible uses are projection displays (requiring
lasers with output powers of the order of 1 W) [20] and chemica! analysis
techniques [21, 22].
Diode lasers directly emitting at blue-green wavelengtbs were realized
after the introduetion of the first successful reliable p-type doping of ZnSe
[1]. Chapter 5 treats the thermal and waveguiding properties of blue-green
II- VI semiconductor (ZnSe-based) lasers. Recently, highly efficient blue light
emitting diodes have been realized using the InAlGaN material system [24].
The achievement of electrically pumped lasing has just been reported [25].

1.1.2

Construction of double-heterostructure laser

A typical double-heterostructure laser is depicted in Fig. 1.1. It is essentially
constructed from a number of epitaxial layers on top of a single-crystalline
semiconductor substrate (of a thickness of,.,_, 100 J..bm). The layers should
he grown pseudomorphically, i.e. without the formation of lattice-relaxing
defects. The active layer (with a thickness of rv 0.1 J..bm), where population inversion is created in order to induce optica} gain, consists of a lower
bandgap material than the surrounding cladding layers (each with a thick-
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nessof ""lJ.Lrn); the
to the cladding layers form the two heterojunctions. The population inversion is obtained through the injection of electrans
and holes from the n-doped and the p-doped cladding layers, respectively. In
the Figure, the substrate and the bottorn cladding layer have been chosen to
be n-type and the top
layers p-type. Sirree in most semiconductor
with a decreasing bandgap, the active
systems the refractive
since its bandgap is smaller than that
layer perfarms two functions.
of the ciadeling layers, it
a well that confines both charge carriers (if
band-offsets exist in both the conduction and the valenee band); this results
in efficient population inversion in a limited volume. Secondly, it forms an
optical slab-waveguide that
the internal beam to a limited volume
too.
Usually, a stripe-shaped
contact with a width of roughly 10 ttm
is applied to the topmost semiconductor
which defines a stripe-shaped
gain region. Stimulated emission in
generates an internal beam
that propagates back and forth between the mirrors formeel by the cleaved
end facets. The propagation
the rnirrors is generally in the
range of 250- 1000 J.Lrn. In so-called
the
is constructed such that lateral real
are induced (devices
without such a construction are called

14
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In this thesis, the direction perpendicular to the epitaxiallayers is defined
as the "transverse" direction; the direction parallel to the layers and perpendicular to the beam propagation direction will be called the "later al"
direction.
The internal beam is partially transmitted by at least one of the cleaved
end facets, which means that one or two output beams are generated. The
optical intensity distribution at
output facet (the near field) is generally
elliptical, i.e. broader in the lateral direction than in the transverse direction.
This is because the lateral refractive index steps are usually smaller than
those in the transverse direction, so that the maximum possible confinement
is different in the two directions. As a consequence, the radiated angular
(the far field) is also elliptical.
optica! intensity distribution at
In lasers made nowadays, the carrier confining layer is generally chosen
to be as thin as a few atomie
forming a Quantum-Weil (QW) in which
the transverse electron and hole wave functions become quantized [52]. The
application of more than one QW may be necessary because the gain in the
small volume of a single QW can easily saturate. A QvV is usually too thin to
supply the necessary optical confinement. Therefore, surrounding (optical)
guiding layers are used that have a bandgap value that lies between that
of the cladding layers and that of the QW materiaL Because the electrical
and optical confinements are separated, such a structure is generally called a
Separate-Confinement Heterostructure (SCH). The magnified cross-section
of the active layer in
1.1 depiets such a geometry. In the most recent
years workers have started to use strained QWs [27, 28, 29, 30]. The quantization and the strain both modify the structure of the electron and hole
state bands, which lead to improved laser device properties (such as operating current, temperature sensitivity, and wavelength change with pulsed
injection current change).

1.2

lmportance of optica! waveguides

Optical waveguides play an important role in edge-emitting semiconductor
lasers. The fact that a slab waveguide is present is one of the two main
reasous why double-heterostructure lasers perform so well in comparison to
homostructure lasers. It is generally true that in constructing an efficient
laser, the optical intensity of the generated beam should be concentrated in
the area where population inversion is created. In gas lasers the internal
beam is generally defined and controlled by a set of spherical mirrors (or a
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set consisting of a fiat and a spherical mirror) that form a resonant optica!
cavity. In semiconductor lasers this woulel be impractical because of the
small device size and because the optica} power must be concentrateel in
a much narrower region (over a certain propagation length) than can be
realized by such mirrors. To repeat the figures: the optical power must
concentrateel in a region with a width of the order of 0.1 [LID or smaller (active
thickness), and over a
of 250 JLm or more. Although an optica}
waveguide cannot provide confinement down to 0.1 [LID (for semiconductor
laser operation wavelengtbs), it is far better capable of approaching these
requirements than a set of mirrors.
Therefore, optica} mode definition and control in semiconductor lasers is
generally performeel using waveguides (the op ti cal cavity is formed between
the cleaved end facets). Of course, the technique that is essential to the
fabrication of double-heterostructure
epitaxy, inherently provides the
possibility of making layered structures, so that guided-wave mode control is
naturally available. In the lateral direction the stripe is used as a means of
confinement. In its simplest form it is induced by a stripe-shaped electrical
contact to the top epitaxiallayer, which provides gain-guiding. lts function,
however, is not the optimization of the overlap between the gain profile and
the interual optica! beam, but rather rednetion of the overall operating cmrent of the device and of the aspect ratio of the output beam. The optical
confinement in the transverse elireetion provides an optica} distribution with
a width of the order of a micron; hence the lateral beam width should be
of the same order of magnitude (as already mentioned above, in practice
lateral width is usually somewhat larger than the transverse width).
Furthermore, the lateral confinement provides a means of lateral mode stabilization; instahilities like "kinks" in the light vs. current charaderistic can
be suppressed if the geometry is properly clesigned [45, 4].
In index-guided lasers built-in real refractive index
are
which prevent leakage of optical power to the unpumped sicles of the stripe
and result in lower internal guided-wave
Comparison of gain-guiding
and index-guiding (in blue-green II-VI semiconductor lasers) and the use of
index-guiding structures for lateral mode stahilizat ion (in AlGaAs lasers)
are important subjects in this thesis (Chapters 3 and .5).
impact of
angle-selective coatings on the internal optica] losses wil also be considered
( Chapter 6). Recently, vertic al cavity surface-emitting lasers that operate
GW at room temperature have been realizecl [33, 34, 35, 36].
the
internal beam propagates in the direction perpendicular to the epitaxial
layers; multilayer stacks instead of cleaved facets are used as mirrors. The
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fact that it has taken so long to develop this type of laser illustrates that it is
tremendously more difficult (i.e. higher gain and lower losses are required)
to use an optie al cavity that is "short and wide" than to use one that is
"long and narrow" .
Another application where optical confinement over a long propagation
distance is required is optica! second-harmonic generation in waveguides. In
Chapter 4 it will be explained that optically nonlinear structures in which a
waveguide is defined have higher potential conversion efficiencies than those
using single-pass bulk crystals.

1.3

Survey of the thesis

The present thesis is the result of work clone over several years in the Philips
Research Laboratoties in Eindhoven (the Netherlands) and Briarcliff Manor
(U .S.A.); the discussed investigations were not performed within the context of one single programme. The common aim has been the characterisation, rnadelling and development of a better understanding of semiconductor
lasers and SHG miniature blue lasers.
Optical waveguiding is an important subject. Chapter 2 discusses the
calculation techniques used in this thesis for guided modes in dielectric waveguides: the effective index method and the beam propagation method. Examples will be given of the geometries to which the techniques were applied.
Chapter 3 describes experiments and calculations on phase-locked lil- V
semiconductor laser arrays that were performed in the years 1986-1988, in
the group led by G.A. Acket at the Philips Research Laboratodes in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. Stability and intensity profiles of lateral modes in
several waveguide geometries will be studied, as well as fabrication tolerances.
Chapter 4 concentrates on highly efficient wavelength conversion by
second-harmonic generation in waveguides in optically nonlinear crystals,
to be used in a miniature blue laser for optical data disc systems. The
work was performed in the years 1988-1992, in the group that was first led
by G.E. Thomas and later by C.M.J. van Uijen, at the Philips Research
Laboratodes in Eindhoven. Specifically, the conversion efficiency in ionexchanged segmented channel waveguides in KTiOP04 and LiNb03, using
pump wavelengths around 850 nm (available from existing AlGaAs semiconductor lasers), will be studied. Also, the coupling between a semiconductor
laser and a waveguide in KTiOP04 will be examined.
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Chapter 5 discusses the thermal and internal guiding properties of bluegreen ll-VI semiconductor lasers. All the
and most of the
calculations were performed in the years 1992~ 1994, in the group led by
D.J. Olego at the Philips Research Laboratories in Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.,
U.S.A. Subjects that will be dealt with are the impact of the use of ZnMgSSe cladding
internal intra-pulse heating, therrnal resistance and
the CW lasing condition. Antiguiding and therrnally induced index-guiding
in narrow-stripe gain-guided lasers wil also be studied.
Chapter 6 is a reprint of the paper "R.R. Drenten, W. van Es-Spiekrnan,
and C.J. van
Poel, Semiconductor laserfar-field shaping by rneans of an
angle-selective
coating, Applied Opties 30, 3846 (1991)''. The experiments and calculations were performed in the period 1987--1990, in G.A.
Acket's group.
rednetion in the ellipticity of the
from AlGaAs
lasers, using a dielectric multilayer coating, with the aim of obtaining a
higher coupling
to circular opties, will be

18
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GRAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2

Calculation of waveguiding
modes
in a multilayer
slab structure will be discussed. An eigenmode is a mode whose transverse
intensity profile is invariant with propagation, except for a phase factor.
The cliscussion wil! be restricted to cases where the propagation is parallel
to the slabs; modes will be confined only in the dimension perpendicular
to the slabs. The x, y, z axes convention is depicted in Fig. 2.1; z is the
propagation (or longitudinal) direction, x and y will be called the lateral
and transverse directions, respectively. vVith this first metbod (no lateral
refractive
variations) it is possible to calculate eigenmodes in practical structures like broad-area or a broad-stripe (stripewidth 'Wstr :;: 50pm)
semiconductor lasers.
Next, eigenmode calculations in structures with laterally varying but
piecewise constant refractive index profiles will be outlined. The effective index metbod
will be used for geometries as depicted in Fig. 2.2. Practical
structures to which this method is applicable are e.g. narrow-stripe semiconductor lasers.
In the following section the beam propagation method [2] will be usecl
to calculate mode propagation in structures with slow refractive index variabons in both the lateral and propagation directions. These calculations
will not specifically involve eigenmodes, but an arbitrary initia! field (within
certain Jimitations) is allowed.
The last section describes the
index variations induced by
charge-carrier concentration variations and temperature variations in semi-
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p= 1
Yb,2

2
3

Yb.4 _

N-2
N-1

Yb,N

N

x
z

Figure 2.1: Dielectric layer stack and x, y, z convention. The z direction is the
mode propagation direction.
conductor lasers.

2.1
2.1.1

Effective index method
Propagating modes in a dielectric layer

In electrically insulating, non charged, and non magnetic dielectric materials
Maxwell's equations take the form:
(2.1)
\7

X

H = EoErOtE,

(2.2)

\7 • E

0,

(2.3)

\7 • H

= 0.

(2.4)

The dielectric displacement D and magnetic induction B are related to
the electric field E and the magnetic field H in the usual way through
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Figure 2.2: Stripe waveguide to be modeled using the effective index method

D = EE = EoErE and B
fhH = fhof.l-rH, respectively. The parameters
Er and fhr
the relative dielectric constant and the relative magnetic
permeability
of the material, respectively. From these equations the
boundary conditions at the interfaces between the
immediately follow:
the normal components of D and B and the parallel components of E and H
should be continuous. For the x, y, and z directions convention as depicted
in Fig. 2.1 this translates to the conditions:
Dy, and By continuous;

(2.5)

(2.6)
Eigenmodes have the property that the field profile perpendicular to the
layer(s) is invariant with propagation. If the restrietion that. the profile
should be flat in the direction perpendicular to propagation and parallel to
the layers is adopted, it is required that élx{E, B}
0. So, eigenmodes
should have the form
E(y, z, t) = E(y) exp(j(wt

(2.7)

H(y, z, t) = H(y) exp(.j(wt

(2.8)

or
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Substitution in Maxwell's equations results in a set of 3 equations with non, Hy, Hz components:
vanishing
(2.9)

+ WJkoHy = 0,
jfJHy + oyHz + jwEEx =

(2.10)

fJEx

0,

(2.11)

and in a set of 3 equations with non-vanishing Hx, Ey, Ez components:

oyHx

(2.12)

jwEEz = 0,

fJHx - WEEy
-jfJEy- OyEz

= 0,

(2.13)

+ JWJkoHx = 0.

(2.14)

From equations (2.9)-(2.11) a one-dimensional Helmholtz equation follows:
(2.15)
in which the wavenumber in vacuo has been expressed as ko = w-JEOJiü =
w / c, with c being the velocity of light. The bulk refractive index of the layer
has been introduced through n =
Modes obeying this equation and having Ey = Ez = 0 are called TE
modes. The general solution is

€;.

Aexp( -jkyy)

+ B exp( +jkyy).

(2.16)

The parameter ky expresses the component of the wavevector in the dielectric material perpendicular to the layer; it is equal to k; = n2 kÖ - fJ 2 because this component and the propagation component fJ should add up to
the wavenumber in the material fiko. The parameter fJ is also called the
propagation constant. Note that for fJ 2 > n2
(and when fJ and n are
real), ky becomes imaginary. According to (2.10), Hy is proportional to Ex.
Together with (2.9)

k5

Hz=

wtto

[Aexp(-jkyy)

Bexp(+jkyy)]

(2.17)

is obtained.
In an analogous way the Helmholtz equation forTMmodes (which have
Hy =Hz= 0) is obtained from (2.12)- (2.14):
(2.18)
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The general salution is

Hx = Aexp( -jkyy) + B exp( +jkyy)

(2.19)

(Ey is proportional to Hx), from which
=

wp,o

k"

.

(A exp( -)kyy)

B exp( +]kyy) ).

(2.20)

y

is obtained.

2.1.2

Eigenmodes in dielectric stack

The eigenmodes in a stack of N dielectric layers (see Fig. 2.1) can be computed from the general solutions for eigenmodes in a homogeneons layer,
using the boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.6) at the interfaces. Physically
acceptable eigenmodes of the stack should also meet the following condition:
lim {Ex,Hz} = 0 forTE modes,

y__,±oo

lim {Hx, E 2 }

y-+±oo

(2.21)

0 for TM modes.

This has consequences for the general solutions (2.16) and (2.17), or (2.19)
and (2.20), in the outermost layers.
layer N, B must be zero; and in layer
1, A
0 (ifwe take
imaginary part of ky to be positive). Now the values
of (3 must be found, and hence the transverse field profiles, for which these
conditions and the interface boundary conditions are met.
A well-known methad for doing this is the impedance/admittance
method, used in the field of microwave propagation [3]. For
modes
the characteristic impcdanee Zk of a layer and the local impcdanee Z(y) are
defined as
WfiO
Z k=
(2.22)
'
and

Z(y)

Ex(Y)
Hz(Y)'

(2.23)

respectively. From (2.16) and (2.17) it follows that the local impedances at
two different positions y a and y = a + d in one layer relate as

Z(a)

zk Z(a + d) +zZk~an(kyd).
Zk + jZ(a + d) tan(k:yd)

(2.24)
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The interface boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.6) lead to the requirement
that Ex and Hz be continuous. From this it follows that the condition that
Z be continuons at the boundaries Yb,p (p = 2 .. N) is a sufficient condition
for the case that Hz =/= 0. The conditions for the outer layers transform to
the condition Z(y) = -Zk for layer 1, and to Z(y) = Zk for layer N.
For TM modes a charaderistic admittance Yk and a local admittance
Y (y) can be defined as:

yk

J:JL

l

(2.25)

Wf.LO

and

Y(y)

Hx(Y)
Ez(Y).

(2.26)

These quantities show a behaviour similar to that of Zk and Z(y) for TE
modes. For TM modes it is further found that

Y(a)

= yky(a + d) + jYk tan(kyd)
Yk + jY(a + d) tan(kyd) ·

(2.27)

Here, the condition that Y be continuons is a sufficient interface boundary
condition if Ez =/= 0.
The mode search can now be done by starting in one of the outer layers,
calculating the local impedance profile (using eq. (2.22)-(2.24)) or local admittance profile (using eq. (2.25)-(2.27)) through the stack, and minimizing
the appropriate A or B in the other outer layer. Alternatively, the stack
can be divided into two sub-stacks while choosing the appropriate A and
B in the outer layers zero; the local impedance profiles are then calculated
starting in these outer layers and the impedance difference at some defined
point in the stack is minimized. In both cases, the propagation constant is
varied until a proper solution is found.
Using the impedance/admittance method, the calculations involved are
quick and simple, but a problem lies in the additional requirement that Ex
and
be nonzero at the interfaces. The method will have problems in
finding modes when one of these field components becomes (nearly) zero at
one or more of the interfaces.
One way in which this problem can be avoided is by calculating Ex and
Hz (forTE modes) or Hx and Ez (for TM modes) through the stack [4, 6].
Take e.g. the TE mode. The Ex and 8yEx components should match (8yEx
and
are directly coupled through (2.9)). In other words, at each boundary
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= Yb,p
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the following should hold

(2.28)
where M is the unity matrix for

modes and
(2.29)

for TM modes. Using (2.16), one obtains
exp( -jky,p-IY)
( -jky,p-1

exp(jky,p-lY)
) ( Ap-l )
exp(jky,p-IY)
Bp-1

exp(-jky,;_Y)
. exp(jk~~pY)
) ( Ap). (2 .30 )
exp( -Jky,pY) yky,p exp(Jky,pY)
Bp
This is a relation between
, Bp_ 1 ) and (Ap, Bp), which can
iteratively to obtain all the (Ap, Bp) through the stack.
In a practical structure, such as a semiconductor laser, the die1ectric stack
structure often has an end facet perpendicular to the propagation direction.
Behind the end facet the mode then propagates into free space and develops
the so-called far field pattem at infinity. The far field intensity pattem is an
interesting quantity
it is easily verified through experiment. In the
y-z plane it is calculated through [12]

(y) cos(O) exp(jko sin(O)y)dy,

(2.31)

where () is the angle to the main propaga.tion axis z, and x or y
to the
TE or TM case,
(y) is the eigenmode field distribution
in the stack (called near
pattem). At smallangles fJ (2.31) is simply a
Fourier Transform.
The confinement or fill factor of layer p is given by

r

=
p

l'lbl2dy
fc:>Joo li/•l 2 dy

j,Yb.p+l
_Y'--::b-;é;.p,-----,-----,=---

(2.32)

where ·Ij; is
the TE mode, and Hx/ E for a TM mode. It is a useful
quantity for calculating the optical modal gain (or loss) 9m of the eigenmode
of the stack in
case that one or more layers exert
(or loss) gp:
9m =
r p9p [12].
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Stripe waveguides

Geometries with slow lateral refractive index variations which are piecewise
constant (see Fig. 2.2) can bedescribed using the effective index methad [1].
No index variations are allowed in the propagation direction. The idea is
that in these geometries each "verticallayer" q represents a stack of dielectric
layers p = l..N, with refractive indices fip. Because the lateral refractive
index variations between subsequent "verticallayers" are small, the model
of the previous section holds in each layer q, except for small perturbations.
The 3-dimensional wave equation for the electrical field can be derived
from Maxwell's equations (2.1) through (2.3):
(2.33)
The restrietion that variations in the geometry in the x direction be slow
compared with those in the y direction leads to the following form for TE
eigenmodes:

Ex= Tp,q(y)Lq(x) exp(j(wt- (3z)); Ey = 0; Ez = 0.

(2.34)

Substitution of (2.34) in (2.33) gives

-(3 2 Tp,qLq

+ Lq8~Tp,q + Tp,qa;Lq + Ep,0 w2 Tp,qLq = o.

(2.35)

Because the variations in the x direction are small with respect to those in
the y direction, the Tp,qa; Lq term can be neglected to obtain:
(2.36)
This is the Helmholtz equation for the transverse wave. The field distribution
and propagation constant (3q for each "verticallayer" q (see Fig. 2.2) can be
found using the multilayer dielectric stack model. Each (generally complex)
effective index is then defined as fieff,q = /3g/ko. In fact, (2.36) represents
the case of infinitely braad layers q. If, in a next step, the finiteness of the
widths of these layers is taken into account, a slightly corrected (complex)
propagation constant (3' for the mode of the stripe waveguide is obtained.
Substitution of (2.36) in (2.35) now gives
(2.37)
This is again a Helmholtz equation, but now in the x direction. Hence, the
field profile in this direction can be solved by again using the multilayer slab
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model. This second time, the fields in the layers should be treated as TM
modes because the E.r fields are now perpendicular to the boundaries.
The structure of Fig. 2.2 is called a "stripe waveguide'' if the lateral
effective index profile iïeff,q ( q
l..M") is such that lateral guiding occurs.
For real fl·eff,q this is e.g. the case when the valnes at the centre of the
structure are higher than those at
The complex effective index
= (3' / k0 of the guided
contains information on the mode
phase velocity (which is equal to
) and on the gain or at tennation
of the mode upon propa.ga.tion.
''moeial
is defined as gmod = 2imf3'
(" modalloss" defined as O:mod
; the propaga.tion dependenee of the
mode intensity is I (z) = Io
The eigenmode salution of the
guide is of course no longer a pure
TE mode of a. slab waveguide.
it has been a.ssumed that field varithan in the transverse direction
a.tions are much slmver in the lateral
elimension is much larger in the lat(and this usua.lly means that
eral direction than in the transverse direction), it is a good approxima.tion
to sa.y tha.t the salution still
a TE mode of a. slab wa.veguide.
In the case that the guide supports a. TM mode the rea.soning is analogous: start solving the TM mode field distributions in the layers q, and
continue to solve the stripe
mode by treating the layer fields as TE
modes.

2.1.4

Examples

An example of a ca.lculated eigenmode in a dielectric multilayer stack is
depicted in Fig. 2.3.
plotteel refra.ctive index profile reflects a Rb/Baexcha.nged wa.veguide at
of a. KTP crystal and its interface to
air (with iï = 1). The
profile in the crystal is erfc-shaped (which is
barely visible in
a.n index step of 0.023 at the surface and a.
depthof 7 ~<m
value) (see Chapter 3). The
index of the substrate
for TM polarization is 1.84; the number
la.yers used in
the profile is 20. The intensity IJL~'LLJ.\A::>
of the 4 TM
are shown at a wavelength of 850 nm; higher-order
modes are not supported by the guide. The lowest-order mode profile
deviates from
Gaussian-like profiles fom1d in simple
slab waveguides [4].
The result of a calcula.tion of a lateral mode, using the effective-index
method, in a rnultistripe GaAs/ AlGaAs semiconductor laser of the
grooved Substrate Inner Stripe (VSIS) type [7], grown with the a.id of Liquid-
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Figure 2.3: Near field intensity distributions (thick curves) of the 4 transverse TM
eigenmodes (m = 0.. 3) of a Ba/Rb-exchanged waveguide at the z-surface of a KTP
crystal. The dashed curves indicate the refractive-index profile (the step represents
the air-crystal interface).

Phase Epitaxy (LPE), is shown in Fig. 2.4. A cross-section of the structure
is also shown: it contains an AlGaAs active layer with an aluminum content
of 12 % (n = 3.64), AlGaAs cladding layers (53% Al content, n = 3.23),
and an additional GaAs layer (complex refractive index 3.67 + 0.093j) that
provides current blocking and lateral optical confinement ("blocking layer").
Between the two growth steps, V-grooves have been etched to define the
stripes. In the case of this example, some (asymmetrical) blocking layer
melt-back has occurred during the second growth step, as aresult of which
the geometry has become slightly inhamogeneaus in the lateral direction.
A model with 11 laterallayers (q = 1..11) has been used here. The layers
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Figure 2.4: Lateral eigenmode intensity profile of an LPE-grown multistripe laser
with growth imperfections.
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with odd q represent the (transverse) cross sections between the stripes, and
the layers with even q represent the cross sections at the centers of the
stripes. The lateral intensity profile for the highest-order TE mode (which
is the mode with the lowest optica! losses and therefore the preferred mode
for lasing) is shown in the Figure. The lasing wavelength is 780 nm. As can
be seen, the imperfections in the growth have quite drarnatic effects on the
eigenmode field distribution. In practice, this LPE-related phenomenon has
proven to be a serious problem.

2.2
2.2.1

Beam propagation method
Introduetion

In semiconductor lasers and camparabie structures a layered structure is
aften seen, where light propagates mainly through one or through a srnall
number of layers (propagation direction again parallel to the layers). The
largest refractive index steps and the strongest confinement usually occur in
the direction perpendicular to the layers (y direction). The refractive index
variati ons in the (x and z) directions parallel to the layers are then usually much smaller and slower. In those cases the bearn-propagation methad
(BPM) is a good tooi for calculating the wavegulding properties, especially
if the geometry contains a more complex lateral structure like a channel
wavegulde with bends and junctions [2, 9]. Again, the terrns "transverse"
and "lateral" have been adopted for the y and x directions, respectively (if
z is the main propagation direction).
The geometry on which the calculations will be based is the one of Fig.
2.1, but with the additional freedom of slow variations of layer thicknesses
and/or refractive indices in the x and z directions. At each point (x, z),
and in its immediate vicinity, the propagation constant f3(x, z) is calculated
using the multilayer stack model of section 2.1.3. These calculations are
performed as if the structure had the layer and refractive index cornposition
of the point (x, z) and we re infinitely extended in the x and z directions.
Along with the f3(x, z) the transverse field distribution T(x, y, z) at each
point (x, z) is obtained. Hence, T satisfies (2.15) or (2.18), which takes the
form
(2.38)
Now assume that the T(x, y, z) are good approxirnations to the real transverse field distributions in the adopted geometry, except for a complex factor
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<I>( x, z), because (J(x, z) has only small and slow variations in the x and z
directions. <I>( x, z) serves as an amplitude
phase factor. The field distribution (for the TE and TM mode cases) in the geometry now takes the
form
T(x, y, z)<I>(x,
Hx}(x,y,
(2.39)
If (2.39) is substituted in (2.33), and (2.38) is used,
dimensional Helmholtz equation is obtained:

following two-

(2.40)
Because the variations in {J(x, z) are slow, the derivatives of Tin the x and
z directions have been neglected.

2.2.2

The principle

problem has been reduced to solving the two-dimensional problem
(2.40), where the effective-index distribution
z)/ko is known. It is
assumed that a main propagation direction z can be defined, and that
the waves propagate within only small deviations from this main direction
(paraxial approximation). If an initial field distribution <I>( x, zo) at some
plane zo is known, this serves as a boundary condition for the salution of
(2.40); the change in this profile upon propagation can hence be calculated.
1\ow write the initial field distribution as a summation over plane-waves
(its Fourier transform):

I:

<I>( x, zo)

CÎ>(zo,

exp( -jkxx )dkx.

(2.41)

propagation through a homogeneaus medium over a distance Ll.z the
will be

=I:

<I>(x, zo+

b(Ll.z,

exp(- j kxx )dkx

(2.42)

where
b( Ll.z, kx)

=

CÎ> (zo,

(2.43)

For propagation through an inhomogeneons medium with an effective
refractive index distribution {J(x, z)/ko
+b(x, z) now take the following
approximation to the field after propagation over Ll.z:
<I>(x, zo+ LlZ)

[I:

b(Ll.z, kx) exp(jkxx)dkx] exp( -jko8(x, zo)Ll.z) (2.44)
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For numerical calculations a summation over a discrete set {kz} is usually
used rather than the integral.
The form (2.44) is an approximate salution of (2.40) under the condition that 6(x) has only slow variations as a function of x, and !6 (x) I «

2}n5k5- kJjko. This imposes a restrietion on the usabie range of {kx} as
well as on the usabie index steps 6(x). By applying (2.44) repeatedly, the
mode propagation through an entire structure 6(x, z) can be calculated.
In summary we can say that the BPM is a simple and fast method for calculating wave propagation in a two-dimensional effective index distribution.
lts restrictions are however that (1) the lateral field distributions ~(x,z)
may not have high lateral frequencies kx and (2) the propagation constant
distribution f3(x, z) can only have slow and small variations 6(x, z). Furthermore, reflections in the -z direction arenottaken into account (but the
role of these reflections will be negligible in the case of the smooth f3(x, z)
distribution).

2.2.3

Examples

An example of the calculated propagation of optical waves through a rib-type
thin-film waveguide is shown in Fig. 2.5. The intensity distribution is shown
in the form of contour plots (dotted curves) and the waveguide is indicated
by solid lines. The structure has no gain or loss and f3(x, z) is hence real
everywhere. The normalized coordinates x' and z' represent the lateral and
propagation directions, respectively. The dimensions are such that x'
1
and z' = 1 correspond to 50 p,m and 245 p,m, respectively. The (vacuum)
wavelength is 780 nm and the average material refractive index is 3.4; the
lateral refractive index steps are 8 x w- 3 . To accommodate the restriet ions
of the BPM, a smoothed steps lateral index profile has been used. At the
input, only the fundamental mode is launched. In this example the bend is
clearly too sharp forthemode to follow the guide (for the employed refractive
index steps). Part of the propagating power penetrates through the side of
the guide and enters the cladding region. Another fraction is reflected and
bonnces to the other guide side. The result shows that careful tuning of
the guide shape (such as the radius of curvature of bends) in conjunction
with the available refractive index steps is necessary to construct a properly
functioning device.
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Figure 2.5: Contour plot (thin curves) of the optical intensity distribution of
propagating waves in a bent rib-type thin-film waveguide (indicated by the thick
curves), calculated using the BPM. The numbers indicate intensity levels (in arbitrary units). The (vacuum) wavelength is 780 nm and the average material refractive
index is 3.4; the lateral refractive index steps are 8 x w- 3 .
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Charge-carrier and temperature-induced effects

So far lateral effective index profiles induced by lateral variations in a multilayer stack (lateral profiles induced by the structure) have been discussed.
In semiconductor lasers, however, lateral effective index variations mayalso
be induced by variations in temperature and/or charge-carrier concentrations. A large number of articles have been published on this subject
[10, 11, 12, 13]. In later chapters these phenomena will be treated in further
detail.
Typical values are .6.(re n)/ .6.n = 8 x 10- 21 cm3 [10] for changes in the
real refractive index ren induced by changes in carrier concentration n, in
GaAs/AlGaAs lasers; .6.(ren)/.6.T = 4 x 10- 4 K- 1 and 1.3 x 10- 4 K- 1 are
typical values for temperature-induced index changes in GaAs/ AlGaAs and
ZnMgSSe/ZnSSe/ZnCdSe lasers, respectively (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3

111-V semiconductor
phase-locked array lasers
3.1

Introduetion

In semiconductor lasers the maximum output power is mainly limited by
the optical power density at which catastrophic degradation of the output
facet occurs (several MW jcm 2 in GaAs/ AlGaAs lasers [1]). An effective
way of increasing this maximum output power is by spreading the near field
distribution over a larger area. In edge-emitting stripe lasers it is most
practical to use spread in the lateral direction, which can be achieved by
simply increasing the stripe width. This however has
disadvantage of
poor lateral mode stability and purity.
Lateral mode stability is e.g. important in optica! pumping applications,
where often a stable and homogeneaus lateral near field intensity pattem
is required [2]. Furthermore, both lateral mode stability and purity are
required for applications where a circular diffraction-limited spot is needed,
recorders, laser printers or optica!
transmitters.
such as optical
Since spatial co herenee is necessary for conversion of the array near field to a
circular spot, the laser has to operate in a
lateral mode [3]. Particularly
an in-phase mode is desirabie because it allows the use of simpler and less
expensive opties [3]. Geometries using closely-spaced multiple stripes (phaselocked array lasers) generally yield better lateral mode control than those
having a single wide stripe; the first are therefore the most preferabie for
solving the facet damage problem.
The main goal of this chapter is to investigate the lateral mode stability,
41
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purity and uniformity, and also the attainable output power, in a number of
experimental phase-locked laser array geometries. Only index-guided laser
structures (i.e. structures that have built-in lateral real refractive index
variati ons) have been studied, since these offer the best perspectives in terms
of (low) threshold current, lateral mode control and beam astigmatism (see
Chapter 5 for data and theory on beam astigmatism in gain-guided lasers).
Most of the work was carried out between 1986 and 1988. Our group has
published a number of papers and some of the main topics will be addressed
here. Furthermore, a general introduetion on single-lateral-mode array lasers
and new calculated results will be presented.
First, theory on phase-locked array geometries will be discussed. It will
be shown that the simplest geometry, with straight parallel stripes, has a
strong tendency to stripe-to-stripe antiphase operation, and that it is difficult
to realize in-phase operation in this geometry. Then, so-called Y-junction
geometries, which are designed to lase exclusively in an in-phase mode, will
be described. Finally, experimental results will be presented and discussed
for both parallel-stripe and Y-junction geometries.

3.2
3.2.1

Lateral mode control
General

This Section will discuss calculation methods for lateral eigenmodes in 2
basic semiconductor array laser waveguide geometries: the parallel-stripe
geometry and the Y-junction geometry. In the first case, a number of specific
examples will be chosen to illustrate the relation between array dimensioning
and the selection of lateral eigenmodes; understanding of this relation is
important to come to designs of laser arrays that select a predetermined
lateral mode and that offer sufficient lateral mode selectivity.

3.2.2

Parallel-stripe geometry

Coupled-mode theory
In order to gain an understanding of the theory of phase-locked parallelstripe geometry lasers (in which N stripes are integrated, with a centerto-eenter spacing of the order of 5 J-lm) it is convenient to first consider
coupled-mode theory in a 2-parallel-stripe geometry [4, 5]. Let us take a
look at the optical field distri bution in one of the two guides (guide (a)) and
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see how it is influenced by the secoud guide (guide (b)) and a travelling wave
in this guide.
The field should satisfy the expression (which is derived from l\!Iaxwell's
equations)
(3.1)
where ris the position vector and P is the total medium polarization. Now,
write P as a sum of two terms

P(r, t) = Po(r, t)

+ Ppert(r, t),

(3.2)

where Po is the polarization induced by the material relative dielectric constant Er(r),
Po(r, t) Eo[cr(r)- 1]E(r, t).
(3.3)
P pert (r, t) is the perturbation polarization induced by the neighbouring guide
with its field distribution. Insertion of (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.1) yields the
following relation between e.g. the ::r-components of the electric field (the
dominant component for TE-polarized waves in channel waveguides) and the
perturbation polarization

(3.4)

Now assume that the guide carries only its lowest-order eigenmode; let
us find out how it is influenced by the perturbation polarization. Furthermore, assume tha.t the coupling is weak, so that the field distribution of the
eigenmode along the x and z axes can be written as

t) = A(z)E~a)(x) exp(j(wt· W h'lCh cfa)
lll

Cx

)'

(3.5)

is the isolated guide normalized lateral field distribution

that satisfies
(3.6)

Here, Er (x) is the isolated-guide lateral dielectric constant profile and
the
isolated-guide la-west-order mode propagation constant. Substitution of (3 ..5)
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in (3.4) gives

(3.7)
Using (3.6) and assuming that the amplitude of the wave in the z-direction
varies slowly with z as compared to the wavelength,

(3.8)
the following expression is obtained

-jf3a ~~ E~a)(x) exp(j(wt- f3az)) = J.t

:t

2
2 [Ppert(x,

z, t)]x·

(3.9)

Multiplication of (3.9) by eàa)(x) and integration from -oo to oo leads to
dA

( .(

(3.10)

dz exp J wt

Now we have to find an expression for the perturbation polarization. It
has two contributions: (1) the polarization induced by the mere presence of
guide (b) (as opposed to the presence of cladding) and (2) the polarization
induced by the travelling wave in guide (b). Assume that guide (b) also
carries the lowest-order eigenmode, whose field distribution we write as

(3.11)
Then, from the general expression (3.3) it follows that the perturbation
polarization becomes
[Ppert(x, z, t)]x = Eo [ln~(x)- n~(x)]AEàa\x) exp(j(wt- f3az))+

[n~(x)- 1]Bdb)(x) exp(j(wt- f3bz))],

(3.12)

in which na(x), nb(x), and iïc(x) are the index profiles of guide a, of guide
b, and of the total two--guide structure, respectively. See Fig. 3.1a. Insertion
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Figure 3.1: (a) Lateral refractive index profiles
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= -jK,B exp( -j28z)- jb.f3aA,

(3.13)

of (3.12) in (3.10) gives

~~
with

(3.14)
The two terms on the right hand side of (3.13) correspond to the two termsof
the perturbation polarization; the first represents the influence of the mode
in guide (b), characterized by the coupling constant K,,
(3.15)
and the second represents the influence of the presence of guide (b), giving
rise to a correction b.f3a to the isolated guide propagation constant.
Following analogous reasoning to calculate the evolution of the field distribution in guide (b) yields

~~

= -jK,Aexp(j28z)- jb.f3bB.

(3.16)

The propagation constant correction terms are given by
(3.17)
where a and b refer to the respective guides.
Because the evanescent wave tails play an important role in this type of
coupling, it is usually called evanescent wave coupling.
In the case that only guide b is irradiated with its fundamental mode
distribution at z = 0, the solutions of (3.13) and (3.16) become

(3.18)
where Pa and Pb indicate the optical powers Pa = IAI 2 and Pb = IBI 2 .
The power in guide a is gradually transferred to guide b, then back to
guide a, after which this process of exchange repeats itself. The maximum fraction of the power that is transferred (after a propagation distance
Lov = 1r I (2JK, 2 + 82 )) is given by the ratio K, 2 I (K, 2 + 82 ). Hence, full transfer
of power takes place only when the guides have equal propagation constants.
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To return to the slowly varying envelope approximation, expressed by
(3.8), in the case of weak coupling (which was one of the assumptions) r;, «
,Ba,b, which mean that the amplitudes A and B indeed vary slowly.
By analogy with the two-guide geometry, the field distribution in the
N-guide structure can be written as
N

E(x, y, z)

2:::>.':0z

y)Az(z) exp(jp1z),

(3.19)

l=l

where E1(x, y) is the eigenmode field distribution and
is the (slightly perturbed) propagation constant of each
Az(z) arises from the coupling
between the stripes. Taking into account only nearest-neighbour coupling,
and using the vector notatien Ê, with elements
= Az(z) exp(jplz), for the
complex amplitudes of the individual
we may express evanescent
wave coupling by [6]

dÊ

jMÊ,
(3.20)
dz
where M is a l x l matrix with non-vanishing elernents 1\!Iu = pz (for l =
1, 2, 3, .... N), lVfz,l+l = "'l,l+b and 1Vf1+1,l
(for l
1, 2, 3, .... N -· 1).
The eigenmodes of the array, which are generally called "supermodes",
are eigenmodes of (3.20); they have the property that the lateral mode profile
is invariant under propagation (except for a phase and gain/ attenuation
factor):
(3.21)
where a v is the propagation constant of the
tution of (3.21) in (3.20) gives
(M- avl)Êv

'"n><=>r·rn

0,

of order v. Substi-

(3.22)

in which I is the unit matrix.
The solutions of (3.22) are the N supermodes of
array of N stripes.
For the simplest case of N identical stripes the r\C>1Crn,r.ri•e>Q are characterized
by

È[ =sin
av = j3

(z N7r~i) ,

+ 2K;COS Crv7r~

1))

(3.23)
(3.24)

with v
1, 2, .... N. The last equation shows that the supermode propagation constant a v is approximately equal to the single-stripe propagation
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constant (3; the perturbation to f3 is dependent on the coupling strength
/'i,. Very weakly coupled stripes will behave as independent stripes, in which
the modes propagate with a propagation constant f3. In the case of stronger
coupling the modes will be perturbed with respect to the single-stripe modes
and the propagation constants will become (slightly) different from the
single-stripe value. The mode effective real refractive indices are then split
up into levels, which will result in a split-up of wavelengths in a laser that
contains this guide structure.
In a two-guide structure (N = 2), only two supermodes will develop: an
in-phase mode (or "even" mode), and an antipha..<se mode (or "odd" mode).
If the guides are equal, the former mode has guide amplitudes Ê1 = Ê2 and a
propagation constant a1 = f3 + f'i,, and the latter mode has guide amplitudes
Ê1 = - Ê2 and a propagation constant a2
f3 - /'i,. The lateral amplitude
profiles of these supermodes are indicated in Fig. 3.lb. The far field intensity
distributions are also shown. As the near field intensity distributions of the
two supermodes are almost equal, the far field distributions must be used to
experimentally distinguish these modes.
The power transfer from one guide to another (when only one of the two
guides is irradiated), expressed by equations (3.18), can easily be understood
in the context of supermodes. If in a system of two identical parallel guides
only one of the guides is irradiated, the supermodes are excited with equal
amplitudes (the addition ofthe supermode field distributions with zero phase
factors yields the irradiated field distribution). After a propagation length
Lov, such that (al - a2)Lov = 1r (giving rise to Lov = 7r /2/'i,), the phase
difference between the supermodes becomes 1r radians, which means that
now all the optical power is concentrated in the other guide (see Fig. 3.1b).
In this context it is also clear that upon further propagation the power is
transferred back to the first guide and so on.
The supermodes for a 5-parallel-stripe array (with identical stripes) are
illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The calculated lateral near field patterns and propagation gains are shown. For each stripe a simple lateral dielectric constant
profile has been assumed: 0 cm- 1 gain and a real refractive index of 3.353
inside, and 400 cm- 1 loss and a real refractive index of 3.350 outside the
stripes; abrupt steps have been assumed at the stripe edges. A stripe width
of Wstr = 3J,tm and a stripe separation of Sstr 5J,tm have been used (.\ 780
nm).
For the case that f3 and /'i, are complex (which is the case for the example
of Fig. 3.2 and for most reallaser structures), the supermode gains 2 im av
(see Section 2.1.3) will also be split up into levels. If the stripes have gain
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and the areas between and outside the stripes have absorption, it turns out
that the highest-order supermode experiences the highest gain, followed by
the subsequent lower-order modes. Careful observation of the supermode
lateral intensity profiles shows that the highest-order mode has sharp zeros
between the stripes; the lowest-order mode has nonzero minima. Therefore,
the overlap of the intensity profile with the absorbing regions is minimal for
the highest order mode, which explains its minimalloss. Other modallosses
can also be understood from overlap arguments. In a practical semiconductor
laser structure, where only the mode(s) reaching roundtrip gain = 1 can lase,
the mode with the highest gain will be selected.
It should be noted that the N -equal-guides model is only valid for lasers
(with parallel-stripe geometry) that operate just above threshold and for
short drive pulses (roughly tp .:::; 100 ns). Otherwise, lateral temperature and
charge carrier density variations will influence the lateral dielectric constant
profile and hence the supermode near field profiles and gains.
Since the supermodes are the eigenmodes of the multiguide structure
(i.e. the modes whose lateral field profile is invariant under propagation,
except for a phase and gain/ attenuation factor), these are the modes that will
develop in (Fabry-Perot type) semiconductor lasers. The lasing wavelengths
are À= re fietr Ljm, where fietr are the supermode effective indices, Lis the
laser length and m is an integer. Hence, the supermodes will operate at
different wavelengths.
The described model of evanescent wave coupling is only valid for cases
where the coupling is so weak that the field distributions in the individual
guides can be thought of as single-guide eigenmodes with small perturbations.

Effective index metbod
Coupled-mode theory is illustrative of the behaviour of parallel-stripe laser
arrays with weak coupling, but for calculating the supermodes in practical laser structures it is usually more convenient to use the effective index
method. As described in Chapter 2, this metbod allows the calculation of
eigenmodes in structures with an arbitrary lateral index profile. Practical
lateral index profiles, as occurring in semiconductor lasers, can be easily
incorporated and the model is not restricted to cases with weak coupling.
In this section various examples of effective index calculations, based on
V-grooved Substrate Inner Stripe (VSIS) array lasers [7], will be discussed.
In the first example, the lateral mode gains in a single wide stripe will be
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Figure 3.3: Schematic cross-section of a single-stripe VSIS laser and its lateral
effective refractive index profile (The solid and the dashed curve represent the real
refractive index and the optical absorption, respectively).

compared with those in phase-locked arrays (for several values of the stripe
width); conclusions will be drawn about lateral mode purity and stability. In
the next two examples, the important issue of selection of the lowest-order
supermode in a parallel-stripe array will be discussed.
A schematical cross-section of a single-stripe VSIS laser is depicted in
Fig. 3.3. lts growth and further manufacturing will be described in Section 3.4.1. The active layer has an aluminum content of about 12%, which
results in a lasing wavelength of À = 780 nm. The V-groove has two functions. First, it defines a stripe-shaped window for hole injection; the nGaAs layer directly on top of the p-GaAs substrate serves as a Current
Blocking Layer ( CBL). Secondly, it induces lateral real refractive index
steps. The material refractive indices ren and optical absorption coefficients
OOrnat = (-4Jrimn)j,\ obtained (partly using interpolation) from refs. [12, 9],
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are as follows. ren= 3.68 and amat = 15000cm- 1 for GaAs, ren 3.64 for
the active layer (in which Ctmat = 0 has been assumed, representing a moderate pumping condition), and ren= 3.32 and amat = 0 for Alo.s3Gao.47As.
The lateral real effective refractive index profile, obtained by calculating
the real effective indices of the dielectric stack fundamental eigenmodes (see
Chapter 2) at a lateral mesh of transverse cross-sections, is shown below
the cross-section. The Figure shows that the lateral real refractive index
variation is 4.3 x w- 3 . The effective optica! absorption beside the stripe,
induced by the absorptive GaAs current blocking layer, is almost 600 cm -l.
The steepest changes in the effective index occur near the edges of the Vgroove; the profile is almost "square", with just two abrupt index steps.
In the example calculations of the following paragraphs the lateral profile
of each stripe will therefore be approximated by an optically transparent
layer with a real refractive index of 3.3532 and a thickness equal to the
stripe width, surrounded by two lower-refractive index (ren 3.3489) layers
(thickness is unimportant in this model) with an absorption of 600 cm -l.
All modal gains are then negative (i.e. only positive modal loss values are
found) (see Section 2.1.3). In the reallaser, the active layer of course exerts
optica! gain, but this has a negligible inftuence on the lateral field profiles
and on the rnadal gain differences.

Example calculations using the effective index metbod
Varying stripe width In a 3-parallel-stripe structure, the center-toeenter stripe spacing wa..s kept constant at 5 f-tiD and the stripe width Wstr was
varied between 2 J.tm and 5 J-tiD (in the last case the "array" corresponds to a
single, broad, stripe). The resulting supermode modalloss values have been
plotted in Fig. 3.4. To ensure compatibility with supermode numbering, a
mode numbering starting at v 1 has been adopted.
In the 15~-tm wide single-stripe case (Wstr
5 J-tm), the slab-waveguide
modes were found. The V-parameter, defined by V = (27rWstr(\)v'2n.ó.n
[12], where n and .ó.n are the average real refractive index and the real
refractive index steps, respectively, has the value 6.5 x 1r. This means that
7 guided modes are allowed. The lowest-order mode has the lowest loss and
will start lasing :first. But, because of the small modal gain differences, slight
deviations in the lateral index profile may easily lead to higher-order lasing
at threshold.
For a stripe width of 4.5 J-tiD, the order of the modal losses of the first 3
modes is reversed and corresponds to the prediction of coupled mode theory
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(within this group of 3 modes, the highest-order mode experiences the lowest
loss because it has the lowest optical intensity between the guides). Modes 4
and 5 show significantly increased losses, which is a consequence of the fact
that they cannot be seen as composed of fundamental single-guide modes;
these modes do not "fit" to the 3-stripe structure. The 6th order modalloss
is only slightly increased because it is composed of phase-locked antiphase
single-guide modes, which have a moderate modalloss.
When the stripe width has decreased to 4 f-Lm all modes beyond v = 4
are cut off (i.e. not guided). The 4th order mode is "squeezed" further
towards the stripe edges; its modal loss increases to 130 cm- 1 . The first
three supermodes still have low losses.
A further decrease in the stripe width results in gradually increasing
supermode modal losses. The differences between these modal losses also
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decrease, which is a consequence of a decreasing guide-to-guide coupling.
Conclusions can be drawn from the figure regarding the lateral mode
stability in a wide stripe, in comparison with that in a parallel-stripe array.
In the single wide guide, the difference between the various modal losses is
relatively small (between 2 and 4 cm- 1 for the 3 lowest order modes). In
the array with 4.5p,m wide stripes the differences are clearly larger (between
7 and 14 cm- 1 for the 3 lowest order modes); the modes v = 4, 5 and 7 in
particular have high losses. Hence, simultaneous lasing in more than one
mode, which may be induced by lateral index profile distortions caused by
lateral carrier concentration and temperature changes, is made more difficult
by the array structure. The Wstr = 4 p,m array is even more stable: the loss
differences between the first 3 modes are slightly enhanced, and higher order
modes have become completely beyond reach. For the used index steps
and beside-guide absorption coefficients, narrower stripes are not beneficia!:
modal losses increase and their differences decrease.

Varying stripe width within the array: chirped geometries Structures with nonuniform stripe width and/ or stripe spacing allow the tailoring of the near field intensity distribution, as well as of the supermode
gains. With respect to manipulation of supermode gains ( and selection of
an in-phase supermode), especially a nonconstant stripe width distribution
(so-called "chirping") has been reported to be an effective tool [10].
To investigate this, 3-parallel-stripe arrays with a varying width of the
central stripe Wcstr were modelled using the effective index method. The
stripe width of the other two stripes and the stripe separation were kept
constant at 3 p,m and 5 p,m, respectively. Modal loss results have been
plotted in Fig. 3.5. At Wcstr = 3.0 p,m the model array is equal to the one
for Wstr = 3.0 p,m in Fig. 3.4, which results in the same modal loss values.
At Wcstr = 3.4 p,m the supermode modalloss order has changed with respect
to the regular array. The first-order mode is now the most favourable for
lasing, but the second-order mode has virtually the same modal loss. At
Wcstr = 3.8 p,m the lowest-order mode has a significantly lower loss than the
other two modes.
Inspeetion of the radiation patterns of this lowest order mode for Wcstr =
3.8 p,m, as depicted in Fig. 3.6, leads to the condusion that this device is not
an effective array laser. Virtually all the power is concentrated in the central
stripe; effective lateral spread of the optical power at the facet, which is the
main goal of phased-array structures, is not achieved. Hence, stripe width
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chirping seems to be an effective method for selection of the lowest order
supermode in a parallel-stripe array, but it does not lead to a uniform and
effective near
distribution.
Pumping between the stripes Another method for
of the
lowest-order supermode is reversal of the usual loss-gain-loss sequence
around each
If e.g. an array is constructed which has the same
lateral real refractive
profile as a VSIS array, and the lateral imaginary refractive
profile is modified such that the gain outside the guides
is higher than that
the guides, the supermode gain sequence reverses.
In a regular array (with equal stripe widths and a constant stripe separation)
this will result in selection of the lowest order supermode.
The effective index method was used to calculate lateral field distribu-
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Figure 3.6: Lateral near and far field intensity distributions (thick curves) of the
lowest-order supermode in a 3-parallel-stripe VSIS array with a wide central stripe.
The near field phase distri bution (thin curve) is also plotted. The widths of the
stripes are 3, 3.8, 3 f.lilli the stripe separation is 5 f.liD.
tions and supermode gains for a regular 3-stripe modified-VSIS array. A
stripe width of 3 J.Lm and a stripe separation of 5 J.Lm were used. The lateral
real refractive index profile of the VSIS structure was adopted. Outside the
stripes a gain value of 600 cm- 1 was chosen and the stripes themselves were
assumed optically transparant (this is just a theoretica! assumption and has
no relation to a partienlar practical geometry). The resulting supermodeassociated modal gains were all positive and had exactly the same magnitude
as the previously calculated modalloss numbers (as plotted in Fig. 3.4). The
supermode lateral intensity distributions were equal to the previously found
ones. These results illustrate why this metbod of lowest-order supermode selection is not easily applicable in practice. Due to the poor overlap between
the lasing mode intensity distribution and the gain distribution, very high
(beside-stripe) gain values are needed to obtain sufficient modal gain for
lasing ("' 50 cm- 1 in a 250J.Lm long AlGaAs laser with uncoated facets).

3.2.3

Y-junction geometry

To meet the need for a phase-locked laser array that works in the lowestorder supermode, aso-called Y-junction geometry, as sketched in Fig. 3.7,
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can be used [11]. The geometry can be seen as containing two parallel-stripe
arrays. These are conneeteel through a Y-junction structure, such that each
pair of neighbouring stripes of one array couples to a single stripe of the other
array and vice versa. The idea is that for a lateral eigenmode for which a
pair of stripes operates in antiphase (with equal amplitudes), the Y-junction
radiates off all the optical power into the absorptive guide surroundings,
whereas for an in-phase operating pair ( again with equal amplitudes), lossless
coupling to the fundamental mode of the single stripe takes place. This type
of coupling can be referred to as "interferometric".
Since these structures are longitudinally varying, laser eigenmodes can
no Jonger be modes which are invariant under propagation. However, the
eigenmodes must still have the property that the (later al and transverse)
field profile, at any longitudinal position, is invariant under a full cavity
rouneltrip [12]. In the following, the term "lateral eigenmode" will be used
in reference to the lateral profile of an eigenmode.
It is clear that, if this picture of Y-junction operation applies, an eigenmodewithall stripes operating in-phase has the lowest rouneltrip losses and
will reach lasing threshold
The eigenmode gains in a Y-junction laser
can be calculated using a scattering matrix method [13, 14], where the parallel stripes are assumed perfectly optically isolated. Calculations based on
this method preeliet that indeed an in-phase mode has the lowest losses in
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these structures, and that all array eigenmodes lase at the same wavelength.
A number of important effects in realiasers is, however, not taken into
account in this method, such as evanescent wave coupling. Further, nonideality of the Y-junctions themselves (such as imperfect absorption of the
power radiated-off) has been left out of the model. To take full account of
these effects, it is better to use more rigorons numerical calculations, such
as those basedon the beam propagation method [12].
In many practical lasers, significant evanescent wave coupling occurs
between the guides in the parallel-stripe sections. As discussed, this type
of coupling favours antiphase lasing, and is therefore opposing the effects of
the interferometric coupling. Another feature of practicallasers is that evanescent wave coupling will introduce propagation constant differences in the
parallel-stripe sections, which result in lasing wavelength differences between
the eigenmodes.

3.3
3.3.1

Decoupled modes and manufacturing tolerances
Parallel-stripe arrays

To illustrate the transition from decoupled to phase-locked operation in
terros of array supermodes, a series of 2-parallel-stripe VSIS lasers was analyzed using the effective index method. A center-to-eenter stripe spacing Sstr
and stripe width Wstr of 5 J.till and 3 Jl.m, respectively, were assumed. An
increasing lateral asymmetry among the stripes was introduced in the form
of a small step in the p-cladding layer thickness (where the active layer was
kept flat and of uniform thickness), as illustrated in Fig. 3.8, or in the active layer thickness. The lateral intensity and phase profiles of the resulting
eigenmodes for each value of the p-cladding layer thickness asymmetry are
shown in Fig. 3.9.
At zero asymmetry, the 1st_ and 2nd_order supermode intensity profiles
are, as expected, both symmetrie. The phase profiles are almost fiat within
the intensity peaks; at the edges a phase lag occurs, which is caused by the
optica! absorption beside the stripes. This lag gives rise to (in this case
slight) astigmatism, which phenomenon will be treated in more detail in
Chapter 5. Due to the 180° lateral phase jump in the 2nd_order mode, a
distinct zero occurs between the peaks, whereas in the 1st_order mode the
minimum between the peaks is nonzero.
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Figure 3.8: Adopted parallel-stripe VSIS arra~y cross-section for calculating the
influence of lateral inhomogeneities. The layer compositions and thicknesses are
laser depicted in
3.3.
the same as those of the

With a 0.01 p.m lateral step (3%) in the p-cladding layer thickness (the
difference between the two isolated-stripe effective indices is then rv 2 x 10~ 5 )
both supermodes become
asymmetrie. An active layer thickness step
of 0.5 Á(fraction 8 x 10~ 4 of layer thickness)
exactly the same
lateral intensity profile asymmetry increases with the structure
asymmetry, and with a 0.05 p.m p-cladding
thickness step this mode
asymmetry is so strong that in the pt_order mode virtually all the optica1
power is guided by the
guide (in the 2nd_order mode all the power is
confined to the right guide). The supermodes have now lost their typ ical
in-phase vs. antiphase character; the guides are in fact no longer coupled.
Fig. 3.10 shows the
obtained for a 4 p.m stripe spacing and a 0.05 p.m
step in the p-cladding layer thickness are given. Comparison of the results
obtained for the two stripe separations shows that decoupling takes place
more easily for larger than for smaller stripe separations.
In a semiconductor laser with a lateral asymmetry in its structure,
strongly asymmetrica.l supermodes will easily develop, which
phaselocked operation impossible (since supermodes in a Fabry-Perot
generally operateat different wavelengths). On
other hand, structures which
are perfectly laterally homogeneaus will show coupled (i.e. phase-locked) operation up to large
separations. The calculations (which are performed
for evanescent wave coupled multiguide geometries with a fixed lateral index
profile, i.e. not significantly influenced by carrier depletion induced by high
optical intensities and/ or by lateral ternperature variations) show that there
is no sharp distinction between coupled and decanpled operation. Rather,
upon increasing guide separation and/or increasing lateral inhomogeneities,
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a gradual transition from fully coupled to fully decoupled operation is seen.
A simple expression for the tolerabie lateral (isolated-guide) effective index differences, in a two-guide structure, can be derived as follows. Say that
the amplitude distribution of each supermode in a 2-parallel guicle structure with purely real refractive index steps is asymmetrical by a factor of
0 < Q ::; 1. If only guicle a is irradiated at z = 0, the even and odd
supermodes are excitecl with amplitudes of 1 ancl Q, respectively, since supermode superposition with these amplitudes (or with complex multiples of
these amplitudes) yields a lateral amplitude profile at z = 0 that has 0 amplitude in guide b. The amplitude in guide a is then 1 + Q 2 ; the contribution
Q 2 arises from the fact that the adel supermode has a peak amplitude Q
in this guide, ancl is exei teel with a relative amplitude Q. Aft er a propagation
Lov, the phase difference between the supermodes has changecl
by 1r raclians, ancl the amplitudes have become 1 - Q 2 ancl 2Q in guicles
a ancl b, respectively. The maximum transferred power fraction is hence
4Q 2 /(1 + Q 2 ) 2 ; this can now be set to be equal to the previously clerivecl
~ 2 /(~ 2 +
which results in the expression

8

(3.25)
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If"" is approximated by the equal guide case value .6.0" /2, a relation between
the tolerabie isolated-guide effective index difference .6.iieff,12 and the symmetrie array supermode effective index difference 6.iieff,sm results:
(3.26)
where the expressions 8 = ~6.fï.etr,l2ko and .6.0" 6.iietr,smko have been used,
and differences in ko (occurring in a laser) have been neglected. At Q = 0.7,
cortesponding to a tolerated intensity peak asymmetry of 0.5, it follows that
.6.neff,12 < 0. 3B.
6.iieff,sm -

(3.27)

These expressions show that the lateral asymmetry in the supermode
lateral intensity distribution can be fully described in terms of the difference
in isolated-guide effective index and strengthof the guide-to-guide coupling.
It is of no importance how the difference in isolated-guide effective index is
induced. Such a difference can e.g. be caused by layer thickness variations,
a difference in stripe width, a difference in current injection, or a difference
in temperature.
Let us check whether the theoretica! relation holds for the arrays of
Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10. For the symmetrical arrays, l6.iieff,sml is 37 x 10- 5
and 10 x 10-5 at Sstr
4 and 5 f.km, respectively. According to (3.27)
the tolerabie difference in isolated-guide effective indices is then 13 x 10- 5
and 3.6 x 10- 5 for the respective stripe separations. And according to the
supermode lateral intensity profiles, a stripe separation of 4 Jkm allows an
asymmetry up to that of the geometry of Fig. 3.10, i.e. 19 x 10- 5 in isolatedguide effective indices (the difference is almost purely real). At a stripe
separation of 5 Jkm, the asymmetry may be slightly more than that of the
geometry of Fig. 3.9b, î.e. 3.7 x 10- 5 (again almost purely real). Hence,
these values are in good agreement with (3.27).
As already discussed, the calculations show that the supermode asymmetry sensitivity with respect to active layer thickness inhomogeneities is
very severe. This is probably the reason why it has appeared to be very
difficult to reliably grow phase-locked array lasers using Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) (see the next section). Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy
(MOVPE) yields better layer thickness uniformities and therefore offers a
better perspective for growing these devices. The specified laterallayer thickness variations have been assumed to occur over the full laser length, which
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may be realistic for certain situations. But it is clear that growth geometries
that induce thickness variations that are either randomly distributed or occur mainly in the longitudinal direction of the lasers (in certain regionsof the
wafer) lead to significantly smaller effective laterallayer thickness variations,
and are therefore preferable.

3.3.2

Y-junction arrays

Comparing a 2-1 Y-junction array laser with a 2-parallel-stripe array laser
having the same guide characteristics (i.e. lateral complex index steps, width,
etc.), one would expect the first to be less susceptible to laterallayer thickness variations, since the guide-to-guide coupling is stronger. In the Yjunction array coupling takes place through evanescent wave coupling and
interferometric coupling, whereas the parallel-stripe array has only evanescent wave coupling. Of course, the two types of coupling have the tendency
to favour different supermodes (in-phase vs. antiphase), but once the inphase supermode has been selected, both types have the same effect: they
give rise to phase-locked lasing in a laterally symmetrical array, and make the
mode more symmetrical with increasing coupling strength in an asymmetrical array (where the parallel guides have different isolated-guide effective
indices).
The reduced sensitivity to laterallayer thickness variations of such a 2-1
Y-junction array, as compared with a 2-parallel-stripe array, is illustrated in
Fig. 3.11. The Figure shows results calculated for 2-1 Y-junction VSIS laser
arrays. Since the waveguide geometry, which is also indicated in the Figure,
varies longitudinally, it was necessary to use the BPM. A totallaser length of
L = 245 J-Lm and an interferometric coupling section length of Lcoup = 95 J-Lm
were used. The values in Fig. 3.3 were used for the complex refractive
indices in- and outside the stripe (designated nc and nf, respectively); i.e.
the gain inside the stripe was again assumed to be zero. A lateral index
profile with smooth edges, satisfying BPM requirements, of the form n( x) =
nf+ (nc -nr) exp( -(1.7x/Wstr) 4 ) was used. A initia! field distribution having
peaked optica! power in both guides was used at the 2-stripe side of the
geometry. The mode was propagated several times forth and back through
the structure, using an arbitrary, but constant, reflection coefficient at the
facets. Due to the differing modal gains of the various laser eigenmodes,
only the mode with the lowest loss survived. Other modes were damped to
a negligible level, which was confirmed by a stabilisation of the lateral mode
profile (at an arbitrary longitudinal position), which usually occurred after
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Figure 3.11: Data calculated, using the BPM, for lowest-loss eigenmodes in a
laterally asymmetrie 2-1 Y-junction arrays as a function of the length Lpar of the
parallel-stripe section. The total laser length L = 245 f.J,m and the length Lcoup =
95 f.tm of the coupling section were kept constant. Complex refractive indices of
the VSIS structure were adopted (see the text for the other parameters used). (a)
Intensity peak ratio at the 2-stripe facet. (b) N ormalised modallosses derived from
roundtrip attenuation factors.
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about 5 full roundtrips.
In part a of the Figure the ratio of the peaks of the near field (intensity)
distribution at the 2-stripe side of the laser as a function of the length of the
parallel-stripe section, Lpar, is plotted. The difference between the isolatedguide effective indices in the parallel-stripe section was kept constant at
6.6 x 10- 4 ; in this example the asymmetry was incorporated in the form of a
guide width difference (the widths Wstr were 3 and 2.1 ttm). The center-toeenter stripe separation was 5 t.tm and the stripe width in the single-stripe
section was 3 t.tm. The open squares represent cases where the lowest-loss
eigenmode slwwed the strongest peak in the widest guide, as is the case in a
parallel-stripe array (represented by Lpar = L). The length of the coupling
section Lcoup was kept constant (at 95 t.tm), which means that at each Lpar
the single-stripe section length
is equal to L 8 = L- Lpar- Lcoup. The peak
ratio shows the expected behaviour as Lpar decreases, the mode becomes
more symmetrical and gradually approaches the single-stripe case, which is
represented by Lpar = -Lcoup· The data show further that the lateral index
L 8 ), is a
difference sensitivity of a "standard" Y-junction (where Lpar
factor of 38 smaller than the parallel-stripe array.
A remarkable behaviour takes place in the shaded region
the Figure,
where the eigenmodes are even more symmetrical than would be expected
on the basis of the open square cases. For the results in this region, indicated by closed squares, the mode has the strongest peak in the narrowest
guide. Most striking is the situation at Lpar 145 t.tm, where the mode has
become perfectly insensitive to the structure's lateral asymmetry. Here, the
eigenmode that develops after about 5 roundtrips does not repeat itself
each roundtrip, but after every two roundtrips. The mode profile at the 2stripe facet is strongly asymmetrical (peak ratio of about 0.16) and the peak
strengths reverse aftereach single roundtrip. The mode ''bounces" from one
guide to the other. This can be interpreted as follows. A propagating optical
pulse in one of the two guides of the parallel-stripe section experiences specular reileetion to the single-stipe facet, and is hence directed into the neighbouring guide. Apparently, the bouncing occurs optimally at Lpar = 145t;,m,
which corresponds to a single-stripe lengthof 5 t.trrL Of course the optimum
geometry for this phenomenon is dependent on the waveguide widths and
the refractive index steps. It should be noted that the bouncing mode also
develops in a Y-junction that has stripes of equal width (wstr = 3ttm) in the
parallel-stripe section (at the same Lpar). In a real laser, the time-averaged
near field will then be perfectly symmetrical.
This "bouncing mode" case must have two degenerate eigenmodes with
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equal gain. One that has most of the power in the right guide (arbitrary
convention) for the even roundtrips, and one that has most of the power in
the left guide for these even roundtrips. When the BPM is used to perform
many roundtrips in order to find the lowest-loss eigenmode, both modes
propagate equally well and no discrimination takes place. Small perturbations in the calculation procedure (such as the finite accuracy) may then
lead to a transfer of energy from one mode to the other. This effect is indeed
observed. After the aforementioned 5 roundtrips that are necessary to reach
stabilisation to single-eigenmode operation, the mode very slowly transfarms
to a perfectly symmetrical mode (at least in peak intensity; the peak in the
wide guide is still somewhat broader than that in the narrow guide). This
situation is reached after 30 full roundtrips.
Fig. 3.1lb shows the modallosses ofthe lowest-loss eigenmodes found, as
derived from the roundtrip attenuation factors. A single stripe has a lowestorder modalloss of 64 cm -l. If a small section of the interferometric coupling
section is added, the single-stripe eigenmode is maintained and significant
loss is introduced. When Lpar is increased the (asymmetrie) Y-junction
eigenmode develops, which leads to reduced opticalloss. It is not surprising
that in the cases where the eigenmode has most of the power in the narrow
guide the loss is increased with respect to the "wide guide" eigenmodes.
The perfectly symmetrie "bouncing mode" is of course an intermediate case,
which is confirmed by the data.

3.4
3.4.1

Experiments, results and discussions
Growth and technology

Array lasers based on two different "basic elements" (i.e. single stripe laser
structure) were used in the investigations. The first is the well known VSIS
structure, grown by LPE [7]. A schematic cross-sectionis shown in Fig. 3.3;
the manufacturing sequence was as follows. On a p-type GaAs substrate an
n-GaAs current blocking layer was grown. Stripe openings were etched into
this blocking layer. Then, subsequently a p-Alo.53Gao.47As cladding layer,
an Alo.14Gao.s6As active layer, an n-type Alo. 53 Gao.47As cladding layer, and
a GaAs contact layer were grown.
For manufacturing the 3-2 Y-junction lasers, a secoud type basic element
was used: an (also index-guided) ridge-guide AllnGaP jinGaP structure,
grown by MOVPE [15]. A schematical cross-section of the structure is shown
in Fig. 3.12. Theemission wavelength is around 660 nm. A 6° misoriented
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Figure 3.12: Schematic cross-section of the In GaP/ AlinGaP ridge-guide structure
used for the 3-2 Y-junction array lasers.
n-GaAs substrate was used. The grown
are an n-GaAs buffer layer, an
n-Alo.24lno4sGao.zsP cladding layer, an undoped Ino.4sGao.szP active layer,
a p-Alo.24Ino48Gao.2sP cladding layer, an InGaP intermediate layer, and a
p-GaAs cap layer. The ridge was obtained by wet-chemica! etching of the
GaAs cap layer and part ofthe p-AlinGaP cladding layer, using a photoresist
mask. Selective etchants were used for the cap layer and the p-cladding
layer, respectively. Then passivation of the etched surface was performed
with arrodie oxidation. The bottam of the etched surfaces is at a transverse
distance of 0.4 J..Lm from the active layer, resulting in a peak-peak lateral
real refractive index variation of 0.003. The width of the ridges is 3 J..Lm and
the stripe separation is 5 J.Lm. After thinning of the wafers, PtTaAu and
AuGeNi cantacts were applied on the p- and n-type sides, respectively. The
cleaved chips (cavity
250 J.Lm, the Y-junction region had a length of
100 J..Lrn) were rnounted with the epitaxiallayers down on capper heatsinks
with indium salder.

3.4.2

Wavelength-resolved near field measurements

Experimental analysis of semiconductor array lasers is in
first place performed by recording the near field and far field intensity distributions. In
sorne cases it is possible to judge in which lateral eigenmode lasing occurs by
camparing the results obtained to theoretica! near and far field distributions.
But when the device under test operates in a mixture of lateral eigenrnodes,
or when (partly) decoupled modes are present, it is generally difficult to
obtain
necessary information from these measurements. Therefore, an
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Figure 3.13: Setup used to measure wavelength-resolved near and far field patterns.
additional technique has been used for analysis of most of the experimental
array lasers described in this thesis. A setup as shown in Fig. 3.13 was used
to obtain wavelength-resolved near and far field distributions.
Sirree different eigenmodes generally have different (effective) propagation constauts a v for any fixed wavelength, giving rise to differing effective
refractive indices iïeff = a v / ko (iïeff will generally be only weakly dependent
on the wavelength), they will also have different operation wavelengths Àm
in a laser structure. Àm values are determined by the Fabry-Perot roundtrip
condition Àm = 2(re iïeff)L/m, where L is the laser length and m is an integer. Because of this behaviour, the wavelength discrimination technique
allows separation and independent observation of the lateral modes.
To facilitate characterisation of the modes, the setup of Fig. 3.13 also
offers the possibility to observe the far field distributions, associated with
the wavelength-separated near fields.

3.4.3

Experiments on parallel-stripe geometries

A VSIS single-stripe laser has a lasing wavelength of 780 nm, a threshold
current of 50 mA, and an external differential efficiency of 0.3 W /A (per
facet).
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Table 3.1: Measured and calculated data of 250Mm length 2-stripe array lasers.
Wavelength elistances are expressed in units of Longitudinal Mode wavelength Difference (LMD). Values between round brackets refer to decoupled modes.

2-Stripe arrays A number of VSIS 2-stripe arrays, with various stripe
separations Sstn was grown to investigate the coupling-decoupling behaviour. The wavelength-resolved near fields at a
m \V output power are
shown in Fig. 3.14. In Table 3.1 measured supermode threshold currents and
wavelength differences are listed. Schematic laser cross-sections, as determined from
images, are given in Fig. 3.15. The active layer thickness was
0.08 ftm. During the secoud epitaxy step of growth 1, the CBL between the
stripes has melted back, which results in a lateral effective refractive index
profile that is almost equal to that of a single broad stripe. Based on these
SEM cross-section data, supermode wavelength and gain differences were
calculated
the effective index method, and the results are also listeel
in the Table.
The flat lateral index profile in growth 1 resembles that of a single stripe.
As a consequence, the first order mode (again adopting a lateral mode numbering that begins at 1 for the fundamental mode) starts lasing first (at
59 mA). At 88 mA the second order mode
to lase simultaneously.
Because of the presence of many longitudinal modes, the measured lateral
mode wavelength difference has an uncertainty of an integer number times
the longitudinal mode distance. Assuming that the measured elifierenee is
than the longitudinal mode distance, it however roughly matches the
calculated number. It is not surprising that they are not exactly the same,
because in the device with two lateral modes lasing simultaneously the lateral
refractive index profile must be perturbed.
a hypothetical
without
such a perturbation, the
woulel be dampeel at the threshold value for
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Figure 3.14: Wavelength-resolved near fieldsof 2-parallel-stripe VSIS array lasers
having various stripe separations. Results from lasers of 3 LPE growths are
shown. The laser lengths are all 250 fLID, which means that the Longitudinal Mode
wavelength Difference (LMD), indicated in the first picture, is the same for all lasers.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic cross-sections of
array lasers of (a) growth
1 and (b) growth 2 and 3. Melt back of the CBL between the
occurred
during the second epitaxy of growth 1.
the first order mode for all currents above that threshold; other modes would
the lateral gain profile
never have a chance of lasing. But in the
changes with increasing injection current, in such a way that it increases
preferentially at spots with low optica] intensity. At a certain injection level
the perturbed gain profile then leads to equal
(i.e. equal round trip
losses) for bath modes.
In growth 2 and 3 the CBL rnelt-back has not occurred; devices from
For 6.5 p,rn stripe separation,
these growths are real 2-stripe array
lasers from growth 2 show single lateral mode operation. The mode is the
expected antiphase mode, as can be concluded from the far field pattem (not
shown). The stripes in the lasers from growth 3 are not phase-locked. Lateral
inhomogeneities in this growth are probably sornewhat larger. For 7.5 p,rn
stripe separation lasers from bath
show decoupled operatiorL These
results suggest that for the lateral tolerances in this type of LPE growth, 6.5
p,m is the maximum allowed
for phase-locked operation.
If the separation is larger, the
are likely to lase non-locked; if the
separation is smaller, phase-locked
is achieved.

5-Stripe arrays
and
fields
a 5-parallel-stripe VSIS array at
various current
3.16a. The stripe width is 3 p,m
and the center-to-eenter
spacing is 5 p,m; the cavity length is 250
?tm. These radiation patterns are typical for the expected highest-order supermode operation. In
with (optically neutral) >../2 facet coatings,
a threshold current and
di!Terential efficiency of 220 mA and 0.3
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Figure 3.16: Measured lateral near and far field patterns produced by 5-parallelstripe arrays with (a) regular spacing and (b) chirped spacing (outer stripes closer
together).
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W /A per facet are found, respectively; maximum output powers (limited by
catastrophic facet degradation and measured per facet) exceeding 90 m \V
CW and 400 m W pulsed (200 ns pulse length) have been realized. No significant deviation from the pure highest-order supetmode lasing was observed
at any injection level. These maximum output powers are approximately
equal to 5 times the maxima in a single-stripe laser with the same dimensions and layer compositions. It should again be noted that the main aim
of these experiments was the investigation of the locking and lateral mode
behaviour; the
structures have not been optimized towards maximum
output power.
The ratio of the central stripe peak intensity to that of the outer stripes
is about 1.5; much lower than the theoretica! factor 4 for a regular array.
Careful analysis of SEM cross-section photographs reveals that also in these
lasers some melt back of the CBL has occurred, partienlady between the
stripes. This phenomenon fully explains the measured near fields because
SEM-determined layer thicknesses (the CBL between the
insertion of
stripes is 0.15 J1m thinner than elsewhere) into
effective index model
reproduces the 1.5 peak ratio.
In order to obtain a more uniform lateral peak distribution in the near
field intensity pattern, 5-stripe arrays with chirped stripe spacings were
made. Near and far field radiation patterns from an array with a center-to3.16b.
eenter stripe spacing sequence of 4.7/5.3/5.3/4.7 J.Lm are shown in
The stripe width and cavity length were again 3 Jnn and 250 J.Lm, respectively. The lateral mode stability and purity were comparable to those in the
regular array.
Manufacturing of another chirped structure was less successful. The
near and far fields of this array (stripe spacing sequence 4.3/4.9/4.9/4.3
11m) at various injection current levels are given in Fig. 3.17. These patterns
suggest something like a higher-order supermode operation (all stripes participate, double-lobed far field). But the spectrally-resolved patterns, also
shown in Fig. 3.17, give more detailed information on the participating lateral modes: 3 decoupled modes are seen. The decoupling again results from
lateral growth inhomogeneities [16]. Lower lateral index variations would
lateral layer
increase coupling among the stripes and relax the demands
thickness variations.
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Figure 3.17: Measured lateral near and far fields produced by a decoupled 5parallel-stripe array at various injection currents. Spectrally-resolved modes are
also shown.
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Figure 3.18: Near and far field patterns, at various currents, produced by a 2-1
Y-junction VSIS array laser (2-stripe side).

3.4.4

Experiments on Y-junction geometries

The VSIS geometry was also used to manufacture 2-1 Y-junction lasers with
a cavity length of 250 ttm. The junction region had a length of 100 ttm
and the parallel-stripe separation was 5.8 ttm. The threshold current for
these lasers was 90 mA; the extemal differentlal efficiency from the front
facet (i.e. the one on the double-stripe side) was 0.8 W /A. Near and far
field pattems (emitted from the 2-stripe si de), at various current levels,
produced by a laser with optically neutral >-../2 coatings on both facets are
shown in Fig. :3.18. This device operates in a stabie in-phase mode, as can be
concluded from the far field distribution, which is similar to that of the inphase mode in a 2-parallel-stripe array (see Fig. 3.1). In other devices with
two >../2 coatings output power saturation and lateral mode instahilities were
seen [17]. These phenomena are attributable to of the high power density at
the single-guide side of the Y-junction, induced by the optical field returning
from the (double-stripe) front facet. This effect can be avoided by applying
a >.../ 4 anti-reileetion coating to the front facet; devices with such a coating
lase in a pure and stabie in-phase mode up to the facet damage level of 100
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Figure 3.19: Near and far field patterns, at various currents, produced by a 3-2
Y-junction ridge-guide array laser (3-stripe side).
mW CW at the front facet.
Extension to a Y-junction structure with more stripes, still using the
VSIS geometry, was found to be very difficult because of CBL melt-back
and insufficient p-cladding growth rate in the junction region during the
secoud epitaxy. Therefore, a ridge-guide geometry, that does not have these
problems, was used to manufacture 3-2 Y-junction lasers [18, 19]. Stripe
width and separation were chosen 3 and 5 J-Lm, respectively. These devices
were made using MOVPE-grown InAlGaP layers, as described in Subsection
3.4.1, and had an emission wavelengthof 660 nm; pulsed threshold currents
of 270-330 mA and an external differential efficiency of 0.2 W /A (from the
3-stripe facet) were measured.
Lateral near and far field distributions from both facets are shown
in Fig. 3.19. Doderstanding of the mode behaviour is facilitated by the
spectrally-resolved patterns, depicted in Fig. 3.20. Just above threshold, lasing starts in a mode that has a two-lobed appearance at both facets (mode 1
in Fig. 3.20). The approximately symmetrie far fields with zero intensity at
0° indicate that it is an antiphase mode; at both facets the lateral amplitude
and phase distributions are comparable to the highest-order supermode of
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Figure 3.20: Spectrally-resolved lateral (intensity) radiation patterns emitted from
both facets of a 3-2 Y-junction ridge-guide array laser.

the conesponding 2- and 3-parallel-stripe arrays (see e.g. the far field distributions of the highest-order supermodes of the 2- and 5-parallel-stripe arrays
in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). At higher currents, a second mode (mode 2) comes up
simultaneously. This is an in-phase mode, as can be concluded from the symmetrical single-lobed far field distributions. The cause for the appearance
of this second mode is probably deformation of the lateral charge carrier
concentration profile, induced by mode 1. This first lasing mode reduces
the carrier concentration at spots of high optical intensity, making it more
advantageous for modes that occupy unused guides and regions outside the
guides. Furthermore, the fact that mode 2 on the 2-stripe side concentrates
most of the optical power between the stripes, can be explained by the
sence of an optically absorbing current blocking layer in the ridge-waveguide
structure.
The fact that lasing starts in an antiphase mode is an indication that
the in-phase mode selection mechanism of the (interferometric) Y-junction
coupling is not strong enough in these lasers. The dual-lateral-mode lasing at higher currents furthermore indicates that the modal loss difference
between the eigenmodes is srnall. Similar conclusions follow from rigorons
eigenmode calculations performed for Y-junction arrays with varying uurnbers of para.llel stripes [12]. It is found that the existence of evanescent
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as well as interferometric guide coupling, which have opposite effects on
eigenmode selection, result in decreasing eigenmode gain differences with increasing number of stripes. And in certain ranges of structure dimensions
an antiphase mode willlase first.

3.5

Conclusions

Lateral mode stability, purity and uniformity have been investigated in a
number of index-guided phase-locked laser array geometries.
Calculations using the effective index method confirm that lateral mode
stability and purity in parallel-stripe phase-locked array lasers is better than
in single-broad-stripe lasers; the former are hence the most suitable geometry
for laterally spreading the optical power at the output facet. Further calculations illustrate that selection of an in-phase supermode in parallel-stripe
arrays is di:fficult.
The model has also been used to show that tight manufacturing tolerances are needed to obtain properly phase-locked arrays (as also found
experimentally). In 2-parallel-stripe VSIS lasers with lateral real refractive
index steps of 4.3 x 10- 3 , and stripe width and separation of 3 and 5 p,m,
respectively, the isolated-guide effective index difference is required to be
smaller than 3.6 x 10- 5 . This corresponds to p-cladding layer thickness variations smaller than 0.01 p,m (i.e. 3%)(for a perfectly flat active layer), or to
active layer thickness variations smaller than 0.5 Á(i.e. 0.1 %)(fora perfectly
flat p-cladding). Experimentally it was found that it is very di:fficult tomeet
these requirements using LPE growth. MOVPE offers better perspectives in
this respect.
Model calculations basedon the BPM show that the sensitivity of 2-1 Yjunction arrays for laterallayer thickness variations is an increasing function
of the relative length of the 2-stripe section. The asymmetry of the lowestloss eigenmode in a 2-1 Y-junction VSIS array having equallengths of the
single-stripe and the 2-stripe sections (for 6.6 x 10- 4 isolated-guide lateral
effective index difference) is found to be a factor 38 smaller than that in
the comparable parallel-stripe array. Furthermore, when the single-stripe
sectionis chosen short (about 5 p,m), the array becomes perfectly insensitive
to lateral inhomogeneities. In this case a wave propagating in one guide of
the 2-stripe section can "bourree" into the neighbouring guide, giving rise to
a laser eigenmode that repeats itself after 2 full roundtrips. Time-averaged,
this leads to a mode that is symmetrical at the 2-stripe facet.
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The measurement of wavelength-resolved near and far field patterns was
found to be a valuable technique for analysis of experimental devices; it yields
useful information on the phase locking quality and lateral mode purity.
It was experimentally found that stripe-to-stripe antiphase lasing is the
favoured mode in VSIS type 5-parallel-stripe arrays. Stability and purity
of this mode is very good up to the facet damage output level of 90 m \V
CW and 400 mW pulsed (per facet). These output powers are roughly equal
to 5 times the maxima in a single-narrow-stripe l&'îer. The lateral intensity
profile of this mode can be made more uniform (i.e. all stripes carrying the
same optical intensity) by decreasing the stripe spacing of the outer stripes,
with respect to those of the central stripes.
Stabie and pure stripe-to-stripe in-phase lasing can be obtained in 2-1
junction arrays with a .\/4 coating on the (2-stripe) front facet up to the facet
damage level of 100 m W CW. The devices were constructed using the VSIS
structure. Epilayer melt-back during the second growth prevented extension
to greater numbers of stripes. A ridge-guide structure was used to realize
3-2 Y-junction lasers, which were found tostart lasing in an antiphase mode.
This behaviour is a reflection of the nonideality of the Y-junction coupling
method and of decreasing modal gain differences for an increasing number
of stripes.
Conversion of a single-lateral-mode array near field distribution to a circular spot requires additional opties, one of the reasons being the large ratio
of the transverse to the lateral near and far field widths. This fact, tagether
with the large, and often unpractical, sensitivity of the phase locking and the
lateral mode uniformity to layer thickness variations, explain the presently
moderate attention for single-lateral-mode phase-locked arrays. Most arrays that are now practically used generate high output powers, but do not
operate in a strict phase-locked fashion.
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Chapter 4

Optica! second-harmonic
generation in channel
waveguides
4.1

Introduetion

An important parameter determining the obtainable data density of an optical discis the wavelengthof the laser beam used in readingor writing. For
a constant numerical aperture of the focusing lens, the spot diameter is proportionalto the wavelength À, so that the maximum data density (in bits per
unit area) is proportional to
. For many years, the shortest wavelengths
available from room temperature miniature lasers, suitable for use in optical disc systems, were around 770 nrn (in GaAs/AlGaAs lasers). Later,
wavelengtbs down to roughly 630 nm became available from In GaP/ AIInGaP
lasers, but the perspective
manufacturing blue/green lasers using ZnSe(p-type doping problem) or GaN-based semiconductors, seemed far away.
Therefore, investigations were
to build a blue or green laser
optica] Secoud-Harmonie Generation (SHG) from the radiation of one of
the available semiconductor laser types. Trying to make a significant step
forward in wavelength, but avoiding to make
problem too difficult (e.g.
smaller manufacturing tolerances and higher
arising from scattering
and/or absorption are expected for SHG toshorter wavelengths), it was decided to focus on the use of high power GaAs/ AlGaAs semiconductor lasers
(accessible wavelength range of roughly 770 880 nm) as a pump source.
SHG with a practical output level is only obtained if the pump wave
83
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and the second-harmonic wave are phase-matched, i.e. travel with the same
phase velocity (which means that the effective refractive indices must be
equal).
requires specific materials and/or geometries that are suitable
fora pump wavelength available from GaAs/ AlGaAs lasers. In this Chapter,
a geometry allowing Quasi Phase matching (QPM) (i.e. phase matching in
a structure having a periodically varying nonlinear coefficient) is used as a
solution.

Generally, the conversion efficiency of an optical second-harmonic generation process is proportional to the pump power Pw. Therefore, inherently
low efficiencies are anticipated when using limited pump powers (up to about
100 m W from single transverse and lateral mode types of GaAs/ AlGaAs
lasers) in a single-pass SHG geometry in which a Gaussian beam traverses a
bulk crystal. Since laser powers of the order of 1 m W are commonly used in
read-only optical disc systems, techniques to obtain an enhanced conversion
efficiency are necessary. A known technique is placement of the nonlinear
material in aresonant Fabry-Perot cavity (enhancement of the effective Pw)
[1, 2]. However, precise tuning of the laser wavelength to the cavity resonance
condition is required, and optical feedback to the laser tends to destabilize
the tuning process. Another method for obtaining an improved efficiency
is the use of a (channel) waveguide. Then the pump and second-harmonic
beams are, over an arbitrary interaction length, confined to a small perpendienlar cross-section. This kind of wavelength converter requires a less
stringent laser wavelength tuning precision. The feasibility of this kind of
wavelength converter is investigated in this Chapter.

KTiOP04 (KTP) and LiNb03 are optically highly nonlinear materials,
for which manufacturing processes for ion-exchanged waveguides are known;
these materials and these guides have been used for the experimental work
presented. Because the natural phase-matching wavelengtbs of these materials are outside the range affered by GaAs/ AlGaAs lasers, a Quasi PhaseMatching ( QPM) scheme is used.

First, introductory theory on SHG and phase-matching in waveguides
will be treated. Then, experimental results on waveguides in both materials
are presented. Finally, the coupling between a GaAs/ AlGaAs semiconductor
laser and an ion-exchanged guide in KTP will be addressed.

4.2. THEORY

4.2
4.2.1
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Theory
Nonlinear opties and Second-Harmonic Generation

Generally, when a material is irradiated by an optical field E(t), the induced
displacement of electrous in the material generates a polarization P(t) that
is nearly proportional to the field strength. Deviations from the linear relationship between the electric field and the polarization can be expressed
by terms containing E 3 , E 5 , etc. Presence
these higher-order terms in
principle gives rise to generation of the 3rd harmonie, 5th harmonie, etc.,
of
irradiated frequency. In most materials, however, these higher-order
interactions are too weak for practical applications. In noncentrasymmetrie
crystals, which lack inversion symmetry,
terms proportional to E 2 ,
etc. can be generated. This is the case when the material electrouscan move
easier in the positive direction along a certain axis than in the negative direction. Several crystals are known in which the secoud-order term is of such
that use in an e:fficient frequency cloubier for laser diode radiation
may be feasible. The work presented in this chapter focuses on wavelength
conversion of this type, a.lso called Second Harmonie Generation (SHG).
In noncentrosymmetric crystals, the two strongest polarization terms are
those of the
and second-order:

P(t) = (E

Eo)E(t)

+ dE 2 (t).

(4.1)

Here, E and d are the dielectric constant and the nonlinear optical coefficient
of the materiaL In vector notation, the second-order term is written as a
multiplication of matrices

(4.2)
2ExEz
2ExEy

The matrix d is a 3 x 6 matrix with coefficients
In this chapter the noncentrosymmetric matcrials KTP and LiKb03 are
stuclied specifically. The nonlinear optical coefficients of
matcrials are
listed in Table 4.1. For both matcrials the d33 coefficient is the largest, which
represents the interaction between an electric field and a polarization that
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Table 4.1: Nonlinear optical coefficients, in pm/V, of the materials studied. Numbers for LiNb0 3 are from [4]. The values for KTP were determined at 1064 nm by
[3].

are both in the z-direction. Therefore, the work presented in this chapter
will focus on SHG schemes based on this interaction.
The SHG conversion efficiency rJSHG P2w/ Pw from the irradiated pump
power Pw to the generated secoud-harmonie power P2w, fora nearly-parallel
Gaussian beam in an optically nonlinear (i.e. noncentrasymmetrie) crystal,
can be written as [4]
1]SHG

(4.3)

The parameter ko = 21r / Ào is the wavenumber of the pump wavelength
Ào; fï2w and fïw are (real) refractive indices at the generated and pump
wavelengths, respectively. d is the applicable nonlinear coefficient. L is
the crystal length and 1rwfi is the pump beam cross-section. Since focused
(Gaussian) beams in bulk materials have the property that the cross-section
area at the waist is proportional to the waist length (which is a measure
for the effective SHG interaction length), focusing too tightly leads to a
rednetion of the effective interaction length. Optimum conversion efficiency
for noneritkal phase-matching (i.e. for propagation along one of the crystal's
axes) is expected when the waist length 2zo is chosen equal to L/2.84, where
L is length of travel of the beam in the crystal [5]. Consiclering that the waist
0.14 of the intensity at the center of the beam)
radius wo (defined at
is related to the waist length by w6 = Àozo/(1rnw), the optimum pump beam
cross-sectionareais Aopt 1rw6 = ÀoL/(5.68nw)·
If a (channel) waveguide with pump wavelength mode cross-section area
Amode is used, however, this beam size can be maintained over arbitrary distances. For the same crystal length L, an impravement of roughly a factor
Aopt/Amode = ÀoL/(5.68nwAmode) in conversion efficiency with respect to
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Gaussian beam SHG is then obtained. Then also the
pump and second-harmonic modes enters into the expression
sion efficiency in a

2({to....I Eo.) _ k 0 deffL Pw smcu
. 2 ( ;\kLI·2.
)
0
2
n2w,effnw,eff
u1/2 2 2

7)SHG

between the
the conver-

2

(4.4)

tï2C<J,eff and tï;.U,eff are
effective mode indices of the generated and pump
waves, respectively.
parameter u 2 , the SHG cross-section area, accounts
and the blue guided modes, as well as their
for the overlap of the
cross-section areas. It can be written as a product of the transverse and the
lateral cross-sections:
uyux. The transverse cross-section is equal to
-2
2

E~(y)E2w(Y) dy

(4.5)
2

A similar expression holds for u x.
The parameter deff in (4.4) is the effective nonlinear coefficient. In continuons guides it is equal to the applicable d (dep en ding on the offered and
generated polarization states) of the guide material (if dis constant over the
full length and over the transverse and lateral cross-sections of the guide).
L is the guide length.
The sine function (sinc(x) = sin(x)lx) yields a value of 1 in the case of
perfect phase-matching. The phase-matched efficiency is proportional to the
pump power and to the square of the guide
and is therefore often
expressed in the unit %lWI cm 2 .

4.2.2

Phase-matching

In continuons guides the wavenumber difference between the pump and the
secoud-harmonie waves, L1k = 2kw- kzw, is determined by the guided-mode
effective indices iïw,eff and fiz;.;,eff, i.e.
(4.6)
In practical optically nonlinear materials the phase-matching condition L1k
0 can
only be fulfilled if
polarization directions are used
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n

n

a)

b)

Figure 4.1: Typical refractive index vs. wavelength curves. (a) The condition
required for phase-matching through double refraction. (b) The QPM condition.

for the infra-red and blue waves. The
index is usually a decreasing
function of the wavelength; birefringence can then be used to compensate for
the refractive index difference at the pump second-harmonic wavelengths, as
schematically depicted in Fig. 4.la. Depending on the material used, several
combinations of polarization states for bath waves can be used, as can be
seen from (4.2).
In nonlinear materials in which ion-exchanged waveguides can be made,
such as KTP, LiNb03, and LiTa03, this type ofphase-matching yields phasematching at langer pump wavelengths than available from GaAs/ AlGaAs
lasers.
Another possibility for high-efficiency second-harmonic generation in a
waveguide is affered by phase-matching to a radiation mode in the substrate, usually called Cherenkov radiation. The principle is depicted in Figs.
4.2. Using this scheme, moderate conversion efficiencies can be obtained in
certain cases (e.g. in proton-exchanged waveguides in LiNb03) [6]; since
the radiation angle Bch adjusts itself, depending on the pump wavelength
offered, phase-matching is generally possible over braad wavelength ranges.
But since the second-harmonic wave is nat a guided eigenmode, use in systems requiring a circular diffraction-limited spot is difficult.
When guides having a corrugated optical nonlinearity (i.e. a nonlinear
coefficient that is periodically varyingin the propagation direction) are used,
QPM canyield significantly shorter wavelengths. The principle is schemat-
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guide

substrate

Figure 4.2: vVavevector scheme for Cherenkov phase-matching

containing
ically explained in Fig. 4.3, by camparing the cases of a
reversely poled ferroelectric domains, a guide containing domains with zero
optical nonlinearity, and the case
a continuons guide. Since the pump
wavelength chosen is not suitable for bulk phase matching, the continuons
guide shows periadie build-up and decay of the secoud-harmonie wave. In
the guide containing poled ferroelectric domains the phase of the generated
second-harmonic wave is changed by r. radians at every domain boundary.
If the domain boundaries are located at correct positions, only build-up of
the secm1d-harmonic wave occurs, such that a high output second harmonie
power is obtained. In a guide having segments with zero nonlinearity the
second-harmonic wave decay is switched off, such that
a high effective
output
is reached.
In a guide having a corrugated optica} nonlinearity,

rr--,--..,..--,---,----, segmented guide

A
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Figure 4.3: Principle of QPM

effective f:::.k is
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equal to
mqPM)

A

'

(4.7)

in which mqPM is an integer and A is the periodicity length. The QPM
condition is satisfied for l:::..k = 0, which yields the QPM wavelength
ÀQPM
..\o(l:::..k = 0). For m = 1 first-order QPM, as sketched in Fig.
4.3, occurs. Higher valnes express higher-order QPM. The QPM condition is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.1b. Using QPM, second-harmonic
wavelengths well into the blue region of the spectrum can be obtained in
e.g. KTP and LiNb03. Because any effective index difference can now be
accommodated by an appropriate choice of A, it is no longer necessary to
use the material's birefringence. Therefore, SHG using the highest nonlinear coefficient (d33 in these matcrials) becomes possible (and has specifically
been stuclied in the experiments). Corrugation periods and phase-matching
wavelengths will be treated in the next sections.
The effective nonlinear coefficient detr for guides with a square-waveshaped corrugation, i.e. guides having reversely poled domains or domains
with a different (e.g. zero) nonlinearity, then becomes
detr ~

(dl- d2) .
sm( m5),

(4.8)

1f

where d1 and d2 are the applicable nonlinear coefficients (and having the
sign corresponding to the ferroelectric domain direction) in the poled or
different-nonlinearity domains and in the bulk material, respectively. 8 is
the duty cycle of the pedodie structure. If (nw.etf- n2w.etr) in- and outside
'
'
the domains is significantly different (>rv 0.05), additional terms appear in
this expression [7].

4.3

Fabrication of ion-exchanged waveguides

KTP and LiNb03 allow the fabrication of planar waveguides at their surface by ion-exchange in a molten salt or acid bath. Single-crystalline lmm
thick z-cut wafers of both matcrials were used for the workof this Chapter.
The fiux-grown KTP substrates were supplied by Philips Research Labs in
Briarcliff Manor, NY, U.S.A.; the LiNb03 substrates were obtained from
Crystal Technology [8]. Lithographically patterned metal masks were used
to locally shield the ion-exchange in order to obtain channel waveguides and
segmented channel waveguides. The geometry of such a segmented channel waveguide is depicted in Fig. 4.4. An array of ion-exchanged segments
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Figure 4A: Ion-exchanged segmented channel geometry.

is induced, which form a quasi-continuons corrugated channel waveguide.
The experirnents described in this Chapter show that, for proper depths
and index steps, this geornetry acts as a low-loss waveguide. The lateral
and transverse directions are defined as parallel and perpendicular to the
ion-exchange surface, respectively. Note that the x, y, z convention for the
nonlinear crystals containing waveguides is now inconsistent with that usecl
for stripe waveguicles in the rest of this thesis (where z is the propagation
clirection, ancl x and y are the lateral and transverse directions, respectively).
In the case of KTP, after application of the ion-exchange-shielding mask
ancl sawing into ~ 5 x 5rnrn2 samples (hence yielding L
0.5cm long guides),
ion-exchange was performeel in a bath containing a mixture of RbNOs ancl
Ba(NOa)2, at a temperature between 300 ancl 400°C, for a time between
10 min and an hour. It is knmvn that the K ions in this material can be
exchanged by Rb ions [9]. The addition of Ba is essential for the rnanufacturing of frequency cloublers giving blue output, as will be discussed in the
next Section.
On the LiNbOa substrates, sputtered tantalum was used as a masking
materiaL Standarel contact-lithography and Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
were used for patterning. After sawing, hydrogen-lithium exchange (usually
called proton-exchange) was performeel in a molten pyrophosphoric acid bath
[10, 11] for a time between 5 rninutes and several hours at a temperature
between 220 and 250°C.
The final steps in the manufacturing of waveguide test samples were for
both substrate rnaterials as follows: rernoval of the metal rnasking layer,
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foliowed by polishing of the end faces.

4.4
4.4.1

Experimental results segmented waveguides
Waveguides in KTP

In order to obtain phase-matching in the pump wavelength region accessible
by GaAs/ AlGaAs lasers, only corrugated waveguides in KTP can be used.
Rb /Ba-exchanged segmented waveguides in KTP are a practical way to manufacture guides having reversely poled ferroelectric domains [12]. This type
of ion-exchange takes place exclusively along the z-direction of the crystal,
so that no under-diffusion under the lithographical mask occurs [9]. An
erfc-shaped transverse index profile is induced, with an index step of 0.023,
independent of polarization [13]. Waveguides with adepthof roughly 7 J-Lm
(depth at which the local refractive-index step with respect to the bulkcrystal value is 0.16x the surface value) were used.
For the SHG experiments, the Ti:sapphire laser was used to generate the
fundamental-wavelength beam. NA=0.2 and NA=0.65 microscope objectives were used as in- and outcoupling lenses. The outcoupled beams were
analyzed using a TV camera or a photodiode. The secoud-harmonie beam
was separated from the transmitted pump beam by use of a selective dye
filter.
Phase-matching wavelengths of 790, 850, 900, and 960 nm were found
for segmentation periods A of 3, 4, 5, and 6 J-Lm, respectively. These are
the results for phase matching from the lowest-order mode pump wave (controlled by proper positioning of the input spot with respect to the guide) to
the lowest-order mode secoud-harmonie wave (identified using the TV camera) and for lowest-order QPM (m = 1 in eq. (4.7); in the experiments this
is the st rongest phase-matching peak for each A). Both the pump and the
secoud-harmonie waves were polarized along the z-direction (hence using the
d33 coefficient). The numbers are in excellent agreement with calculations
basedon literature refractive-index data and measured index step data [13].
A typical SHG spectrum as a function of the pump wavelength, for a
guide with A = 4 J-Lm, is given in Fig. 4.5. An almost perfect sinc 2-shape
is seen, which indicates that the guide is of good longitudinal homogeneity
[13, 14]. The optimum conversion efficiency obtained was 400 %/W jcm 2
(0.5cm long waveguide). This efficiency agrees with the calculated efficiency
using (4.3) and (4.8), using 6
0.5 and assuming that the pump beam
intensity profile has a circular shape with a diameter of 4.0 J-Lm (measured
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Figure 4.5: SHG blue output power as a function of pump \vavelength in a Rb/Baexchanged
channel waveguide in KTP; segmentation period A 4 {lm
and length L 0.5 cm.
value, see the next section). The
of the use of a channel waveguide
in stead of a Gaussian beam can be expressed by the impravement factor
in conversion efficiency with respect to the Gaussian beam case, which was
stated to be Aopt/Amode = ÀoL/(5.68nwAnode) = 32x (using
1.84 and
assuming QPM in a reversely-poled ferroelectric domains structure for the
Gaussian beam case).
The maximum blue output power in a guide having A= 4f1m was 4 m\V
(limited by optical damage effects), as illustrated in Fig. 4.6.
It was further found that Ba plays a very critical role in the formation
of ferroelectric domains. For relatively low temperatures of the exchange
bath,
concentrations of Ba were needed to induce ferroelectric domain
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4. 7. Many
charmel
waveguides were made, with various Ba contents and temperatures of the
exchange bath. Some samples hardly generated any blue; others were very
efficient wavelength converters.
samples were distinguished according to
the SHG conversion efficiency of
A 4f1m guides. In the
samples
aresult under 30 %/W /cm 2 are indicated by
samples giving
a result higher than this value are indicated by crosses. No other obvious
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Figure 4.6: Best second-harmonic output power, at a wavelength of around 430
nm, vs. guided pump power (measured at the guide exit) obtained in 0.5cm long
ion-exchanged segmented channel waveguides. The result fora A 4 fllli Rb/Baexchanged guide in KTP (squares) is compared to that for a A 3 fllli annealed
proton-exchanged guide in LiNb03 ( circles).
differences (such as refractive-index steps, ion-exchange diffusion constauts
etc.) than with respect to the SHG conversion efficiency were seen between
the samples, which strongly indicates that it is the occurrence of ferroelectric domain reversal that determines the difference between functioning and
non-functioning frequency doublers. The Figure indicates the range of tempcrature Ba content combinations in which the domain reversal takes place:
it is the region below the solid curve.

4.4.2

Waveguides in LiNb0 3

The proton-exchange induces a waveguide with a rectangular profile and an
index step of 0.105 (at .Ào = 850 nm) [6, 15, 16, 17]. The exchange process
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Figure 4. 7: Effect of the Ba content and tempera.ture of the exchange bath on ferroelectric domain reversal in Rb /Ba.-exchanged segmented channel guides in KTP.
The circles re present
with a SHG conversion efficiency bel uw 30%/vV / cm 2 ,
the crosses those with an
above this value (mea.sured in A= 4J.Lm guides).
The solid curve indicates the boundary between the region where effective ferroelectric domain reversal occurs and the
where this does not occur.

proceeds isotropically from the open parts in the mask into the crystal, as
is indicated by the guide
observed at the end facet under incoupling of incandescent lamp
(the
have round, rather than rectangular corners). From Secondary Ion Mass Speetrometry measurements
and prism coupling
it is found that the exchange depth de as a
function of time te follows Arrhenius' law de
with a diffusion constant of De = 0.35 11m2 jh at 227°C. The
grating formed by
the segments gives rise to
radiation in the farm of diffraction at welldefined angles; severe attenuation of guided waves is observed. Nevertheless,
strong SHG is observed for (partially) guided pump waves polarized along
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the crystal's z-direction (the second-harmonic waves are also radiated off
the waveguide) [13], which must be due to phase-matching between guided
waves because it occurs at certain specific wavelengths. The SHG waves,
which are also strongly radiated-off the guide, are also polarized along the
z-direction, so that the d33 (the highest d-coefficient) must be responsible for
the nonlinear wavelength conversion. According to [18], proton-exchanged
regions in LiNb03 have a lower d33 nonlinear coefficient (~ 0.45 of the bulk
value), which is the most probable explanation for the observed quasi-phasematched SHG.
The experiments (on continuous, as well as segmented guides) further
show that only z-polarized waves can be guided, indicating that the protonexchange does not induce significant index steps for other polarization directions.
During annealing at a temperature of typically 400°C for several hours,
the index profile transfarms from a rectangular shape to a smoother profile,
that can be approximated by an erfc or a Gauss-like function [15, 17]. The
index step at the surface decreases gradually, so that the diffra.ction efficiency of the grating decreases and the throughput of the segmented guide
improves. At the same time however, the initially decreased d33 in the exchanged regions gradually returns to the bulk crystal value [18J. The net
effect of these two competing effects is that the guided SHG at the end of
the waveguide, as a function of the annealing time, first increases, reaches
an optimum, and then decreases again.
SHG experiments were performed using the Ti:sapphire laser as a pump
source, in the same set-up as was used to measure the KTP samples, except
for the NA of the incoupling objective, which was chosen 0.4. Measured
phase-matching spectra for guides having a 4t-tm segmentation period and 4
different widths are given in Fig. 4.8 (guide length 0.5 cm). The exchange
and anneal parameters of the sample are 45 minutes at 227°C and 1 h and
45 min at 400°C, respectively. As can be seen, phase-matching again occurs at several specific wavelengths, corresponding with conversion from the
lowest-order guided mode in the infra-red to various modes in the blue. The
corresponding mode numbers, as identified using the TV camera, are indicated for the strongest peaks. The most efficient conversion takes place for
phase-matching to the lowest-order blue mode. The peaks roughly have the
expected sinc2 shape, which indicate that the guides are of sufficîent homogeneity for obtaining optimum peak-conversion efficiency; the typical width
is 2.4 A FWHM, which is even narrower than the theoretica! value of 3.7 A.
A number of samples with various exchange and anneal parameters have
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Figure 4.8: Phase-matching spectra of 4 segmented (A 4p,m, L 0.5 cm) protonexchanged and annealed channel waveguides in LiNb03 . The infra-red input beam
of wavelength À was coupled to the lowest-order guided mode; the generated guided
blue modes are labeled lt, with l and t the lateral and transverse mode numbers,
(measured at the guide
respectively. Guide widths wand infra-red pump powers
outputs) are indicated.

been made to investigate for which set of values the optimum conversion
efficiency is obtained. Results for a fixed exchange time and ternperature of
45 min and 227°C, respectively (resulting in de = 1.0 p,m), and for varying
annealing time at 400°C, are plotted in Fig. 4.9. The segmentation period
was A = 3 p,rn and
widths w of 2 to 6 p,m were used. The w indicates
the width of
in the ion-exchange mask; the
width of
the proton-exchanged guide itself depends on the exchange depth and the
annealîng conditions. In subplot (a) the phase-matching wavelengtbs are
given. The phase-matching wavelength in the unannealed guides was roughly
965 nm, virtually independent of guide width. The narrower
are seen
to anneal more quickly than the wider guides, which is understandable from
the fact that the narrower guides closely resembie a line source, from and
to which material can diffuse in two dimensions, and that the
guides
approximate a sheet source, from and to which material can
diffuse
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Figure 4.9: Annealing characteristics of proton-exchanged segmented (A= 3 ttm)
channel waveguides in LiKbOs for a fixed exchange depth. (a) Measured phasematching wavelengths as a function of annealing time for several guide widths w.
The solid curve is calculated using a one-dimensional linear dilfusion model (wide
guide behaviour) and using a dilfusion constant Da = 0.8 ttm 2 /h. (b) Maximum
SHG conversion efficiencies for several guide widths. Points for equal guide widths
are connected by dashed curves.
in only one dimension.
Also, the theoretica! behaviour, as derived from a one-dimensionallinear
diffusion model [15] (which is an approximation for the annealing process
of wide guides) is shown. In the calculations it has been assumed that
the combined H and Li diffusion can be described by the equation for oneparticle-type one-dimensional diffusion
(4.9)
in which CH is the proton concentration, Da the diffusion coefficient
for annealing (expected to be different from De since different phases of
(H, Li)Nbü3 may be present during the two processes; see [10]), and y the
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[13].

space coordinate in the direction perpendicular to the substrate
No
material is assumed to
or enter this surface. Furthermore, it has been
assumed that the refractive index depends linearly on the H concentration.
Pha.se-matching
as a function of guide depth and surface index
step have been calculated using (4.7), with mQPM = 1, and are depicted
in Fig. 4.10; they appear to be mainly a (linear) function of the surface
index step. For a diffusion coefficient of Da = 0.8 J.nn 2 /h the best fit to
the measurements is obtained. If the nonlinear refractive-index vs. proton
concentration relations
by [19] and [20] are adopted, the depths of the
annealed guides have to be assumed much larger than is in correspondence
with prism coupling and optica! field width measurements.
In Fig. 4.9(b) normalizeel phase-matched SHG conversion
are
given. For the measurement configuration used (i.e.
and NA=0.65
objectives for incoupling and outcoupling, respectively) typically 30% of the
infra-red power incident on the input facet is coupled out the output facet.
This lossis partly caused by the relat.ively bad overlap between the focussed
spot from the incoupling objective and the guide
distribution
(although 0.4 is the optimum NA value for the circular spot used), and
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partly by attenuation (due to absorption, scattering, and diffraction) of the
guided wave; for the power levels used, pump depletion by the SHG process
is negligible. The length of the samples is 0.5 cm. The Figure shows that
the conversion efficiencies indeed show the expected behaviour as a function
of the annealing time. The optimum annealing time depends on the guide
width: in this respect, again the narrower guides anneal more quickly than
the wider ones.
Diffraction experiments with a HeNe laser beam, incident perpendicular
to the exchange surface, showed that the refractive index modulation along
the propagation direction of an optimally annealed guide is almast zero. This
indicates that the segments are then virtually melted together.
Further, the data show that (and this is in accordance with the results for
different exchange times) the maximum attainable efficiency is not strongly
dependent on the guide width. Because of the higher confinement of infrared and blue power, a higher efficiency was expected in the narrow guides; in
the experiments this may be counteracted by a higher scattering loss factor
in the blue (the observed blue radiation patterns suggest that scattering is
mainly taking place at the lateral sides of the guides).
Each sample contains about 100 waveguides with different widths and
grating periods, but each combination of width and period is present about
4 times. The spread in SHG conversion efficiency among identical guides
is typically 50%, which is probably caused by longitudinal inhomogeneities
introduced by the lithography, or during the ion-exchange (e.g. inhamogeneaus transitions between different phases of HxLh-xNb03 [10]) or the
annealing. In contrast to the curves shown in Fig. 4.8, phase-matching
spectra are aften broadened and contain many peaks, as depicted in Fig.
4.11, which is another indication of longitudinal inhomogeneities [13].
The fact that the phase-matching wavelength and the conversion efficiency behaviour as a function of annealing time is the same for all guide
widths (but occurring on different timescales) suggests that there is a universa! relation between the two quantities. As shown in Fig. 4.12, the optimum
efficiency generally occurs for a phase-matching wavelength 40 nm above
the bulk phase-matching wavelength (which corresponds with a surface index step of 0.03), independent of guide width.
It was found that the phase-matching wavelength in unannealed guides is
virtually independent of the exchange depth and guide width, from which it
can be concluded that the surface index step is independent of the exchange
time. For various exchange times the optimum annealing time was determined, and the results for w = 3J.Lm are plotted in Fig. 4.13. Ion-exchange
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as often observed in annealed
Figure 4.11. Broadened phase-matching ""r"'""'
in LiNb0 8 . This spectrum has
proton-exchanged segmented channel
been obtained from a 0.5cm long guide
3J.Lm.

and annea.ling were again performed at 227°C and 400°C, respectively. The
optimum annealing time increases with exchange time, which is in correspondence with literature [21] and with calculations using (4.9). Conversion
efficiencies are also shown; these data show that the maximum value is obtained for roughly 45 min exchange time (which gives an
depth of
de= 1t.tm).
It should be noted that the waveguides can be made at
the +c or
the -c face of the wafer and that they give similar results for wavelengths and
efficiendes. This is in contrast to earlier published QPM channel waveguide
SHG structures in LiNb0 3 using pedodie donmin reversal induced by other
methods
5].
The second-harmonic power vs. guided pump power (measured at the
guide
from an optimally annealed waveguide with A 3 ~.tm is depicted
in
4.6. The maximum blue output power is 13 m \V, which is, despite
the lower conversion efficiency, significantly more than the highest power
obtained from the KTP guide (at this wavelength). The result is also in
sharp contrast with observations in continuons unannealed proton-exchanged
channel guides, in w hich op ti cal damage effects starting at 5 m \V infra-red
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Figure 4.12: The conversion efficiency of annealed LiNb0 3 waveguides as a function
of the phase-matching wavelength. The waveguides have a proton-exchange depth
of 0. 75 Jlm and a segmentation period of 3 Jlm. The guide widths are between 2
and 6 J-tm, annealing times between 45 min and 1 h 30 min.
power are seen [22, 5].
Upon changing the temperature of the LiNb03 waveguides the pha...-,ematching spectra were seen to shift, but did not change in shape. The slope
at room temperature is 0.58 A;oc for A = 4 p,m.

4.5

Laser-waveguide coupling

The subject of this sectionis the coupling between a GaAs/ AlGaAs semiconductor laser and a Rb/Ba-exchanged segmented channel waveguide in KTP.
An example of a miniature blue laser unit comprising these components is
depicted in Fig. 4.14 (see also [14]). Two main aspects will be treated.
First, the coupling should be efficient, i.e. the fraction of the radiated laser
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Figure 4.13: Maximum SHG conversion efficiencies and optimum annealing times
for guides in Lil\b0 3
A = 3 fi,m and w = 3 gm, as a function of protonexchange time (Te = 227°C, 1'a = 400°C). Ranges of found conversion efficiencies
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power that is coupled to the lowest-order guided mode in the KTP guide
should be as large as possible. This problem is stuclied both theoretically
and experimentally. Second, the laser wavelength must be accurately tuned
to the phase-matching wavelength.

4.5.1

Efficient transfer of pump power

The most compact way to couple a semiconductor laser to the waveguide of
the frequency doubler is to place the two in close proximity to each other
called "butt-coupling") and optimally aligned in the transverse and lateral
directions. This is a good method if the near field distribution of the laser
closely matches the lowest-order eigenmode distribution of the waveguide, so
that a high coupling efficiency is obtained. But if there is a significant size
difference between the two distributions, as is the case for the combination
of a typical high-power semiconductor laser and a highly-efficient KTP segmentcel waveguide frequency cloubier, magnifying or demagnifying coupling
opties should be used (as depicted in
4.14). As will be pointed out, in
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diode
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lens

KTP
waveguide
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Figure 4.14: Example miniature laser geometry, using a KTP segmented channel
waveguide doubler (note that the actual dimensions are such that the lengthof the
doubleris 5 mm).
this partienlar case there is also a significant difference in shape between the
two field distributions. Therefore, in an ideal coupling geometry, reshaping
of the laser beam should be performed. But since the SHG blue lasers described in this chapter are miniature devices for use in optical disc systems,
mainly simple systems are of interest. Only coupling by a single lens will be
stuclied here.
The segmented channel waveguides in KTP, used in the experiments,
were obtained using an ion-exchange bath containing 10% Ba and 90% Rb
at 345°0 for 10 min. The segmentation period was A = 4 J.tiD. The lasers
were high-power separate-confinement double-quantum-well lasers. They
have anti-reflection (AR) and highly-reflective coatings on the front and
rear facets, respectively, and are capable of generating output powers up to
100 m W; the emission wavelength is 855 nm. The far field is approximately
Gaussian in both transverse and lateral direction, with widths of 35° and
10° FWHM, respectively.

Calculation
In order to obtain an impression of the needed magnification and numerical
aperture of the coupling lens between the laser and the KTP waveguide, and
of the expected maximum coupling efficiency, calculations were performed.
To obtain input data for these calculations, the optical intensity profiles
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of the lowest-order mode in a number of segmented channel guides, with
various widths, were measured; the results are depicted in Fig. 4.15. The
distributions were measured at the guide end facet, using a NA=0.65 microscope objective and opties to form an image on the sensitive area of a TV
camera. The transverse and lateral intensity profiles were extracted from the
video signal using a Colorado video analyzer. The Ti:sapphire laser, which
produces a nearly circular beam, was used as a pump souree to excite the
lowest-order z-polarized guided mode.
The Figure shows that the lateral profiles (i.e. in the direction parallel
totheion-exchange surface of the crystal) are nearly symmetrical and have
widths that increase from 1.8 f.J,m to 3.2 jJ,m FWHM for guide widths ranging from 2.5 f.J,m to 6 f.J,m. The transverse distributions are asymmetrical
and have the steepest slope at the guide/air interface. The width tends to
increase for decreasing guide width w. For w = 3.5 f.J,m the widths of the
lateral and transverse distributions are about equal, which leads to almast
circular near and far field patterns. Guides of this width typically give
highest SHG conversion efficiencies.
4.15b shows the transverse profile
of the widest guide (w = 6 f.J,m) when the input facet of the guide is illuminated using an incandescent lamp. This profile can be interpretod as a
representation of the transverse index profile.
In Fig. 4.16a the calculated transverse field of the lowest-order eigenmode of a wide guide (in narrower guides this eigenmode looks about the
same) is plotted. The profile has been obtained using
effective index
method and adopting a 20-layer planar waveguide structure with an erfc
index profile. The assumed surface index step and depth, defined to be
the depth at which the refractive index is erfc(1)=0.16 of the surface value,
are 0.012 and 7 f.J,m, respectively. The first value is based on prism coupling measurements (the surface index step in continuons guides is 0.023; the
duty-cycle of the segmentation is 50%); the second is taken from the incau4.15b. In the calculations, this guide has
descent lamp measurement of
2 clear transverse eigenmodes; a weakly guided third mode can just be distinguished. Experimentally, 2 transverse guided modes were observed. The
lateral eigenmode distribution has been calculated using a lateral 3-layer
20-layer
index profile; the central-layer index has been chosen equal to
planar guide lowest-order mode effective index, the cladding index bas been
chosen equal to the bulk KTP value. The resulting lateral field distribution of a :3.5jJ,m wide guide is depicted in Fig. 4.16b. It is clear that the
calculated eigenmode intensity distributions are good approximations of the
experimentally obtained curves. Therefore, the former will
used in the
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Figure 4.15: Optical intensity patterns, measured at the output facet of Rb/Baexchanged segmented channel waveguides of various width win KTP. (a) Transverse
(y-direction) and lateral (x-direction) intensity profiles, measured with Ti:sapphire
laser excitation (>.0 ~ 850 nm) of the lowest-order eigenmode. (b) Transverse intensity pattern of w0
6 IJ>ffi wide guide, measured during incoupling of incandescent
lamp light.
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Figure 4.16: Calculated eigenmode distri bution of the 3.5f1m wide segmented channel waveguide of Fig. 4.15. (a) Transverse profile. ( b) Lateral profile.

theoretica! determinations of expected coupling efficiencies.
In the same way the eigenmode field distributions of the semiconductor
were calculated from the geometry and layer refractive indices and the
resulting near and far field intensity distributions were again in good agreement with experiment. The lateral and transverse near field profiles have
widths of 2.6 J.lm and 0.22 J.lm FWHJ\'1, respectively; as said, the respective
far field profiles have widths of 10° and 35° F\VHM. Use of calculated in
stead of measured laser field distributions has the advantage that the phase
distributions are also known (experimental determination of phase distributions requires interferometric techniques).
Approximate calculations were performed, as a function of magnification
and lens NA, for the coupling efficiency between the laser and the KTP
waveguide. The orientation of the laser was chosen such that z-polarized
guided modes in the KTP waveguide were excited, i.e. such that the epitaxial
layers of the laser were perpendicular to the ion-exchange surface of the KTP
crystal. The following assumptions were made.
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1. The coupling efficiency is set equal to the square of the overlap integral
between the imaged laser near field distribution and the KTP waveguide eigenmode distribution. Both distributions are assumed to he
"factorizable" as E(x,y)
Et(x) x Et(Y), where Ez(x) and Et(Y) are
the lateral and transverse (say, from the viewpoint of the laser) distributions, respectively. This implies that the two-dimensional overlap
integral 0 between the two field distributions can he written as a
product of the lateral and the transverse overlap integrals Ot and Ot:
(4.10)

0 = Oz x Ot,

with

JJ

0

ElaserEguidedxdy,

Oz =
Ot

l
J

Elaser,lEguide,l

dx,

Elaser tErruide t

dy.

'

0

(4.11)

'

2. The imaged laser near field distribution is calculated in 4 steps, assuming that the lens is abberation free. 1. The field distribution at
the plane of the lens is determined by applying a Fourier Transform
to the laser near field. This is a very good approximation because the
distance between the laser and the lens is large compared to the near
field size. 2. The field distri bution behind the lens pupil (assumed to
be situated in the lens plane) is calculated by setting the tails outside
the pupil equal to zero. 3. The imaged near field for unitary magnification is obtained by application of an inverse Fourier Transform. 4. As
a last step, the linear magnification is applied while maintaining the
total power in the distribution. Since the laser radiation field has been
assumed factorizable, these 4 steps can he performed independently
for the transverse and lateral distributions.
3. Optica! reflections at the input and output facets of the waveguide,
and at the air-glass interfaces of the lens are neglected (i.e. perfect AR
coatings are assumed to be present on these interfaces).
Results are given in Fig. 4.17. The curve for NA= 1 represents the case
of an ideal lens with an infinitely large pupil. The Figure shows that such
a lens is almost optimal. For unitary magnification, a coupling efficinecy of
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Figure 4.17: Calculated coupling efficiencies for coupling of an index-guided
GaAs/ AlGaAs semiconductor lasertoa segmented Rb/Ba-exchanged channel guide
in KTP.
0.34 is obtained; this is the theoretica} value for butt-coupling. The optimum
coupling efficiency using e lens is 50%, obtained for a magnification factor
of roughly 2.5. The number is limited because of the fact that t.he laser near
field is highly elliptical, whereas t.he KTP waveguide eigenmode dist.ribution
is nearly circular. Use
a lens wit.h a numerical aperture down to 0.4
yields about the same maximum coupling efficiency. The
also shows
that the optimum magnification is a fundion of the NA: for NA = 0.2 the
optimum is reached for 1.5 x magnification.

Experiments
Coupling efficiency Coupling experiments were performed using a commercially available (Asahi LDSFA-004A) miniature aspherical moulded glass
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Figure 4.18: Experimental results of the coupling of a diode lasertoa Rb/Ba ionexchanged segmented channel waveguide in KTP, through an Asahi LDSFA-004A
aspherical moulded glass lens. (a) Laser powerPas a function of injected current
!laser for the solitary laser and for the coupled waveguide situation (measured at the
guide output). (b) Ratio of the external differential efficiency at the guide output
to that of the solitary laser, as a function of the magnification.

lens, having NA=0.3 and a design magnification factor of 3 (at 780 nm).
As in the calculations, the orientation of the laser was chosen such that
z-polarized guided modes in the KTP waveguide were excited (epitaxial
layers of the laser perpendicular to the ion-exchange surface of the KTP
crystal), since this is the polarization for optimum SHG.
The P-I curves (laser output power vs. injection current) of the solitary
laser and as measured at the exit of the KTP waveguide are plotted in Fig.
4.18a. The magnification was set to 2.2 times, which appeared to be the
optimum. The KTP waveguide was carefully aligned to the imaged laser
spot, by introducing a microscope objective tagether with a photodiode at
the output of the waveguide and by subsequently tuning the guide position
for an optimum output power. A TV camera was added to this detection
channel to check whether the lowest-order eigenmode was exclusively excited.
The figure shows that the laser threshold current shifts downwarcis if
the beam is properly coupled to the waveguide. This was interpreted to be
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caused by Fresnel reflection at the guide in- and outcoupling facets (RF=9%
per facet). The overall throughput K, defined as the ratio of the
differential
as measured at the guide output, to that of the solitary
laser, is plotted as a function of
magnification }vf in Fig. 4.18b. A
maximum of K = 0.30 was found for M
2.2.
The sensitivity of
coupling efficiency to tilt of the KTP sample was
also investigated. A 10 to 15% loss of incoupled power was found for a tilt
of ±4° in both the transverse and lateral directions. This tilt toleranee is
not difficult to
in a small blue
unit, there is probably no need
a tilt adjustment possibility.
The optimum magnification value is in reasanabie agreement with the
theoretically found value
1.5 for a lens of this NA. Concerning the light
throughput, it is expected that K = (coupling efficiency) x (1
RF ) 2 x
Tguide: where
is the transmission factor (determined by guided wave
attenuation caused by absorption and scattering) of the KTP guide. It has
been assumed that no significant coherent interference occurs between bath
facets, so that their Presnel transmissions may simply be multiplied. Using
the theoretica! (couplingefficiency) = 0.45, a value of 0.81 follows
Tguide,
which is in good correspondence with valnes found in AR coated waveguide
nearly-circular beam of a Ti:sapphire
samples, while coupling-in with
laser.
In order to increase K and get rid of the feedback into the laser, a singlelayer MgF2 AR coating was applied to the KTP guide facets.
P-I curves,
measured at the guide output of two similar KTP waveguide samples (with
respect to segmentation period, guided width, and ion-exchange conditions)
4.19. Sample 2 was the samesample as used to obtain
are depicted in
the results of Fig. 4.18. From sample 2 no clear feedback is found, and
measured optimum K value was 0.36. The ratio of the previously found
value 0.30 for the uncoated KTP sample to this value is 0.83, which exactly
reflection
(1 RF ) 2 at
2 facets of
matches the theoretica}
an uncoated waveguide.
The experimental value K
0.36 for the AR-coated KTP guide can
now be used to estirnate the maximum reachable blue output power. For
a SHG conversion efficiency
400 %/W /cm 2
a 0.5cm long guide
(yielding 7JSHG=l00 %/W), the expected blue output for
= 100 mW
is P2"''
x K? x 7JSHG 1.3 mW. Of course, perfect phase-matching
is required to achieve this blue level in practice, Many experiments with
various lasers
KTP segmented waveguides
yielded blue powers of
up to 200 f-LVV, but the SHG process was always unstable. The instabilities
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Figure 4.19: Measurement results obtained under the same conditions as in the
previous Figure, but with AR coatings on both KTP waveguide facets. The P-I
curve, measured directly behind the lens, is also shown.
are caused by longitudinal mode-hopping in the Fabry-Perot lasers used
(partially induced by residual refiections to the various components in the
light path), which indicates that external control of the laser's spectrum is
required. This problem will be briefiy addressed in the next subsection.

DBR reflections Surprisingly, significant optical feedback is still found
from sample 1, which is evident from the threshold current shift and from the
oscillations in the P-I curve. This can not be explained by a bad quality AR
coating: the refiectivity of the bulk KTP facet ( which was measured while
coupling-in beside the waveguide) was 2 x w- 2 %, which is nearly 3 orders of
magnitude lower than without the coating. Such a level of feedback can still
induce feedback phenomena [24], but a threshold current shift of roughly 4
mA (which is only a factor 2 lower than the threshold shift induced by the
uncoated KTP facet) can not be explained.
More carefut examination of the transmission as a function of wavelength
for the 2 waveguides shows a sharp dip at 866 nm. The spectra are shown
in Fig. 4.20; in sample 1 the effect is more pronounced than in sample 2.
The peak can be explained assuming that it is a Distributed Bragg Reflector
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(DBR) resonance
(4.12)
where 'iïeff is the effective index of the lowest-order guided mode of the guide,
A the segmentation period, and mDBR an
[25]. The effective index
rnethod yields, using a KTP bulk refractive index 1.837 for light polarized
in the z-direction (from [26]) and an average surface index step of 0.012
(frorn prism coupling measurements), a value of 1.840 for iiw,eff. Hence, 866
urn coincides with the mDBR = 17th order DBR resonance. The difference
in strength of the reileetion peak in the 2 samples is probably caused by a
difference in grating homogeneity along the guide.
The DBR peak is most probably the cause of the feedback phenomena,
observed in conjunction with sample 1. The
(whichjust above threshold
naturally lases at 855 nm, but has an 8% low-reflection coating at the front
facet) is pulled towards the DBR peak because it lowers the roundtrip losses
of the compound cavity, formed by the laser tagether with the optically
coupled KTP waveguide. As will be discussed in the next subsection, the
DBR peak might explicitly be used to stabilize the laser to the SHG phasematching wavelengtl1.

4.5.2

lVIeeting the phase-matching condition

In an efficient guided-wave SHG blue laser unit it is important to have
optimal transfer of infra-red radiation from
pump
to the nonlinear
which topic has been treated in the previous subsection.
But, as stated before, the most important condition for obtaining efficient
rr"_r~•n to blue wavelength conversion is phase-matching in the waveguide.
To fulfill this condition, precise control of the infra-red wavelength (i.e. of
the radiation wavelength of the pump laser) is required. In the case of a
0.5crn
KTP ion-exchanged segmented channel waveguide wavelength
pump wavelength must be controlled with an accuracy of
±0.075 nm (0.15 nm being the FWHM width of the phase-matching peak,
for 850 nm pump wavelength). In a practical blue laser unit using a FabryPerot pump laser, the best way to meet this condition is to force the laser
to single-longitudinal mode operation at the correct wavelength. It is well
known that the wavelength of a Fabry-Perot laser can
externally controlled if the output is coupled to a grating and that a DBR is suitable for
this purpose [27, 28].
The DBR property of the ion-exchanged segmented KTP waveguide
wavelength converter itself can be used if the applicable DBR wavelength
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Figure 4.20: Transmission spectra of the segmented channel waveguides of samples
1 and 2, measured using a tunable Ti:sapphire laser. The sharp dips are caused by
DBR reflection.
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is not too far from the laser's natural wavelength and if spurious reileetions from optical elements are sufficiently suppressed (the width of DBR
resonances in a 0.5cm long waveguide is about 1 Á). However, generally the
pha.'ie-matching wavelength does not coincide with a DBR resonance. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.21, which shows the phase-matching wavelengthof such
a wavelength converter (exchanged in a 10% Ba / 90% Rb nitrate bath)
as a function of the segmentation period, as well as the DBR resonances.
The phase-matching curve is obtained, by linear inter- and extrapolation,
from the experîmental values for A = 4 J.-tll1 and 5 Jllll. The DBR curves are
obtained using (4.12) and the effective index method (planar waveguide);
index data by Fan et al. [26] are used and an average index step of
0.012 at the surface of the guide has been assumed. The Figure shows that
in the shown wavelength range, there are 3 possible segmentation periods
A
yield a wavelength converter that has the property of stahilizing the
pump laser to the phase-matching wavelength. The valnes are A= 3.89, 4.21,
and 4.56 J-tm; the conesponding phase-matching wavelengtbs are Ào = 844,
863, and 884 nrn, respectively.
It should be noted that for samples with good grating homogeneity, the
DBR
can be very pronounced. A large reflectivity for pump radito a reduced average pump power density in the guide, and hence
to a
wavelength conversion efficiency, which implies that in a manufacturing process of waveguides for this purpose the grating homogencity
must be well controlled ..F'urthermore, tight manufacturing tolerances are required to reproducibly match the DBR wavelengthand the phase-matching
wavelengtiL If the KTP wavelength converter is made temperature controllable,
tolerances can be somewhat relaxed. The measured shifts
of the phase-matching wavelength and the 17th_order DBR resonance are
+0.5 Á/°C and
A;oc,
Therefore, the distance between
both wavelengths changes with a slope of +0.33 A;oc. Because the phasematching
peak width is 0.15 nm FvVHM, the temperature of the
converter must at least be stabilized within 0.15/0.033 = 4.5°C.

4.6

Conclusions

Highly efficient wavelength convert.ers can be made using ion-exchanged segmented channel waveguides in either KTP or LiNb03. In the first case, a
mixture of Rb- and Ba-nitrate is used as an exchange bath; ferroelectric domain reversal is induced in the ion-exchanged segments, which allows for a
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Figure 4.21: Several DBR wavelengths (ÀDBR, dashed curves, calculated) and
( mQPM = 1) phase-matching wavelength ( ÀQPM, solid curve, from measured values)
for a Rb /Ba-exchanged segmented channel waveguide in KTP as a function of the
segmentation period A.
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quasi-phase-matched SHG scheme that uses the highest nonlinear coefficient
of
material, the d33. The phase-matching wavelength can be chosen by
simply choosing the conesponding segmentation period. The required Ba
content for obtaining effective ferroelectric domain reversal is a function of
the exchange temperature. The highest conversion efficiency and blue output
power at a wavelengthof 425 nm, fora 0.5cm long guide, are 400 %/W /cm 2
and 4 m W, respectively.
In the secoud case, proton-exchange from a pyrophosphoric acid bath
is used. The proton-exchange reduces the nonlinearity in the segments, so
that again a quasi-phase-matched SHG scheme that uses d33 (the highest
nonlinear coefficient) becomes possible. Subsequent annealing at elevated
temperature is required to lower the refractive-index steps in the segments
and rednee loss of power through diffraction. The highest conversion effiand blue output power at a wavelength of 437 mn, in a 0.5cm long
guide, are 40 %/VV /crn 2 and 13 m W, respectively.
Experirnents were perforrned to study the coupling of an optimized KTP
"'"~'' ...''0"''"'u channel guide wavelength converter toa high-power
100
mW) semiconductor laser, using a NA 0.3 asphericallens.
optimum
ratio of the pump power rneasured at
guide exit to the power radiated
by the laser was 0.36, obtained
2.2 x rnagnification. This is in reasanabie agreement with the calculated result for the coupling efficiency from the
laser to the lowest-order guided mode at the guide entrance (0.45) and the
measured value for the guide transmittance (0.80), and with the calculated
optimum magnification (1.5x). Reshaping of the strongly elliptical laser
beam is required to reach a significantly better result. A maximum blue
output power of around 1 rnW is expected from this laser-waveguide combination.
control of the laser's spectrum and wavelength is however
required to make this result possible.
When wavelength stabilization is applied, a practical miniature blue laser
unit can be constructed that has an output power of about 1 m W [14].
However, it is clear that if reliable blue emitting semiconductor laserscan be
produced, frorn the viewpoint of complexity and price these are of preferenee
for use in small and cheap systems such as optica! disc players.

=
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Chapter 5

11-VI semiconductor
blue-green lasers
5.1
5.1.1

Introduetion
Ristory and background

After the discovery of a method for obtaining sufficiently doped p-type ZnSe
and related compounds [1] several groups have reported light-ernitting diodes and laser diodes using II-VI semiconductors
3, 4]. Recently, lasing
up to 394 K was reported [5] in a pseudomorphic structure. In this case
Zn1-xMgxSySe1-y was used for the cladding layers, which gives a significant
improverneut of the confinement of the optical wave and of the charge carriers, cornpared to the previously used ZnSSe or ZnSe cladding layers. Because
the structure is pseudomorphic the density of defects running through the
active region is lower than 4 x 106 crn-- 2
20] (in earlier structures this
8
9
2
nurnber was 10 - 10 cm- ).
But additional improvements are clearly necessary for long-life operation
of the la..'lers. For example, the electrical contact to the p-doped ZnSe is still
a problem, which often results in high operating voltages and thermal and
degradation problems.
In this chapter, a brief outline of laser fabrica.tion and spontaneons emission charaderistics is given; then measurements and calculations on the
thermal behaviour are presented. Furthermore, guiding properties of narrowstripe (Wstr ~ 10 fliil) gain-guided lasers are studied. This is done for shortpulse ('""" 100 ns) operation (pure gain-guiding), as well as for longer-pulse
121
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operation, where lateral ternperature gradients significantly influence the
laser's characteristics.

5.1.2

Growth and fabrication

In Fig. 5.1 we present cross-sections of the laser structures studied, grown epitaxiallyin a rnolecular-bearn-epitaxy (MBE) systern on 300 prn thick (100)
GaAs substrates. Chlorine and nitrogen were used as n- and p- dopants,
respectively, with net-doping concentrations of around 10 17 crn- 3 . Close
to the substrate and at the p-contact, higher levels are used. In structure A of Fig. 5.1a, the optical waveguide consistsof ZnSe. Three ZnCdSe
quanturn-welis (QWs) provide gain and confine the optica} field to the center
of the guide. Structure B, depicted in Fig. 5.lb, is a separate confinement
heterostructure (SCH) with a single QW, and has lower threshold current
densities than structure A. Structure C of Fig. 5.1c is an even better perforrning structure. This SCH is pseudornorphic to the GaAs substrate. It
has lower threshold current densities and attains higher operating ternperatures than previous SCHs with ZnSSe cladding layers, like structure B [5].
The structures B and C have a cadmium concentration of 20-29% in the
QW, resulting in lasing wavelengths in the range 508 to 527 nrn at room
ternperature. Structure A has a QW cadmium concentration of about 15%
and consequently a shorter lasing wavelength (see next section).
We have fabricated gain-guided lasers by defining 10 to 50 prn wide
stripe-contacts on the top p-type serniconductor. Lasers of 500 to 1000 prn
length were cleaved frorn the wafer (these long lengths are necessary to avoid
gain-saturation in the single QW). In sorne cases the indium layer used for
bonding in the MBE machine was used as a substrate contact (rv ohrnic
with low resistivity). In other cases the substrate was thinned to 100 prn
thickness, after which a (non-ohrnic) gold-titanium-gold substrate contact
was applied. Generally, no facet coatings were used.
For proper heatsinking, the devices were then soldered with indium,
either substrate-side down or substrate-side up, on capper heatsinks. For
substrate-up soldering, additional rnetal layers were evaporated on top of
the p-contact to provide a harrier against ditfusion of indium. During the
rneasurernents, the lasers were ternperature-stabilized.
In the early lasers sirnple electrical p-serniconductor contacts, consisting of an evaporated Au layer on p+ -ZnSe were used. Stripes were defined
by photolithographically patterning a polyirnide electrically insulating layer.
Operating voltages at lasing threshold were 12 V and higher; the cantacts
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Figure 5.1: Layer cornpositions and thicknesses of the structures of the studied
lasers. (a) Sirnple reference structure, designated A, z;:::;;; 0.15. (b) Irnproved structure, referred to as B, z ;:::;;; 0.2. (c) Structure C with low threshold currents and a
high rn<L'<Îrnurn operating ternperature, x ~ 0.08, y;:::;;; 0.12, z ~ 0.2.
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Figure 5.2: Electrical contacts to the p-semiconductor. (a) Simple Aujp+ -ZnSe
Schottky contact. (b) Improved ZnSe/ZnTe graded-bandgap contact.

usually degraded fast when operated with a DC current. In the more recent
lasers, such as the ones used for the thermal index-guiding studies, the use
of ZnSe/ZnTe graded contacts, with Pd/ Au metallization has resulted in
lasing threshold voltages down to 6.5 V. Wet-chemica! etching of the wellconducting ZnTe layer, in conjunction with an oxidic electrically insulating
layer, wasthen used to define contact stripes. Contact degradation was considerably less. Both the old and the new contact structures are schematically
depicted in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Spontaneous emission and lasing spectra of quaternary laser (1 mm
length, 20 f.LID stripe width).

5.1.3

Spontaneous emission spectra

In this subsection typical characteristics of measured spontaneons emission
wavelength spectra are presented. Possible explanations are given and the
significanee of the observations is discussed.
Spontaneons emission and lasing wavelength spectra of a gain-guided
1 mm length and 20 Jlm stripe width, are depiclaser of type C,
ted in Fig. 5.3. The threshold current is 130 mA. As is typica.l in semiconductor
the spontaneons emission spectra are broa.d (roughly 10
nm FWHM). With
pumping cttrrent the pea.k
shifts
lasing spectrum is obviously much na.rrower and
slightly to the blue.
(just above threshold)
at a shorter wavelength than the spontaneons
emission spectrum just below threshold. Other authors have reported lasing
spectrum peaks that have a slightly shorter or equal wavelength with respect
to the spontaneons emission maximum [6, 7].
Another interesting observation is that typically the room temperature
spontaneons emission, radiated from the edge of a II-VI
semiconductor laser with a ZnCdSe QW, can speetrally be resolved into two peaks,
when polarization discrimination is clone. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4,
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Figure 5.4: Spontaneous emission spectra of a ternary laser, as measured through
a linear polarizer. The solid curve is the TE-polarized spectrum; the TM-polarized
spectrum is shown as the dashed curve (amplified 7 times).

where the spontaneous emission spectra of a laser of type B (but having 3
QWs), as measured through a linear polarizer (TE- and TM-polarized), are
depicted. The TM-polarized radiation was considerably weaker; therefore,
the related spectrum has been amplified 7 times.
The twin-polarized-peaks behaviour may be explained by assuming that
the st rongest (and TE polarized) peak arises from electron-heavy hole recombination and the weakest peak from electron-light hole recombination.
A similar behaviour has been reported in III-V strained-QW lasers [8, 9]. It
is argued that for compressively-strained QWs the light-hole valenee band is
lowered with respect to the heavy-hole subband, so that population becomes
more difficult. The TM-polarized peak is seen to become very weak in that
case.
The results of an experiment that gives useful additional information
are depicted in Fig. 5.5. A 5 x 5 mm 2 piece from the epitaxial growth of
the laser that was used for Fig. 5.4 was subjected to photoluminescence
(PL) measurements. A 50 p,m spot from an Argon-ion laser was used for
excitation. The surface-emitted wavelength spectrum is shown in the first
plot of Fig. 5.5. It consists of one clear peak at 494 nm; a shoulder is visible
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Figure 5.5: Edge- and surface-emitt.ed photoluminescence spectra of the epitaxial
layers of the ternary laser for which results were shown in Fig. 5.4. The edge-emitted
spectra are shown for different valnes of the distance z between the pump laser spot
and the cleaved
The spectra for z = 2.4 mm were also measured through a
linear polarizer,
either TE- or TM-polarized radiation.
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around 488 nm. The small narrow peaks are weak residuallines emitted by
the argon laser. An edge-emitted spectrum was collected for the excitation
spot located at the edge of the sample; it is also shown (indicated by z = 0)
in Fig. 5.5. The spectra are approximately equal.
The Figure further shows edge-emission measurements for increasing distanee of the excitation spot from the sample's edge. The peak wavelength
of the main peak monotonically increases; the weak peak shows the same
wavelength shift but first grows and then shrinks again. The measurement
for pumping at the largest distance from the edge was also performed with
polarization discrimination. The result shows that the double-peaked spectra consist of two strongly polarized peaks. Note that the TE/TM-polarized
peak intensity ratio seems to be larger than in the case of electroluminescence. Apparently the way of pumping has an important influence on the
resultant spectra.
The wavelength shifts are caused by self-absorption of part of the spontaneous emission in the QW. Because, in this part of the spectrum, the absorption is a strongly increasing function with photon energy, the remaining
spontaneous emission spectrum tends to shift to longer wavelengths after a
certain propagation length through the internallaser waveguide. Therefore,
the interpretation of edge-emitted spontaneous emission spectra should occur with care. The amount and nature of the distartion of the edge-emitted
spectrum with respect to the surface-emitted spectrum are dependent on
the laser length, and probably also on internal parameters like QW thickness and composition, guiding layer thickness etc. Hence, it is complicated
to understand why in a particular case the lasing peak appears at lower or
higher wavelength than the spontaneous emission peak. It certainly does not
give direct information on the recombination dynamics and QW excitation.
The measurements of Fig. 5.5 suggest that the twin-polarized-peaks
wavelength split is virtually unchanged after a certain distance of selfabsorption. Hence, the wavelength split, as obtained from edge-emission,
can be used to draw conclusions about e.g. the amount of strain in the
QW. The edge-emitted TE/TM-peak intensity ratio is less suitable for this
purpose.
The QW strain is astrong function of the Cd content (0% strain for 0%
Cd and 1.5% biaxial compressive strain for 20% Cd; both apply for QWs in
unstrained ZnSe [11]). Spontaneous edge-emission TE/TM wavelength-split
measurements (under electdeal pumping) were performed on three 3-QW
lasers with different QW Cd contents.
The results as a function of the room temperature TE-polarized emis-
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Figure 5.6: Photon energy split of the TE and TM polarized spontaneons emission
peaks from 3-QW lasers with various Cd concentrations in the QW (ZnCdSe QW
between ZnSe harriers). The data are shown as a function of the room temperature
emission wavelengths ÀR.T obtained from surface photoluminescence emission {triangles) and from edge emission under electrical pumping (circles). The filled circle
represents an estimated ÀRT value. The dashed lines conneet data obtained from
samples of the same growth.

sion wavelengtbs (which are a measure for the Q\V Cd contents: a langer
wavelength indicates more Cd) radiated from the surface (photoluminescence), as wellas from the edge (electrolurninescence), are shown in Fig. 5.6.
Data points obtained from samples of the sarne growth are connected by
dashed horizontal lines. The difference between the emission wavelengtbs
frorn the surface and frorn the
(as induced by self-absorption) is roughly
10 nrn. For the samples with the highest Cd content
surface emission wavelength was not rneasured but obtained by subtraction of 10 mn
frorn the edge emission wavelength. The points suggest a linearly increasing
wavelength split vs. luminescence wavelength relation; which confirms that
the split may be induced by strain.
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Thermal behaviour 1
Introduetion

The first II-VI semiconductor blue-green injection lasers could only be operated under cryogenic conditions. Pulsed operating temperatures were significantly increased with the introduetion of ZnMgSSe quaternary cladding
layers, but operating voltages remained high ( rnainly caused by high pcontact voltages). The simple unalloyed gold-p+-znSe p-contacts, used in
these lasers resulted in high contact voltages, giving
to significant heat
dissipation. The heat dissipation made CW lasing at room temperature
difficult and gave rise to degradation. ZnSe/ZnTe graded cantacts were significantly better [21, 22, 23], although the voltage drop was still generally
several volts.
This section treats the thermal sensitivity of II-VI semiconductor bluegreen injection lasers under various conditions. First, we measure threshold
current densities and lasing wavelengtbs as a function of temperature under short-pulse ("'"' 100 ns) operation. Internal heating plays no role under
these circurnstances. We use these data to determine ternperature rises of
the active region under various operating conditions. Secondly, we study
the onset of heating under longer-pulse ("' 500 ns) operation, and derive
estimated valnes of the average thermal conductivity and heat capacity of
the epitaxial layers. Finally, we measure steady-state thermal resistances
and campare these to calculated values from a sirnple model. We then determine conditions under which CW lasing is possible, taking into account
the thermal resistance and the laser eperating voltage.

5.2.2

Short-pulse operation

Measured lasing threshold current
We have measured lasing threshold current densities and wavelengtbs as a
function of the active region temperature, using 100 ns current drive pulses
at 1 kHz repetition frequency. These short pulses induce little internal tempcrature rise (see section 5.2.3), so that the active region temperature is
approximately equal to that of the rnounting block.
To illustrate the improved laser performance of the quaternary structure
C, with respect to the ternary structure B, we have plotted the threshold
1
based on the paper: R.R.Drenten, K.vV.Haberern, and J.M.Gaines, "Thermal characteristics of blue-green II-VI semiconductor lasers", J. Appl. Phys. 76, 3988 (1994)
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Figure 5. 7: Measured threshold cmTent densities of lasers with stripe size 50 x
1000 11m 2 as a function of temperature under
(100
operation The
behaviours of structure B (o) and C (•) are shown.

current densities as a function of temperature in
5.7. The lasers have
a stripe width and lengthof 50 Jlm and 1000 f1m, respectively. The ternary
laser has a threshold current density of 280 A/cm 2 at 80 K. The To (if
lth is described by the usual lth(T)
J1 exp((T
Tl)/To)) is 190 K in
the temperature range from 80 to 240 K and
rapidly above 240
K. This rapid deercase is the signature of the onset of thermal leakage of
charge carriers from the Q\iV and makes it virtually impossible to reach room
temperature CW lasing, as will be explained in section 5.2.4.
The quaternary laser has althof 170 A/cm 2 at 180 K. The To is as high as
300 K, and gradually deercases with increasing temperature. The maximum
lasing temperature is 394K. The onset of carrier leakage occurs at a much
higher temperature because of the improved carrier confinement, which can
be illustrated by the bandgaps of the materials used: 2.95, 2.86, 2.82, and
2.51 eV at 4 K (as determined by PL) for Zno.gzMg 0 .08 So.12Seo.ss, ZnSo.o6Se,
the bandgap
ZnSe, and a 65 A Zno.sCdo.2SejZnSe QW, respectively.
difference between the Q\V and the cladding layers is 0.44 eV, compared to
0.35 eV for the ternary laser. Further, it should be noted that the increased
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optica! confinement r (0.017 in the quaternary and 0.013 in the ternary
laser, calculated using the dielectric stack eigenmode model of Chapter 2
[5]), as well as the fact that these la.."!ers are grown pseudomorphically, also
contribute to the improved characteristics.
The quaternary laser has a room temperature threshold current density
of 500 A/cm 2 • We have performed many epitaxial growths and typically
find values between 400 and 600 A/cm 2 . A highly-refiective facet coating of
R = 0.8 on both mirrors has given a threshold current density of 320 A/ cm2
in 50 f-Lm wide stripe lasers of 500 f-Lm length. This is comparable to values
found in single-QW state of the art III-V lasers [39].
Lasers of structure A of 50 f-Lm stripe width and of 550 f-Lm length have
a threshold current density of around 800 A/cm 2 at 80 K; the maximum
lasing temperature is about 140 K.

Calculation of leakage current
Some simple calculations can be done to gain understanding of carrierleakage onset temperatures. It is especially interesting to find out whether
the difference in threshold current vs. temperature behaviour between the
ternary and the quaternary laser, which has been interpreted as a difference
in leakage current characteristics, can be understood in the framewerk of a
simple model.
Due to their higher mobility the electrons will leak out of the QVv first;
we will neglect the hole leaka:ge current, and focus on the thermal excitation
of electrans to the p-dadding layer. This thermally-excited p-cladding electron concentratien at the boundary to the guiding layer can be written as
(parabolic band approximation) [12]

roo

n - 41f ( 2rnn) 3/2
-----;--:-:=--=--:---:-::-=
Ph2
JEe 1 + exp[(E

(5.1)

where rnn is the p-cladding layer effective electron mass, Ec is the p-cladding
conduction band edge energy, and Fc1 is the electron quasi-Fermi level in
the QvV. Only r band electrans are taken into account. For the case that
(Ec Fc1) »kT this can be approximated by
3 2

np

(-fj.Ep)
21frnnkT) 1
2(
h2
exp ~ ,

(5.2)

where we have written fj.Ep = (Ec - Fc1). The electron leakage current
density, induced by drift and diffusion, into
p-cladding layer can then be
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expressed as

l

+1
2zd

·

(5.3)

Here, qe is the electron charge, Dn is the electron diffusivity, Ln is the
minority carrier diffusion length in the p-cladding
and Bp is the pcladding thickness.
zd is the charaderistic drift
(the length over
which a voltage kT/ qe develops):

Zd

=

kTpJLp
J
'

(5.4)

th

with p and /Lp the p-cladding hole concentration and mobility, respectively.
For the band diagram of
operating laser we propose two different approximations.
5.8a shows the situation where
band-cmvature
is maintained, even under the strong forward-bias during
This picture is based on the assumption that, in spite of the existing band-offsets
and layer electrical resistivities, thermal motion of the
gives
rise to fully fiat quasi Fermi levels. Another approximation is depicted in
Fig. 5.8b: in this
approximation it is assumed that the high forward bias under
the depletion regions disappear completely, so
that all bands become
as a function of (transverse) space.

Curved-band approximation If the curvecl-band approxirnation is adopted, the value of D.EP can be written as (see Fig. 5.8a)
(5.5)
This shows that the model becomes relatively simple: only
difference
between the p-cladding bandgap
and the QvV quantized-levels separation
Eq, the QW quasi-Fermi levels
and Fvl, and the p-cladding hole Fermi
level Fv2 enter into the formula. Band-offsets and the guiding
thickness
play no role.
The QvV quasi-Fermi levels are determined by the pumping condition for
lasing optical gain. For the QW
at photon energy Eph the following
expression can be used

(5.6)
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Figure 5.8: Assumed banddiagramsas a function of the transversespace coordinate of an operating laser. Quasi Fermi levels for electrous and holes are indicated by
dashed lines. The dotted levels are the electron and hole quantized ground states
Eqn and Eqp. (a) Curved-band approximation (b) Flat-band approximation.
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where !.LVhl 2 is the momentum matrix element between the two-dimensional
band edge Bloch functions, which can
approximated by I.LVhl 2
ÇmoEq
[14]. mo is the free-electron mass and Ç a constant (Ç is between 1 and 2
1.3, the value for GaAs. Pi is the
for most semiconductors). vVe take t;
refractive
and BQ the QW
Ie and lv are
electron and
hole Fermi functions, respectively:

Ie (Ee,eff)

=

1
---:c-=----=---,---

(5.7)

1 +exp

1
lv(Ev,eff) = ---~---=:-------c-1 ..l- exp
Ee,eff

and

(5.8)

are given by
(5.9)
(5.10)

The reduced mass mr relates to the QvV electron and heavy-hole masses me
and mv through
(5.11)
Note that the energies Ee,eff, Fel, and Fvl are measured positive upward in
the band diagram; Ev,eff is taken positive downward into
valenee band
(all measured with respect to the Q\V quantized levels).
The maximum Q\V gain,
(5.6), occurs at
for any tempera.ture. The Fermi levels Fc1 and Fvl take values such that charge neutrality in the QW is maintained, and such that this maximum
9QW,ma:x
takes
value given by 9QW,max 9mod/r, where r is the transverse optica}
confinement factor and 9rnod is the required modal gain.
The p-clad hole Fermi level
is determined by the temperature and
the p-doping level.
In the gain calculations the following parameter values have been used:
r
0.02, 9rnod = 16cm- 1 (1000 pm laserlengthand 20% mirror reflectivity),
mc/mo
0.17 [40] and
0.574 (effective masses in bulk ZnSe),
Eph
2.4 eV (corresponding to a room temperature
wavelength
of 515 nrn), and BQ = 65 A. For the nitrogen-doped ZnMgSSe p-cladding
layer, an acceptor activation energy and concentration of 70 rneV [16] and
10 17
have been used, respectively. In the leakage current formula, the
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numbers Ln = 0.5p,m, [15], Bp = lp,m and P,p = 11 cm2 /V-s were inserted.
For Dn the constant room temperature value Dn = ttnkT / qe has been chosen,
where f.ln is the electron mobility, because in this temperature range J.tn
is approximately inversely proportional to T [17]. The value J.tn = 300
cm2 /V-s has been used, which was determined [17] in high-quality chlorinedoped ZnMgSSe (of the same composition as used in the lasers) at room
temperature.
The contributions of the terms in eq. (5.5) to D.Ep are as follows. The
values of (Eg- Eq) are taken constant and given in the Figure. It is reasonable to assume that these are independent of temperature since Eg and
Eg,QW will probably change with temperature with the same slope, and the
electron and hole quanturn confinement energies, to be added to Eg,QW to
obtain Eq, arealso virtually independent of temperature. Fel and Fvl both
change with temperature (the values are 8 and 7 meV at 100 K, and 34 and
25 meV at 400 K, respectively), but their difference (Fel - Fvl) is approximately constant: 2 meV at 100 K, and 9 meV at 400 K.
does change
somewhat with temperature:
= 49 meV at 100 K, and increases to 126
meV at 400 K. Alltermsin eq. (5.5)are roughly independent of (Eg Eq),
and have the same values for the ternary, as wellas the quaternary laser.
Calculation results for four different values of (Eg - Eq) are plotted in
Fig. 5.9a, tagether with the measured threshold current densities of the quaternary and the ternary laser.
calculated threshold current densities are
a superposition of the empirica! threshold current density vs. temperature
relation at low temperatures .Tth .Tth,RT exp((T -293)/To), where To = 200
K and .Tth,RT = 500 A/cm 2 , and the calculated leakage current density .ln.
This relation is reflected by the curve for (Eg- Eq) = oo (no leakage).
The effect of varying leakage current onset temperature as a function of
Eq) is clearly visible in the figure. A value of roughly 0.30 eV seems to
be optima! for simulation of the quaternary laser; about 0.20 e V is necessary
to explain the behaviour of the ternary laser. Values determined by PL on
ZnCdSe QWs and ZnMgSSe and ZnSSe layers at 4 K are however (Eg-Eq) =
0.44 eV and 0.35 eV for the quaternary and the ternary laser, respectively. It
may be valid to subtract the 2-dimensional QW exciton binding energy of rv
0.04 eV from this difference to obtain values for lasing at higher temperatures
(e.g. room temperature and up); the QW luminescence is believed to be
excitonic at 4 K, but excitons are probably fully dissociated during lasing at
the higher temperatures [10]. This would result in (Eg- Eq) valnes of 0.4
eV and 0.31 eV for the quaternary and the ternary laser, respectively.
This leads to the condusion that the curvecl-band model is able to explain
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Figure 5. 9: Calculated threshold cmTent densities as a function of temperature. (a)
Curved-band approxirnation. (b) Flat-band approxirnation. The rneasured results
and quaternary lasers are also plotted.
abtairred for the
the difference in carrier leakage onset temperature between the two types of
lasers, but that
predicted absolute valnes of
Eq) (as measures for
the electron barrier heights) are too low.

Flat-band approximation If the fiat-band approximation is a.dopted it
is still reasonable to, as a. fi.rst-order approxirnation, consider charge carrier
motion
the QW and the p-cladding
as if the guiding layer
in between has no infiuence, because the electron diffusion length in these
materials is on the order of 0.5 tun [15].
that spill out of the
QW have a high chance of "bouncing" to the guiding layer / cladding layer
interface and returning to the QW.
The
now becomes (see Fig. 5.8b)
(5.12)
flEc1 and
ively;

are the conduction band
between the QvV and the
and between the guiding layer and the p-cladding layer, respectis the (ground-state) QW
quantization energy and Fc1
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the QW electron quasi-Fermi level with respect to the quantized electron
level.
Fig. 5.9b shows flat-band approximation threshold current density results
for four values of the total conduction band offset ê!J.Ec = ê!J.Ec1 + ê!J.Ec2· A
comparable behaviour as in the case of the curvecl-band approximation is
seen: for small total barrier heights ê!J.Ec, electron leakage sets on at relatively
low temperatures, for high ê!J.Ec valnes the leakage can be suppressed. But
the match between the calculated and measured slopes d log Jth/dT above
the electron leakage onset temperatures is worse than in the curvecl-band
approximation case. If matching ê!J.Ec valnes are to be chosen, 0.30 eV
and 0.25 eV are probably optimal for the quaternary and ternary laser,
respectively.
The following ê!J.Ec values can be deduced from numbers in the literature. The conduction band offset ê!J.Ec1 between ZnSe and the strained
Zno.sCdo.2Se is about 0.230 eV [18]. Because there is no conduction band
offset between ZnSe and ZnSo.o6Se [40] it is reasonable to assume that
the conduction band
between Zno.sCdo.2Se and ZnSo.o6Se is also
0.230 eV. The conduction band offset between ZnSe or ZnSo.o6Se and
Zno.92Mg0 .08 So.12Seo.ss, as determined from photoluminescence-excitation
and speetral absorption measurements on ZnSe/Zno.92Mg0 .08 So.12Seo.ss
MQV/ samples, is only about 0.010 eV [41]; this represents ê!J.Ec2 for the
quaternary laser. Because of the negligible conduction band offset between
ZnSe and ZnSo.o6Se, ê!J.Ec2 ~ 0 for the ternary laser. This leads to a Ec of
0.24 eV and 0.23 eV for the quaternary and the ternary laser, respectively.
The flat-band model hence gives better absolute values of predicted electron barrier heights (reflected by ê!J.Ec) than the curvecl-band model. But it
fails to explain the large difference in carrier leakage behaviour between the
two laser types.
Conclusions leakage current calculations The curvecl-band model
does explain the large impravement in carrier leak by introduetion of quaternary cladding layers; the absolute values of the predicted electron barrier
heights are too low, however. This is probably caused by significant carrier
recombination in the guiding layer and in the p-cladding depletion region.
The flat-band approximation yields better absolute numbers, but it does
not explain the observed difference between quaternary and the ternary
lasers.
Hence, it seems that if the difference between the threshold current be-
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haviours of the ternary and quaternary lasers is caused by a difference in
leakage current, the true band diagram must be somewhere in between the
curvecl-band and the flat-band situations.
band curvature is necessary
to explain the large difference between the two laser types, but the curvature
must be small to explain the absolute numerical valnes of the leakage currents.

Lasing wavelength measurements
The lasing wavelength increases with temperature and is to a
order
approximation determined by the shrinkage of the bandgap of the semiconductor material in the QW(s). In Fig. 5.10 the peak laser emission
wavelength at an output power of 2 m W is shown as a function of tempcrature for lasers (stripe width 50 ttm; length 550 ttm) of wafers A and
C. As shown in the inset if Fig. 5.10b, the wavelength spectrum generally
increases in width with increasing temperature, which is a reflection of an
increasing width of the gain spectrum. The ra te of change fJ >..cl aT
the
center wavelength (position of the gain maximum) with temperature seems
to be universa}: it is the same in both structures. lts value is about 0.069
nm/K at 80 K, and becomes constant at about 0.100 nm/K for temperatures
above 120K. Similar valnes (±10 %) have been found in lasers with different
stripe widths (down to 10 ttm) and lengths (1000 ttm).
vVe also measured the shift 8>..m/8T in the wavelength ofthe longitudinal
modes with temperature (caused by a change in the stripe effective refractive
index). The observed slope is 0.024 nm/K at temperatures around 170 K
( measured in lasers of structure C). In lasers of structures A and C a shift
of 0.017 nm/K has been found at 80 K. In a Fabry Perot cavity the relative
effective index change is equal to the relative wavelength change, which leads
to the condusion that L1.n
L1.>..nj >.. 0.024 x 2.7/510 1.3 x w- 4 K- 1
around 170 K. This is somewhat lower than the value in AlGaAs lasers,
4x
In the following sections we use the temperature-dependent center and
longitudinal-mode wavelengths to quantitatively determine the active region
temperature.
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Figure 5.10: Lasing wavelength as a function of ternperature, under short-pulse
(100 ns) operation, (a) fora laser of structure A (stripe size 50 x 550{J,rn2 ) and (b)
fora laser of structure C (stripe size 50 x 550(J,rn2 ). The dashed and solid lines have
slopes of 0.069 and 0.100 nrnjK, respectively. The inset shows wavelength spectra
at two ternperatures.
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Long-pulse operation

Measurements
When the current drive pulses applied to the laser are increased to a duration beyond 100 ns, a red shift is observed in the wavelength spectrum,
indicating heating of the active region. A typical wavelength spectrum of
a substrate-down mounted laser of structure C for a drive pulse length of
430 ns (1 kHz repetition rate) is plotted in Fig. 5.11a. The measurements
were performed at 170K, current and voltage were 45mA and 17V; the laser
length and stripe width were 450 p,m and 20 p,m, respectively. Spectra,
measured through a boxcar integrator for two different sampling times tg,
are also shown. The sampled spectra are clearly much narrower than the
time-integrated spectrum. Both the center wavelength and the positions of
the longitudinal modes shift with the sampling time. The temperature rise,
deduced both from the average wavelength of a group of seven modes, and
from the lasing center wavelength (using the values of aÀc/ aT and aÀ.m/ aT
from the previous section), is plotted as a function of the sampling time in
Fig. 5.11b. The rise time of the current pulse through the laser is about
40ns; the point 20ns after the start of this pulse has been adopted as t=O.
In the laser of structure C there is delay of roughly 100 ns between the
beginning of the current pulse and the actual start of active region temperature increase. This is probably because most of the heat is produced in the
top p-contact, where most of the voltage drop occurs [24], and it takes time
for the heat to diffuse to the active region. Fig. 5.1lc shows the temperature
rise of the active region of a substrate-down mounted laser of structure A,
as determined from the center lasing wavelength shift with time (measured
at 88K, the laser operating parameters were 255mA and 18.5V, respectively;
stripe size was 50 by 550 p,m 2 ). The fact that no clear delay in temperature
rise is seen here, suggests that the average heat diffusion coefficient in the
epitaxiallayers of this structure is higher than in structure C.
To verify that the temperature versus time behaviour of Fig. 5.11b is
not caused by a change in the guided lasing mode in the direction parallel
to the epitaxial layers (later al), we have also used the boxcar integrator to
look at sampled far-field patterns in this direction. In most lasers the shape
of the lateral far field pattem is constant over the pulse. In some cases,
however, we indeed observe a change from the single-lobed Gaussian shape
to a double-lobed shape within the pulse ( rv 500 ns). The double-lobed shape
indicates admixture of a, probably thermally induced, higher-order lateral
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Figure 5.11: (a) Time-integrated and sampled spectra, as measured with a boxcar
integrator (sampling width 10 ns), of a laser of structure C. Drive pulse length is
430 ns. (b) Plot of the temperature of the active layer as a function of time, as
determined from the average wavelength of a group seven longitudinal modes, of
this laser (• ). The temperatures, as determined from the center wavelength, are
also plotted ( +). Stripe width and length are 20 J.tm and 450 J.tm, respectively.
The lasing current is 45 mA and the voltage across the device is 17 V; the heatsink
temperature is 170 K. The solid curve
the theoretica! behaviour, as given
by the one-dimensional heat diffusion model (least-squares fit to the measurements).
(c) Temperature versus time plot of a laser of structure A, as determined from the
center wavelength shift. The solid curve is the best-fit theoretica! behaviour. This
laser has a stripe size of 50 x 550 J.tm 2 , a lasing current of 255 mA and a voltage of
18.5 V (heatsink temperature 88 K).
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mode. There is no difference in center wavelength versus time behaviour
between lasers that do and lasers that do not show the transition to the
double-labed far-field.

Modelling of the heat flow from the top contact
We take the one-dimensional, semi-infinite solid, ditfusion problem as an
approximate model for the transient heat transfer from the top contact to
the active region. Any heat
in directions parallel to the epitaxial
layers or from the surface of the chip to the air is neglected. The temperature
rise LlT in such a geometry as a function of time t and depth y is given by

[25]
qdc
b.T = K

1

0

exp( -l;;)- lderfc(ld)],

(5.13)

with de= 2vDt and ld
y/dc. The quantity q is the strengthof the sheet
heat souree (W /cm 2 ) (8-function shaped in the y-direction) at the surface
of the sample, K the thermal conductivity (W /Kern) and D the diffusivity
(cm 2 / s). The diffusivity, in turn, is related to the therm al conduc.tivity, the
specific heatS (J/gK) and material density b (g/cm3 ) by D
K/Sb.
approximation is valid because in the time interval of interest de is
than the width of
heat souree (stripe width), but larger than the active
region thickness.
\Ve set the voltage drop across the top contact Vc (which, tagether with
the current density J, deterrnines the sheet heat souree strength q J x Vc)
equal to the total voltage drop across the epitaxial layers. This, in turn, is
equal to the voltage drop across the entire laser, if it has an indium substrate
contact. We note that
is a rather rough assurnption. The p-n junction,
for example, takes around 2.9 V (band gap of the cladding), which is 26% of
the total drop across the epitaxiallayers in the case of Figs. 5.lla and 5.llb,
and 16% in the case
5.llc. The interface of the n-cladding layer and
the GaAs substrate acts as a reversed Schottky contact, which
a
drop of around one volt in the case of n-ZnSe on n-GaAs [43]. Resistive
neglected: the p-doped quaterna1-y layer in the lasers
voltage drops can
of structure C
highest resistivity ("" 1 flcm or
of
epitaxial
layers that are used in the lasers of this study, and gives a voltage drop of
only 50 rn V at the room temperature threshold current
The voltage over the thinned chips is about a factor L5 higher than over
the thick chips, which we attribute to the non-optimized substrate contact.
The additional
drop across this contact generates heat
away from
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the epitaxiallayers, and plays no role in the local and short-term heating of
the active region. Therefore, in the case of the thinned laser of Fig. 5.11a
and b, the effective voltage drop over the device is taken 1/1.5 times the
external voltage.
In Fig. 5.11 the temperature rises of the active region, fitted to the measurements, are plotted as solid curves. In the case of Fig. 5.11c the fitting
parameters are K = 0.54 W /Kern and S = 0.36 J / gK. These numbers
compare well to the literature values. The thermal conductivity and heat
capacity of (undoped) ZnSe are 0.91 W /Kern at 80 K [27] and 0.37 JjgK at
room temperature [28] (density of ZnSe is b = 5.26 g/cm3 ). The values ofthe
fitted curve of Fig. 5.11b are K = 0.074 W /Kern and S = 0.58J/gK (density
of the quaternary semiconductor is 4.94 g/cm 3 ). The difference with the
ZnSe values is not surprising: for a quaternary or ternary semiconductor,
generally a lower thermal conductivity is found than for a related binary
semiconductor [29].

5.2.4

Steady-state operation of quaternary laser

Of greatest importance to CW operation of the lasers, is the thermal steadystate performance, with a DC drive current. We have performed thermal
resistance (Rt) measurements while the quaternary lasers were operated in
the short-pulse mode (100ns pulses at a 1kHz repetition frequency). A small
DC current was superimposed on the drive current, and the heating of the
active region was determined from the shift of the lasing wavelength spectrum. The heatsink temperature was kept constant. The ratio of the temperature rise to the DC power that is dissipated in the laser then gives the
thermal resistance. We have not used the usual method of keeping the lasing
wavelength constant and changing the heatsink temperature [30] because we
need a quick measurement procedure; the electrical contacts to the p-ZnSe
are not long lived while passing DC current.
A typical plot of the center laser wavelength and the positions of some
longitudinal modes as a function of the DC heating current is given in
Fig. 5.12. The substrate-down mounted laser was operated just above
threshold (T = 170 K). The graph shows a nearly linear shift of the center
wavelengths as a function of the DC heating power. Due to degradation, the
wavelength after the measurement is slightly higher than before it. Using the
previously determined ÖÀc/äT = 0.10 nm/K and ÖÀm/äT = 0.024 nm/K,
thermal resistances of 114 K/W and 96 K/W can be derived from the center
wavelength and longitudinal mode shifts, respectively.
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5.12: Evoh1tion of the lasing spectra (just above threshold, T = 170 K)
as a function of the applied DC power for a quaternary laser of 50 x 500 J..irn 2
stripe size (300 J..iiD substrate thickness). The points • give the positions of some
longitudinal modes and + refer to the center wavelengths. The solid lines and
the dasbed line are least-squares fits to the average longitudinal mode shift and to
the center wavelengths, respectively. The two + at 0 m W re present the value at
the beginning of the measurement (lower wavelength) and aft er the measurements
(higher wavelength); the positions of the longitudinal modes (at 0 m W) have not
changed during the measurements.

In Table 5.la, a summary of the measured Rt valnes for substrate-down
mounted lasers is given. Most of the used lasers have a stripe width of
50 J.tlll to facilitate characterisation. Longitudinal mode wavelength shifts
have been used, because of their insensitivity to degra.dation. Some laser
80% higher), for which we do not have
growths show higher numbers
a good explanation. Valnes for substrate-up mounted lasers are listed in
Table 5.lb. The experimenta.l error, determined mainly by nonlinearibes in
the wavelength versus current characteristics, is about ± 30%.
The thermal resistance for two-dimensional heat flow from a stripeshaped heat souree of width Wstr and length L to anideal heatsink, through a
homogeneons medium of thickness B and therrnal conductivity K, for cases
by Rt ln(16B/7rWstr)/(KKL) [31] (note tha.t this
where B » Wstn is
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Table 5.1: Measured thermal resistances of (a) substrate-down and (b) substrateup mounted quaternary lasers with Aujp+ -ZnSe contacts (300 ttm substrate thickness) at 170K heatsink temperature.

a)
sample

stripe size
[pm2]

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

50
50
50
50
10
10

x
x
x
x
x
x

1000
98
500
73
•
500
500
96
1000 39
1000 40
!

b)
: sample

I:~

stripe size
[pm2]

1120 x 600
50 x 500

Rt
[K/W]

I

~~

formula describes the heat flow in the entire laser, i.e. from the stripe to the
heatsink, whereas formula (5.13) only deals with the heat flow in the vicinity of the stripe). This is a good approximation for the thermal resistance
at the heat-generating p-contact of a substrate-down mounted laser, in the
case that the thermal conductivity of the epitaxial layers is equal to that of
the substrate (K = 0.44 W /Kern for GaAs at room temperature [32]). Heat
spreading through the gold layer that farms the top p-contact can be ignored, since polyimide has a very low thermal conductivity (K = 1.5 x 10- 3
W /Kern [33]). The formula yields 25 and 36 K/W fora 50 by 1000 pm 2 and
a 10 by 1000 pm2 stripe, respectively (B=300 pm).
The measurements, as shown in Table 5.1, yield a value of 37 K/W in a
50 x 1000 pm2 stripe and an average of 89 K/W in the 50 x 500 pm2 stripes.
Within the experimental error, they differ from each other by the expected
factor of 2 due to the ratio of their lengths, but they are rv 60% higher than
the theoretica! values. The numbers obtained for the 10 x 1000 pm2 lasers
are however close to the calculated Rt. The tendency of the measured values
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to be higher than the calculated ones can be partly explained by the poorly
conducting quaternary n-cladding layer (because
distances between the
GaAs/ZnMgSSe heterointerface, the active region,
the stripe contact
are small with respect to the stripe width, the contribution to Rt of this
n-cladding layer of thickness Bn in a 10 x 1000 fLil1 2 stripe
can roughly
be estimated to be (K;·;l K 0;AJBn/(wstrL) 22 K/W; this is under the
assumption that Kn is equal to the 0.074 vV /Kcm, as determined for the
p-cladding region from the long-pulse experiments).
The thermal resistances of the substrate-up mounted lasers are particularly sensitive to the thickness and quality of the indium soldering layer,
because most of the dissipated heat fiows through a narrow contact-stripeshaped region of this indium layer. For optima! soldering quality Rt valnes
should be lower than those of e.g. substrate-up mounted AlGaAs lasers,
because the major heat souree is mounted in dosest contact with the (Cu)
heatsink. A state-af-the-art value for substrate-up mounted AlGaAs lasers
is 64 K/W for 250 fLin
lasers of 5 f-Lm stripe width [34], which suggest
that improved soldering should be able to lower II-VI
Rt results.
From the measured Rt valnes and threshold current versus temperature
relations, it is possible to make an estimation of the CW
temperature
range of our lasers from the thermal point of view. Several calculations of the
semiconductor laser C\V
to various levels of detail, have been
published [35, 36].
if we assume that the lasing threshold current
can be described by the expression Ith = fth,p exp( (T- Ths) /To), where T is
the active region temperature, and that the active region temperature rise
(T- Ths) equals lth V Rt, we can simply formulate the CW lasing condition
as
To
> 1.
F
(5.14)
2. 7lth,p V Rt
lth,p is the pulsed threshold current at the heatsink temperature
and V is
the voltage drop across the
The value of the parameter F determines
whether GW lasing is possible
the thermal point of view.
For the substrate-down mounted laser of 10 fLin stripe width and 1
mm length, we find
following experimental valnes at room temperature: T 0 = 130 K (in the range 20-40°C), lth,p = 90 mA, V
6.5 V. At
170 K we have found Rt ~ 39 K/W (see Table 5.1a); if we assume that
the thermal resistance at room ternperature is close to that at 170 K (the
thermal conductivity of GaAs
by about 10%, going frorn 170 K
to room temperature [44]), we
2.1, so that CW lasing should be
possible. In substrate-up configuration, Rt = 31 K/vV for a 20 x 600 {Lm2
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laser (see Table 5.1b). Hence, a value of,..._, 0.6 x 31 = 19K/Wis expected
for a 10 x 1000 JLm 2 laser (0.6 being the ratio of the lengths, we ignore the
effect of the difference in stripe width). The resulting F value is then 4.3
(room temperature).
At room temperature, CW lasing has been observed for about 0.5 s in an
uncoated laser of 1mm length, mounted substrate-down, using a CW power
supply1 . The degradation of the spontaneous emission and gain in the active
region, as well as that of the electrical contact to the p-semiconductor, limit
the lifetime. Others have reported CW lasing at room temperature in the
sametype of laser [37, 38, 23].

5.2.5

Conclusions

The threshold current density and lasing wavelength of wide-stripe quaternary and simpler 11-VI blue-green lasers as a function of temperature, under short-pulse operation, have been measured. For quaternary structures
the observed maximum lasing temperature is 394 K. The threshold current
density versus temperature behaviour has been calculated using two simple
models for electron leakage from the QW.
If the quaternary lasers are operated with drive pulses langer than ,.....,
100 ns, a delayed heating of the active region is observed. Comparison to
measured results on a non-SCH laser structure suggests that the ZnMgSSe
p-cladding layer and/ or the ZnSSe guiding layer have significantly lower heat
diffusivities than p-ZnSe.
Thermal resistance values have been determined in the quaternary lasers
using substrate-down and substrate-up mounted lasers. A simple expression
for the CW lasing condition in conjunction with the thermal resistance and
the laser operating voltage has been derived. CW lasing has been observed
for 0.5 s at room temperature in a substrate-down mounted quaternary laser.

5.3
5.3.1

Lateral guiding
Introduetion

Because an important application for blue-green II-VI semiconductor lasers
will be use in optical disc systems, it is of interest to investigate their output
beam and other relevant properties. Until now, most workers in the field have
By the date of completion of this thesis room-temperature C\V operation for 3~ hours
had been achieved in the Philips-3M joint laser development effort.
1
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made gain-guided lasers; therefore, this section will specifically treat their
characteristics. Simple models are used to explain the observed behaviours.
Several internal parameters, such as the linewidth parameter, center stripe
gain, and absorption beside the stripe are derived from the measured results.
gain- and index-guiding, as
As a start, an introduetion on the theory
known from III-V lasers, will be given. Then, measured data from narrowstripe quaternary II-VI semiconductor lasers will be presented. The results
will be compared with calculations basedon a simple modeL Various internal
laser parameters, such as the linewidth parameter, will be determined; the
phenomenon of thermal index-guiding will be discussed. Finally, the influence of stripe width on laser performance, both as predieteel by the model
and as measured, will be briefly discussed.

5.3.2

General theory of gain- and index-guiding

Looking at the cross-seet ion of a typicallaser, e.g. as depicted in Fig. 5.1a, we
see that the transverse refractive index profile is determined by the properties
(refractive indices and absorption coefficients) and thicknesses of the layers.
It is a multiple-step-shaped profile. The magnitudes of the refractive index
steps are relatively high (the index difference between the ZnSSe in the
guiding layer and the ZnMgSSe in the cladding layers is about 0.075
so that charge-carrier concentration and temperature variations (let us call
these secondary refractive index changing effects) have a negligible influence
on the guiding properties of the "transverse guide".
In gain-guided
the lateral index profile is, however, determined
by the secondary
only. Let us, for the time being, look at chargecarrier concentration effects, and leave the thermal effects for later. Because
of the position of the p-n junction and the charge-carrier confining doubleheterostructure of the QvV, the highest carrier concentrations are present
in the QW. Therefore, the lateral carrier concentration profile in the Q\V
will be mainly responsible for the lateral effective index profile. This lateral
concentration profile is dependent on the width of the p-contact stripe, the
current spreading in the p-cladding layer and p-guiding
, and on the
lateral carrier diffusion in the QW itself.
In the case of relatively wide stripes it is convenient to approximate
the lateral complex dielectric constant profile by a parabalie distribution
(because then there is an easy analytica! solution for the eigenmode lateral
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Figure 5.13: Real and imaginary parts of dielectric constant as a function of the
lateral coordinate x; a ha..<> been assumed negative. (a) Parabolic profile. (b) cosh- 2
profile.
field distribution) [45]

E(x)

= f1 + j~Ec

(~Ec + ~Ef)(a + j) ( 2: )

2

(5.15)

Here El+ j~Ec is the complex-valued (peak) value at the center of the guide,
s is the distance between the points where im E = -~Ef, and a is the
linewidth parameter [51] a= re~n/im~n ~ re~E/im~E (the approximation
is valid because re n » im n) for charge-carrier induced changes ~E and
~n. In ref. [45] and in most earlier publications the antiguiding parameter
b
re ~c/im ~E is used; more recent papers however generally speak of
the linewidth parameter. The value of the linewidth parameter depends
e.g. on the material and the thickness of the QW and the laser geometry
[52, 53]. Because a is usually negative the refractive index at the center
of the guide is somewhat lower than that at the edges (this is generally
referred to as "antiguiding"). This "dip" tends to push the optical wave out
of the guide; it counteracts the guiding action of the gain maximum at the
center. The imaginary and real dielectric constant profiles, for negative o:,
are schematically plotted in Fig. 5.13a.
The lateral Helmholtz equation (2.37) for a smoothly varying c(x) be-
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co mes
2

]
neff

E"( x ) = 0 ,

(5.16)

index of the guide eigenmode. vVhen
where n;ff is the (complex)
(5.15) is inserted into (5.16), the salution for the lateral field distribution
becomes a Gaussian:
E(x)
exp( -ax 2 /2).
(5.17)
According to general Gaussian
theory the lateral field distribution
stays Gaussian along the entire propagation axis; hence, the far field distribution will always be Gaussian toa. If we write the complex number
a = a1 + ja2, a1 determines the width of the Gaussian intensity distribution,
and the imaginary part a2
a relative phase delay of a2x 2 /2 radidescribes a cylindrical
ans. This parabolic behaviour with x
wavefront. A viewer at the propagation axis sees the approaching waves as
a2.
convex for positive 02 and as concave
For gain profiles that have a maximum at the center of the guide and
absorbing tails at the
which is
the case in gain-guided
can be understood by the
lasers, the wavefronts will always be convex.
Poynting-vector argument. Because optical power is generated at the center
ofthe guide, and optical power is absorbed at
the Poynting-vectors
S at either side of the center line must have a component perpendicular to
the propagation direction. Because S E x H and since for a TE polarized
must
curved (at the
wave the phase fronts are parallel to E,
guide edges they must lag with respect to
at the center). An external
observer will deduce from this convex wavefront curvature that the lateral
beam waist is located some distance behind the mirror facet. Because the
transverse wavefronts are generally flat, which results in a transverse beam
waist that coincides with the mirror facet, the beam is hence essentially
astigmatic.
In laser structures in which the lateral guiding is dominantly governed
by the real refractive index profile, this lateral energy flow is negligible;
the wavefronts are then virtually flat (structures with
built-in
lateral re al index variati ons are generally called
lasers). As
a consequence, both the lateral and transverse beam waists approximately
coincide with the output mirror, so that the astigmatism is very small. A
sec011d implication of the absence of the lateral energy flow are lower optica! waveguide losses, which generally result in lower threshold currents and
higher external differential efficiencies for index-guided than for comparable
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Figure 5.14: Typical shapes of the beams and the phase frontsin the vicinity
of the mirror facet for gain- and index-guided
as seen in the plane of the
epitaxiallayers. The beam shapes, as interpreted by an external viewer, are plotted
as dashed curves.
gain-guided lasers.
Beam and phase front shapes, as seen in the plane of the epitaxiallayers,
for bath types of lateral guiding are schematically given in Fig. 5.14.
We will see that for the case of the SQW separate-confinement heterostmeture lasers treated in this chapter the lateral mode considerably spreads
beyond the edges of the guide, so that the wide guide parabalie index profile
approximation can nat be used any more. For narrow guides, especially in
the case of thin active layers [48], the cosh- 2 lateral refractive index profile
(which is another easily salvabie case) is a better representation:
(5.18)
The real part of the dielectric constant at the center of the guide is now
given by EI + o:(.ó.tc + Llcr) ~ E1 (the approximation is valid because Ó.tc
and Ó.Ef are of the order of w- 3 , whereas El and a are of the order of 1).
The imaginary part is Ó.Ec at this point, and deercases to -.Ó.Ef far away
from the guide. The width s is approximately the FWHM (actually the full
width at 0.42 x maximum) of the profile. The imaginary and real dielectric
constant profiles are schematically plotted in Fig. 5.13b.
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When (5.18) is inserted in (5.16) the general salution becomes

E(x)

cosh-u(2x/ s)

Eo cosh-u 1 (2xj s) exp

ln {cash (2x / s)}] ,
(5.19)
where the complex number u has been written as u
u1 + juz. It is clear
that the real part u 1 determines the width of the lateral intensity distribution, and the imaginary part uz determines the wavefront curvature (phase
distribution). The intensity distribution is always symmetrical with expo·u1 (e.g. u1 > 10) .it
nential tails and has a maximum for x = 0. For
becomes almast Gaussian.
phase distribution approximately r<>rw<>·:<<>n
a cylindrical wavefront in the vicinity of x = 0, just as is the case for
parabalie index profile, but for large x (e.g. lx/si> 1) it can be written as
exp(- j2uzx j s) (apart from a constant phase factor).
There is an important distinction between the solutions for the parabalie
index profile and those for
cosh -z profile. In the first case the wavefront
in the waveguide is always cylindrical and the far field is always Gaussian;
in the second case the field distribution in the waveguide has tails where
the waveh·onts are fiat, but tilted, with respect to the main propagation
direction. These fiat-wavefront tails can give rise to ''lobes" in the
field
distribution,
The radiation augles Bmax of the lobes follow from the augles of the fiatwavefront tails of the guided lateral mode (after refraction at the laser's
output facet):
(5.20)
See
5.15. But sinernax can also be related to the (real part of the)
refractive index of the slab-waveguide besides the stripe re nf and the real
part of the modal effective refractive index re
sin

(5.21)

This equation closely resembles Petermann's formula
v(renr) 2 - (renc)2, where
is the refractive index at the center of the
stripe, which is valid when diffraction effects can be neglected
for
strongly curved wavefronts) [54].
lobes should be present if the intensity in the fiat-phase tails is
significant. This will occur for narrow stripes, for srnall optical absorption
beside the stripe, andjor for large antiguiding. ForsmallUI (e.g. ui < 0.1)
the near field approximately becomes a double exponential; then the far field
shape is entirely characterized by the ratio nz/u1: it is lobed for large valnes
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Figure 5.15: Ray direction diagrams, plotted in the x- z plane, for gain-guided
lasers.
of this ratio (u2/u1 > 2) and more or less Gaussian for small u2/u1 values
[45]. For larger u1 (i.e. for small mode widths) the lobestend to disappear;
the far field becomes Gaussian and the solutions become the same as for the
parabolic profile approximation.

5.3.3

Gain-guiding and thermal index-guiding in 11-VI semiconductor lasers

Measurements
This subsection treats experiments and calculations on the quaternary laser
structure of Fig. 5.1c, with ZnSe/ZnTe graded contacts. The gain-guided
lasers had a stripe width of Wstr = 10 pm; the lasing wavelength and the
voltage were 522 nm and 12 V, respectively. The length was 1000 /-km.
For short-pulse operation (80 ns sample time), the typical L-1 curve (solid
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Figure 5.16: Ll curves for 80 ns (solid) and 800 ns (dashed) sample times of a 10
stripe gain-guided quaternary laser.

11m

curve) is depicted in Fig ..5.16. The threshold current density and extemal
differential efficiency are 1000 A/cm 2 and 0.3 W /A, respectively. Lasers with
50J.Lm wide stripes in this partienlar growth have a threshold current density
of 600 A/ cm2 . The near field pattem for 100 ns pulses at 2 m W output is
approximately Gaussian with a width of 6.9 J.Lm FWHM. The conesponding
field pattem is depicted in Fig. 5.17a. This is non-Gaussian and has clear
side lobes similar to those seen in gain-guided AlGaAs lasers [46, 47, 48, 49].
At langer pulse durations a significant change in these characteristics is
found. During the current pulse the light output power increases significantly, and becomes almast constant after 800-1000 ns. The 1-I curve at a
sampling time of 800 ns is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 5.16. The
threshold current density for these langer pulses is about 20% lower than
for the short pulse times. Furthermore, the differential extemal efficiency
has increased to 0.6 W /A. The far field at 800 ns sampling time is depicted in Fig. 5.17b; it has become approximately Gaussian. The near field is
still Gaussian, although narrower (width 4.6 J.Lm FWHM) than in the shortpulse case. Little change is seen in the shape of the wavelength spectrum
(multi-mode spectrum with a width of about 0.5 nm FWHM).
In-air equivalent astigmatic distauces (AD) have been determined by
measuring focusing positions of the lateraland transverse beam waists,
a microscope objective (NA 0.4) and a CCD camera. Fortheshort pulses,
an AD ~ 80 J.Lm was found. ror the longer-pulse operation, the waists were
seen to coincide: the astigmatism virtually disappears.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.17: Lateral far field distributions at (a) 80 ns sample time, and (b) 800
ns sample time.
The dramatic changes of the laser operation within the pulse make this
type of laser unsuitable for use in recordable optical disc systems. Here, the
laser is generally switched on and off, using pulses of varying length. In analogy to III-V semiconductor lasers, index-guided lasers are expected to have
much better charaderistics in this respect. The very low astigmatism for
longer-pulse operation (and probably also for CW operation) however yields
the possibility of use in read-only disc drives, where the laser is operated
continuously.
These observations indicate that for longer-pulse or CW operation, the
laser effectively becomes index-guided. In analogy to phenomena in III-V
semiconductor lasers, we interpret the change from gain-guided to indexguided behaviour as a thermally-induced effect [50].
cosh- 2 modeland calculation of astigmatism
We have attempted an analysis of the results on the basis of a simple model,
assuming that the lateral complex dielectric constant profile can be represented by a cosh- 2 function, as represented in (5.18). The lowest-order mode
solution of the lateral wave equation (5.16) then becomes as given by (5.19),
i.e. E(x)
Eo(x)cosh-u(2x/s).
Let us assume that the spontaneous emission lateral near field distribution is approximately equal to the lateral refractive index profile, then s can
be derived from the spontaneous near field width (the relation between the
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stripe width and s depends on the current spreading in the p-cladding and
p-guiding layers and on the lateral carrier diffusion in the QW).
The imaginary part 112 (writing u as u1 + ju2) is a measure for the near
field wavefront curvature, and can be directly determined from the far field
width, as characterized by Bmax, through (5.20).
is defined as
illustrated in Fig. 5.17 because the peaks of the lobes have a tendency to
occur at slightly smaller angles than Bmax·
(5.19) we can derive 1t1
from the width of the measured lasing near field
distribution.
Substitution of (5.19) in (5.16) gives us
relations
1L 1

~Ez + ~Ef
= -·-··
-··-··----·········
2~éc

(5.22)
(5.23)

4
Oó= k2s2

(5.24)

0

Here ~Ez = (reiïetr)Oóm/ko represents the mirror loss, with Oóm = ln(1/R)/L
for mirror reflectivity R (R ~ 0.2, so that Oóm 16
). Using (5.22) and
(5.23) the parameters ~éc and ~Ef can be determined from the known u1
and 112. Relation (5.24) is then used to
Oó.
From the short-pulse measurements on the laser the following values are
2.7. This yields Oó = -1.0,
obtained: s = 13 J..Lm, Bmax = 5.5'\ and u1
which is about equal to the value found in 50 A single QW AlGaAs lasers
[52]. Several lasers of this growth and sorne lasers of a cornparable growth
(and with Aujp+-znSe contacts) were analized this way; they all give Oó
values between -0.8 and -1.3.
It is now interesting to see what
near and far fields look like when the
obtained u1 and u2 are used. The near field is more or less Gaussian (of width
6.9J..Lm FWHM, since this was the boundary condition); the resulting far field
is plotted in Fig. 5.18a. It is
that the
is indeed approximately 5.5°,
but the shape is not lobed. To see whether the match between the calculated
and the rneasured far field distributions can be irnproved, the value of s
used to obtain u 1 and 112 was varied. This is not unreasonable, since some
uncertain assumptions were used to obtain the s. A series of calculated far
field distributions is
in
5.19. Apparently the presencel absence
of the lobes is very sensitive to s. The calculated far field shapes go frorn
Gaussian to strongly lobed, but the shape of the measured far field ("a
superposition of Gaussian and lobed") is not found. This may betheresult
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Figure 5.18: Calculated lateral far field distributions for (a) a
5.6°), and (b) a= +1.
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of the (slight) difference between the actuallateral refractive-index and gain
profile and the cosh- 2 profile assumed in the calculations [54].
Because the far field for s = 7 f.Lm has moderate lobes it is judged that
this s value is probably more realistic. The described procedure to calculate
a then yields a= -1.4, which indicates that a is only moderately sensitive
to s. The calculations further show that a has a stronger dependenee on the
width of the lasing near field intensity distribution and on Bmax, which are
obtained more directly from measurements, than on s.
The obtained .Ó.Ec and .Ó.Ef (for s = 7 f.Lm) are connected to the gain at
the center of the stripe 9c and the absorption next to the stripe ar through
9c = .Ó.Ecko/(re nc) and ar = .6.Erko/(re nr). The results are 9c = 120 cm- 1
and ar= 150 cm- 1 (using re nc :;::j re nr :;::j re neff :;::j 2.7).
Togainsome understanding of the measured AD, a theoretica! AD value
has been derived from the calculated complex near field distribution. The
beam propagation method [55] has been used to calculate free propagation
of the beam in air, and in this particular case back-propagation of the lateral
near field back into the laser has been studied. Sirree the transverse near field
has its waist at the laser mirror, the propagation position of the narrowest
lateral intensity distribution represents the AD. A value of "' 70 f.Lm was
found in this case.
To come to an understanding of the role of the linewidth parameter a,
the AD, Bmax, and 9c+ar have been calculated as a function of a. The values
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Figure 5.20: Calculated Omax (dashed), AD (dotted), and (ge+ af) (solid) as a
function of a. R (•) and AD (+) values, as derived from Omax( a) and using the
Gaussian beam approximation, are also plotted.

of am, af, and s were chosen equal to the values as determined from the laser
(kept constant). The result is plotted in Fig. 5.20. The Bmax can be seen as
a measure for the curvature of the propagating wavefronts in the laser [48]
and reflects itself in the width of the far field (separation of the lobes), and
in the astigmatism. The Figure shows that Omax is a monotonic function of
a: the laser's internal wavefront curvature increases with decreasing a.
Backpropagated near fields for a = -1 and a = -3 are plotted in
Fig. 5.21. For a
-1 the FWHM width smoothly decreases, reaches a
minimum, and increases again. For a = -3 however, the width increase
occurs abruptly and is caused by the development of fringes. Hence, for this
case the derived AD might have a somewhat different meaning and origin
than for a
-1.
backpropagated field for larger negative a values
shows camparabie behaviour. The AD(a) curve reaches a maximum for
Omax = 5°, which occurs around a = -1.
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Gaussian beam behaviour
Because the near field distributions are approximately Gaussian, the relation
between the laser's wavefront curvature R, expressed by Omax, and AD should
be understandable in terms of Gaussian beam theory. When at a certain
positîon along a Gaussian beam the width w (full width at 1/e intensity)
and the wavefront curvature R are known the propagation distance to the
waist can be expressed by
(5.25)
Furthermore, the relation between w, R, and Oe (far field half width angle
at 1/ e intensity) is

R

(5.26)

The Rand AD values that follow from Omax(a), using these equations and
the approximation Oe = Omax, and keeping w constant, are also plotted in
Fig. 5.20.
It is clear that Gaussian beam theory qualitatively shows the same behaviour of AD as a function of R as the laser model. A strong curvature of
the wavefront at the laser facet has the effect of a beam waist closely behind
the facet. Decreasing curvature (increasing radius) makes the waist seem
to shift away from the facet. If the radius of curvature increases beyond a
certain value Rma, however, the waist moves closer to the facet. When R
goes to infinity (flat wavefront) the waist coincides with the facet, so that
the astigmatism is absent. The Rma can be found by simple differentiation
of (5.25) with respect to R, which yields
(5.27)
The F\iVHM width of the lasing near field was 6.9 ttm, which results in
w 8.3 ftm. Rma becomes 93 ttm, which is in agreement with Fig. 5.20.
The Gaussian beam theory prediets the maximum astigmatism for a ~
-1, just as the laser model did. The value of the maximum is however
50 ttm in stead of 70 ttm. Hence, the laser model's AD(Omax) behaviour is
qualitatively the same as that of AD(Oe) for Gaussian beams.
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Modelling of thermal index-guiding
The part of the graph in Fig. 5.20 for positive a valnes has a physical meaning
as well. If we assume that the lateral temperature profile is roughly equal to
the lateral carrier concentration profile, a laser with thermal index-guiding
can bedescribed with the same (cosh~ 2 ) model by adopting a positive effective a. In subsection 5.2.2 it was shown that the wide-stripe effective index
(i.e.
effective index of the planar waveguide) increases with temperature
(slope 8nj8T = 1.3 x 10~ 4 K~ 1 ), so that the effective index changes induced
by the lateral temperature profile (which will have a maximum at the stripe
center) op pose those induced by the lateral carrier profile.
Fig. 5.20 also shows the (ge + ar) values. For the case that 9c is a linear
function of the injection current, this is a measure for the threshold current
of
simulated laser. We see that for positive a values, the threshold
current will be lower than for negative a values. In going from a = -1.5 to
+1 the model prediets a decreasein threshold curTent of 27%, which is in
good agreement with the experimental results.
To illustrate the infiuence of a on the far field a calculation was performed
for an effective a = + 1 and using the valnes for 9c: ar and s as derived from
the measurements. A Gaussian near field
a width of 4.2fim FWHM, and
an approximately Gaussian far field, as shown in Fig. 5.18b, with a width
of 3.3° FWHM were obtained.
calculated fields are in reasanabie
agreement with the measured fields for the 800 ns pulse operation, which
suggests that a = + 1
a good representation of the laser
at
long
Assuming that this picture is
the lateral temperature
profile for these pulses induces an effective index change at the center of the
guide eqnal to (minus) two times the index change induced by the carriers.
Since this last real index change is re ~hcarriers = a im ~ncarriers = aÀ(gc +
ar)/(47r) = 1.5 x 10~ 3 , the long-pulse temperature change at the center of
the guide is ~T = 2 x 1.5 x 10~ 3 j(8nj8T);:::::; 20 K
It is to be expected that in lasers with a small overlap r of the optical wave with the active region, thermal effects play an important role in
the lateral waveguiding [48]. This is in the first place caused by a smaller value of af (because it is roughly proportional to r), which results
in a relatively smaller strength of the gain-guiding component. Secondly,
the carrier-induced refractive-index changes
with the confinement; the
temperature-induced changes do not. The saturated value for long pulses is
(I're~Eact+re~Etemp)/I'im~Eact: where ~Eact relates
roughly equal to aeff
to the carrier-induced effect in the active layer (in this case of the QW) it-
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Figure 5.22: Calculated Bmax (dashed), AD (dotted), and 9c +ar (solid) as a
function of s. For Ät:r and a, the values as derived from experiments have been
used.
self, and .Ó.Etemp the temperature-induced effect in the active layer and its
surroundings. In the third place, a tencis to be smaller in thin active-layer
lasers [52]. Since the lasers of this study are of the single quantum-well type
(r ~ 0.02 [5]), temperature-induced index-guiding will play an important
role. Hence, the described effects are expected to occur even in lasers with
improved contacts (i.e. with reduced heat dissipation).

lnfluence of stripe width
It is of interest to see how, according to the model, the laser characteristics

change with stripe width and whether they match with measurements on
narrower-stripe lasers. Many authors have discussed this issue for III-V
semiconductor lasers (see e.g. [48, 49]).
Calculations of Omax, AD and Yc + O'f were performed as a function of
s, using am = 16 cm- 1 and the experimentally derived values for O'f and
a. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.22. Yc + O'f, which is a measure for the
threshold current density, increases rapidly for s :S 6t.tm: the wave does not
fit in the guide any more and sees the absorptive regions beside the stripe.
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The wavefront curvature, as expressed by Bmax, increases sharply as welL
The astigmatism is an increasing function of s.
Measurements on
with narrower stripes
= 5J1m) at 80 ns
sample time were generally not possible because the lasing threshold could
not be reached. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.23
threshold currents for
of various stripe widths as a function of pulse width are presented. At
80 ns sample time threshold current densities exceeding 2000 A/ cm 2 were
obtained in these narrow-stripe lasers. For 150 ns sample time Brnax
were about L) % lower than those in 10J1m stripewidth lasers; the model
predicted larger Bmax values. It seems that some thermal index-guiding is
necessary to make lasing possible. Hence, the obtained near and far fields
give no meaningful information for the determination of o:. At pulse wiclths
exceecling 200 ns the thresholcl currents of 5 J-Lm and 10 J..Lm wicle stripe
become approximately equal.
The thresholcl currents of 'Wstr = 50 J1m lasers are also plotted. A
ficant
of thermal index-guiding is seen here too, which is a reflection
of generally observed filamentary lasing at longer-pulse operation in these
wide-stripe lasers.
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Conclusions

Operating characteristics of narrow-stripe (Wstr
10 J.Lm) quaternary II-VI
semiconductor lasers have been measured. The L-1 curve, near and far field
distributions, and beam astigmatism were seen to change dramatically when
going from short-pulse ("-' 100 ns) to longer-pulse (cv 800 ns) operation. The
changes are interpreted as induced by thermal index-guiding. By analogy
with HI-V semiconductor lasers, a strongly astigmatic beam (AD~ 80 J.Lm)
was found in short-pulse operation; the astigmatism virtually disappeared in
long-pulse operation. This behaviour makes this type of lasers unsuitable for
use in readjwrite optical disc systems, where varying pulse lengths are applied; the low astigmatism in long-pulse and continuous operatien probably
allows application in read-only optical disc systems, however.
A cosh - 2 shaped complex lateral refractive index profile model was used
todetermine the linewidth parameter (approximately equal to the antiguiding parameter); a value of a~ -1 was found. The influence of the value of
a on the laser's performance has been calculated. The near field wavefront
radius of curvature was found to be a monotonically increasing function of a;
at the radius of curvature corresponding to the experimentally determined
a value the beam astigmatism reaches a maximum of AD ~ 70 JLm. On the
assumption of an effective a > 0 the simple cosh- 2 lateral refractive index
profile model can also be used to simulate thermal index-guiding.
Experiments using Wstr = 5 J.Lm lasers showed that in these devices lasing
is virtually impossible without the aid of thermal index-guiding.
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Chapter 6

Semiconductor laser far field
shaping by means of an
angle-selective facet coating 1
Abstract
An optica! short-wave pass filter. applied as a coating on a semiconductor laser facet,
is observed to deercase the far-field width perpendicular to the active layer. The
resulting far field has a higher coupling efficiency to circular opties. Combination of
this coating with a highly reflective coating on the rear facet gives an impravement
of the available external differential efficiency and maintains the threshold current
of the uncoated laser. The experimental results obtained can be explained in the
framework of a simple model.

6.1

Introduetion

In recent years, high-power applications for semiconductor lasers have
of growing interest. For applications such as optical data starage and fiber
communication, the output beam of the laser must be collected into circular
opties. For diffraction-limited operation, a homogeneaus light distribution
over the circular aperture is needed. Therefore, the maximum available
power from a semiconductor laser is not only determined by its maximum
output but also by its beam shape. In most laser structures, the optical
--····---------1

Reprinted from: R.R. Drenten, W. van Es-Spiekman, and C.J. van der Poel, Appl.
Opt. 30, 3846 (1991).
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wave confinement is stronger in the direction perpendicular to the active
layer (transverse) than in the parallel direction (lateral). As a consequence,
the near-field distribution is elliptical and gives rise to an elliptical far-field
distribution. Usually a large fraction of the power is lost when coupled into
a circular aperture. Typkal full width at half-maximum (FWHM) values
for the transverse and lateral profiles are 40° and 15°, respectively. In this
paper we show that a properly designed multilayer optical coating, when
applied to the front facet, can be used to reshape the far-field distribution
and significantly increase the coupling efficiency.
Well-known functions of optical coatings on semiconductor lasers are
passivation of the laser mirror against degradation and alteration of the
refl.ection coefficient. For the first purpose a single-layer 1/2 À coating is
used. A change of the refl.ectivity of the mirrors can be obtained by use of
a single layer [1/4 À optical thickness gives a standard antirefl.ection (AR)
coating], as well as by use of a multilayer stack with alternating high and
low refractive indices [1]. In principle, any refl.ectivity can be obtained.
For an angle-selective coating we make use of the property that the effective optica! thickness of a dielectric layer is dependent on the angle of
incidence (). It is approximately proportional to cos(()/ n), in which n is the
refractive index. So, an increase in () gives a decrease of the effective optica!
thickness, and this has the same effect on the refl.ectivity as an increase in
À. Fora single-layer 1/4 À or 1/2 À coating, this dependenee is so weak that
the effect on the laser's far field is small [2]. But for a multilayer coating it
can be quite pronounced. The effect can be optimized by use of a sufficiently
large number of layers of 1/4 À thickness, again with alternating refractive
indices. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Here, the calculated (see [1]) refl.ectivity characteristic of a nineteen-layer short-wave pass filter, designed to act as
an angle-selective filter, is plotted for perpendicular incidence. It consists of
Si0 2 (n = 1.44) and Hf02 (n = 1.90) layers of nearly 1/4 À thickness. The
slope has been made as steep as possible, and the low-refl.ectivity valley as
smooth as possible. By slightly varying the optical thicknesses of the individuallayers, it is possible to adjust the valley refl.ectivity between 0.5% and
30%. The filter acts as an angle-selective coating when the laser wavelength
is chosen at the indicated position. As can be seen, for a fixed wavelength
near the steep slope, the refl.ectivity is strongly dependent on this angle. The
dashed curves indicate the characteristics for incidence under angles of 20°
and 40° (from air).
Figure 6.2 shows the refl.ectivity of this short-wave pass filter as a function
of the angle of incidence for this wavelength. The transmission decreases as a
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Figure 6.1: Calculated refiectivity of a nineteen-layer Si0 2 /Hf0 2 short-wave pass
filter (designed as an angle-selective filter) as a function of the wavelength at different
of incidence () frorn air (0", 20°, and 40"' ) for s polarization.
function of this angle, so that it reduces the far-field width of a semiconductor
laser when applied as a mirror coating.

6.2

Measurements

For our experiments we used GaAs/ AlGaAs lasers
a double quanturnwen separate confinement heterojunction active layer. Their output spectrum is in the single longitudinal mode. The lateral confinement is provicled
(index guiding). The ernission wavelength and
by a 4J.Lm wide etched
device length are 846 nrn and 300 J.Lin, respectively. The lasers used for the
experirnents were rnounted on a copper heat sink in a way that rnelk'iurernents
can he clone on both ernitted bearns. The typical L-I curve of the uncoated
laser is shown in Fig. 6.3a. The tot al internal opticalloss in this kind of laser
6.4b shows the transverse far field distribution.
is typically 10 crn- 1 .
It
been measured by circling a photodetector at a constant elistance of 8
cm around the laser. The lateral far field has typically the same shape ancl a
wiclth of 10° FWHM. \Ve
applied the nineteen-layer Si02/Hf02 coating
of
6.1, using a Balzers BAK 550 evaporation systern
E-guns, to
one facet ancl have rneasured the new L-I curves ancl far·-fielcl distributions.
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Figure 6.2: Calculated reflectivity of the nineteen-layer angle-selective filter of
6.1 (solid curve) and of a single-layer coating (dashed curve) as a function of
the angle of incidence from air. For the former, we chose the wavelength just below
the steep slope in R(>-) (s polarization).

The new front and rear L-I characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.3b. The
external differential efficiency from the coated facet decreases. The coating
causes the transverse far-field width to reduce to about half of its original
value, as can be seen in Fig. 6.4a. For the measurements of Figs. 6.3 and 6.4
we used a pulsed power supply having a 0.1% duty cycle, but cw operation
similar results. The narrowing effect of the coating is not sufficient to
affect the lateral far field. The oscillations in the far-field distributions are
probably caused by radiation modes within the laser and are discussed later.
From the front-to-rear efficiency ratio rJr/TJr an effective reftectivity of 40%
2
2
can be derived, using the relation rJr/rJr
(R[ 1 / - Ri/ )/(R;:- 112 RV 2 )
[3], in which Rt and Rr are the effective reflectivities of the two mirrors.
To avoid the high loss of power through the rear facet, we evaporated a
twenty-layer high-reflectivity (HR) coating (99%) on this side. The efficiency
from the front facet indeed increases, as can be concluded from the corresponding L-I curve in Fig. 6.3c. The transverse far field does not change. We
now observe at the HR coated facet that a significant amount of radiation
comes out above (i.e. opposite the substrate side) and beside the lasing spot.
This is another indication of the existence of radiation modes. The effect is
not observed at the front facet.
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Figure 6.3: Measured L-I curves of a
laser at room temperature: (a.)
uncoated, (b) with angle-selective tovc"''"''"' on the front facet (c) with angle-selective
and R = 99% HR coatings.
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Figure 6.4: Measured transverse far-field patterns of the laser at room temperature;
(a) with angle-selective coating and (b) uncoated.

From the steep R(>.) relation of the angle-selective coating astrong spectral sensitivity can be expected. Because evaporated coatings typically have
a porosity of 75-80%, we were easily able to change the difference between
laser wavelength and edge wavelength of the coating. The water content and
consequently the refractive index and thickness of the dielectric layers are
clear functions of temperature. The edge wavelength changes at"" 1 nm;oc,
which is approximately a factor of 3 more than the laser wavelength change.
The transverse far fields and external efficiencies of the doubly coated device
for different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.5. To avoid disturbing heating
effects we again used a pulsed power supply, but CW results were not substantially different. With increasing temperature the differential efficiency
decreases, which is a consequence of the increasing effective reflectivity. At
the same time the
field width also decreases. Combining these two tendencies, it can be concluded that the power coupled in a fixed numerical
aperture is less sensitive to temperature than would be expected from the
L-I curves.
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Calculations

We used a simple model to calculate the laser behavior with an arbitrary
angle-selective coating. The calculations make clear what is the influence of
the design parameters of the coating, such as steepness and edge wavelength
on its performance. We concentrated on calculations of the transverse field
distribution (quasi-slab approximation) because the coating has only a minor
effect on the lateral distribution.
To calculate the performance of the coating we take the Fouriertransformed field Eo(ky) of the transverse guided mode in the active layer
as a start field [4], where ky denotes the transverse wave vector. We normalized the field such that J EoE0dky = 1. Assume that there is only one
guided transverse mode. We then multiplied this field with the transmission charaderistic T(ky) of the coating to obtain the transmitted field. The
squared absolute of this field equals the laser's far
distribution [2]. The
product of Eo(ky) with the complex reflectivity charaderistic R(ky) gives
the reflected field Er(ky)· The fraction of power ( that couples back into the
active layer is now determined by the field overlap with the original (guided)
mode. According to Parseval's theorem we may as well take the overlap of
the Fourier-transformed fields:

(6.1)
The rest of the power is coupled to radiation modes and is mainly absorbed
in the substrate and the top layer. This is most probably the cause of the
observed scattering of light inside the laser and the oscillations in the far
field. The effective reflectivity Reff or the reflected-to-incident power ratio
is given by

(6.2)
Now we are also able to calculate
external differential efficiency of the
coated laser. On the one hand we have ai, the attenuation of the waveguide
itself, and ac = (1/2L) ln(1/(), the loss caused by the absorbed power of
the radiation modes. L
the laser length. On the other hand we
have radiation loss through the front and rear facets expressed by am =
(1/2L)ln(1/Reff/Rr), where Reff and Rr are the effective reflectivities ofthe
front and rear facets, respectively. In analogy to the uncoated laser formula
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[2] we can sirnply write
Urn
r7stirn ·· - - - - Um +ui +uc

77ext

(6.3)

for the total external
efficiency, where 17stim denotes the convercarriers to photons. The power frorn the front
sion efficiency
facet that can be coupled into a round aperture can now be written as
"7pf

17stim 71rf7]pup

(6.4)

where ?]pup is the fraction of the ernitted power that couples into the pupil.
This parameter is deterrnined by
width and shape of the ernitted far field
and the diameter of the pupil.
forrnula
the relative front efficiency
reads [2]

(6.5)
with

(6.6)
where Umf and Umr are the mirror loss
of the front and rear rnirrors,
respectively, and Rr and Rr are the coJrresp!Jll<1m,g reflectivities. Pd Pr is the
front-to-rear power ratio.
If we calculate the behavior of a double quantum-well separate confinement heterojunction ridge laser with a Si02/Hf02 angle-selective coating
with a charaderistic similar to that plotted in Fig. 6.1 on the front and a
100% HR coating on the rear facet, we obtain Fourier-transforrned fields as
plotted in Fig. 6.6. The laser
is 780 nrn. We take a Gaussian distribution with a width of 46° as a start field. After rnultiplication of
this field with the calculated complex reflectivity profile R(ky), the reflected
field results. The reflectivity appears to be
0.42. Multiplication of the
start field with [1- R(ky)] gives the transrnitted field, which in this case has
a width of 20°. Further, the 7/rf of the laser with bath coatings, calculated
using Eq. (6.5), is about equal to that of the uncoated laser. These figures
are in reasanabie agreement with the
ones: the coated laser has
a front efficiency of 0.9 tirnes tha.t of the uncoated one and has a far field
width of 27°, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3.
The model can now be used to
ofthe coating such as steepness and edge wavelength
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Figure 6.6: Calculated transverse Fourier-transform fields tagether with the refiection profile of the coating in Fig. 6.1. The assumed start field is a Gaussian
distribution of 46° FWHM. The transmitted field has a width of 30° FWHM. The
value ky denotes the transverse wave vector in air. The corresponding angle of
radiation is arcsin(ky.X)/(27r).

present two examples: the nineteen-layer Siû2/Hfû2 coating of our experiments and the theoretica! case of a coating with an abrupt R(>.) characteristic (4% reftectivity at low angles of incidence to 99% at high angles).
Assuming that 'f7stim is a constant, the available efficiency, coupled in a circular aperture, is determined by 'f7outc = 'f7rf17pup· The 'f7outc values for several
positions of the laser wavelength with respect to the edge wavelength are
plotted in Fig. 6. 7. The wavelength of the last dip below the edge in the
transmission of the coating has been adopted as Àcoat· A fixed numerical
aperture of 0.11 and a lateral far field width of 10° FWHM have been assumed. The calculations have been performed for ai values of 0 and 10 cm- 1 .
As plotted in the Figure, for the Siû2/Hfû2 coating, 'f7outc does not appear
to be particularly sensitive to the wavelength of the laser. For "7rf(>.) we
find a stronger dependence, in accordance with the measurements. So the
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Figure 6. 7: Calculated plots of TJoutc
TJrfT/pup as a function of
for
(a) an abrupt coating and (b) the Si0 2 /Hf0 2
of
6.1. The assumed far
field width of the uncoated laser is 46° transverse and 10° lateraL The numerical
aperture is 0.11.
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measured temperature sensitivity of the efficiency of the laser with angleselective coating turns out to be less severe if the output is coupled into a
round aperture. A wavelength bandwidth of "'25 nm for an output power
decrea"le of 10% is expected. The Figure further shows that, for the abrupt coating, which could be considered as an ideal angle-selective coating,
the attainable rJoutc is higher, but the positioning and stability of the laser
wavelength is sornewhat more critica!. This is, of course, less practical for
use on Fabry-Perot lasers.
As depicted in Fig. 6.7, the maximum rJoutc of the abrupt coating and
the Si0 2jHf02 coating arnount to 0.20 and 0.14, respectively (for CYi = 10
cm- 1 ). This is comparable to rJoutc 0.16 (calculated in the same way) fora
standard AR coating of 4% reflectivity, cornbined with a 100% HR coating,
which is a standard way to imprave the effective efficiency of a laser. The AR
coating, however, has the disadvantage that it causes a significant increase
in the threshold current. The advantage of the angle-selective coating over
the AR coating can be understood as follows. For an AR coat, the power
emitted outside the pupil is sirnply lost, whereas for the ideal abrupt coat,
a fraction ( of this power is coupled back into the active layer and, after a
full round trip through the laser, is used again.

6.4

Conclusions

Ta summarize the results, we can conclude that the proposed coating indeed has a clear narrowing effect on the radiated transverse far field from a
semiconductor laser. \Ve can understand how the coating affects the laser's
internal absorption and have calculated the external differential efficiency by
use of a simple model. Calculations based on this model, as well as measurements, make clear that a HR coating is needed on the rear laser facet to
achieve a good differential efficiency.
Measurernents also show that the optical thickness change of evaporated
layers with temperature has a large effect on the reileetion characteristic of
an angleselective coating. The position of the steep slope in the reflectivity
vs wavelength curve and consequently the laser's front efficiency appear to
be strong functions of temperature. So, in a practical device it is necessary
to use a coating with a lower porosity, which may be obtained by sputtering.
Calculations on
with both a 100% HR coating and an
selective coating show that a good efficiency, coupled to a circular aperture,
can be obtained especially for a laser with a low internat loss, such as a
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ridge-guide laser. For an internal
10 cm - l this
is camparabie with that of a laser with a standard
AR coating. The laser with
the angle-selective coat then has the advanta.ge of a threshold current equal
to that of the uncoated laser.
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Summary and conclusions
Mode stability and purity and
intensity profiles have been investigated in several AlGaAs semiconductor laser array geometries; fabrication
tolerances
been estimated.
Calculations using the
index methad confirm that lateral mode
stability and purity in parallel-stripe phase-locked array lasers is better than
in single-broad-stripe lasers; the farmer hence have the most suitable geometry for laterally spreading the optical power at the output facet. Further
calculations illustrate that selection of an in-phase supermode in parallelstripe arrays is difficult.
The model has also been used to show that in two-parallel-st.ripe VSIS
lasers with lateral real refractive index steps of 4.3 x 10- 3 , a stripe width of
3 JJ,m, and a stripe separation of 5 Jlm the fabrication tolerances (i.e. uniformity) have to be such that the isolated-guide effective index difference is
smaller than 3.6 x w- 5 . This corresponds to p-cladding layer thickness variations smaller than 0.01 11m
3%), or to active layer thickness variations
smaller than 0.5 Á (i.e. 0.
. MOVPE growth offers better perspectives
with respect to meeting these requirements than LPE.
The beam propagation methad has been used to calculate lowest-loss
eigenmodes in 2-1 Y-junction
having lateral inhomogeneities.
sensitivity of these eigenmodes to the lateral inhomogeneities was found to
be a function of the relative length of the 2-stripe section. The asymmetry of
the lowest-loss eigenmode in a 2-1 Y-junction VSIS array having single-stripe
and 2-stripe sections of equal length (for 6.6 x w- 4 isolated-guide lateral
index
was found to be a factor of 38 smaller than that
in the comparable parallel-stripe array. Furthermore, when the single-stripe
section is
to be short (about 5 JJ,m), the array becomes perfectly
insensitive to lateral inhomogeneities. In this case a wave propagating in
one guide of the 2-stripe section can "bounce'' into the neighbouring guide,
rise to a laser eigenmode that repeats itself after 2 full roundtrips.
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Time-averaged, this leads to a mode that is symmetrical at the 2-stripe
facet.
In experiments, stabie and pure antiphase lasing was achieved up to the
facet damage level of 90 m W CW output (per facet) in 5-parallel-stripe VSIS
array lasers. The stripes in such a laser emit unequal optical intensities, the
centre stripe being the most intense; the intensities can be made more equal
by making the outer stripe separation smaller than the separation between
the other stripes. Stabie in-phase mode operation was achieved in VSIS
array lasers with a 2-1 Y-junction waveguide structure having a >../4 antireflection coating on the (2-stripe) front facet. The stability was maintained
up to the facet damage output level of 100 mW. 3-2 Y-junction lasers (which
were realized using ridge-guides) were found to start lasing in an antiphase
mode, which was not stabie over a large output power range. This behaviour
reflects the nonideality of the Y-junction coupling methad and of decreasing
modal gain difference at an increasing number of stripes.
Conversion of a single-lateral-mode array near field distribution toa circular spot requires additional opties, one of the reasans being the large ratio
of the transverse to the lateral near and far field widths. This fact and
the substantial, and often unpractical, sensitivity of the phase locking and
the lateral mode uniformity to layer thickness variations explain the present
moderate attention for single-lateral-mode phase-locked array lasers.
Highly efficient infra-red to blue light conversion through SHG in ionexchanged segmented channel waveguides in KTP and LiNb03 for use in
conjunction with a high-power AlGaAs laser in a miniature blue laser unit
has been investigated. In both materials the highest nonlinear coefficient,
d33, was used in conjunction with a quasi-phase-matching scheme for the
wavelength conversion. The phase-matching wavelength can be adjusted via
the segmentation period.
In the case of KTP, Rb and Ba ions were supplied from a molten nitrate
bath. The Ba content required for abtairring effective ferroelectric domain
reversal, enabling the quasi-phase-matched wavelength conversion scheme
and hence high SHG, is a function of the exchange temperature. The highest
conversion efficiency and blue output power measured at a wavelength of
425 nm, in a 0.5cm long guide, are 400 %/W /cm 2 and 4 mW, respectively.
For LiNb03, protons were supplied using a molten pyrophosphoric acid
bath. The proton exchange reduces the nonlinearity in the ion-exchanged
segments, enabling highly efficient quasi-phase-matched frequency conversion. However, it induces rather high refractive index steps (of roughly 0.1),
resulting in a high lossof guided-wave power through diffraction. Subsequent
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high-temperature annealing lowers the refractive index steps and results in
low-loss guided-wave wavelength converters. The highest conversion efficiency and blue output power measured at a wavelength of 437 nm, in a
0.5cm long guide, are 40 %jW j cm 2 and 13 m W, respectively.
In coupling experiments between a high-power AlGaAs semiconductor
laser and an optimized AR-coated KTP segmented channel waveguide
sample, a fraction of 0.36 of the laser-emitted power could be coupled
through the wa.veguide, using a. 2.2 x magnifying lens. This is in good agreement with the independently measured waveguide tra.nsmittance (0.8) and
the calculated coupling efficiency (0.45). The blue light output was unstable
a.nd the maximum power was a.bout 0.2 mW. Higher powers (a level of a few
m W is expected) can only be achieved if the
wavelength is externally
stabilized.
Thermal aspects of wide-stripe (Wstr ~ 50 J.Lm) blue-green II- VI semiconductor lasers have been studied. Using ZnMgSSe instead of ZnSSe for
the cladding layers results in pseudomorphic lasers that can operate up to
significantly higher temperatures (394 K instead of 265 K for "" 100 ns
drive pulses). This increase can be explained on the basis of the increase in
bandgap difference between the cladding material and the ZnCdSe QW. It
shows that the incorporation of these cladding layers is an important step
towards the realization of practicallasers operating at room temperature. If
}a"<;ers having ZnMgSSe cladding layers and ZnSSe guiding layers (" quaternary lasers") are operated using langer pulses, a delayed heating of the active
region is observed. Comparison with results obtained fora laser having ZnSe
cladding layers and no guiding layers suggests that the these cladding layers
and/or the guiding layers have a significantly lower (""' 0.1 x) heat diffusivity than ZnSe. Thermal resistance values have been determined for the
quaternary
using substrate-down mounting (yielding ·""' 89 KjvV for
2
50 x 500 J,Lm stripes) and substrate-up mounting (yielding rv 37 K/W for
50 x 500 J.Lm 2 stripes). A simple expression for the CW lasing condition in
conjunction with the thermal resistance and the laser operating voltage has
been derived; the expressionshows that room-temperature CW lasing is feasible for both substrate-up and substrate-down mounting. Room temperature
CW lasing has been observed for 0.5 s, limited by internal degradation 1 .
Operating characteristics of narrow-stripe
10 J.Lm) quaternary IIVI semiconductor lasers have been investigated in short-pulse (rv 100 ns) and
rnrnnl~>t.H)n of this thesis room-temperature CW operation for 3! hours
had been achieved in the Philips-3M joint laser development effort.
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long-pulse ("" 800 ns) operation. The observed dramatic changes, such as
rednetion of the threshold current and beam astigmatism and narrowing of
near and far radiation patterns, are interpreted as induced by thermal indexguiding. A cosh- 2 shaped complex lateral refractive index profile model was
used to determine the linewidth parameter; a value of o: ~ -1 was found.
If all the internal laser parameters are kept constant and o: is varied, the
short-pulse astigmatism attains a maximum of AD
70 J..Lm at this value
(experimentally, AD = 80 J..LID was found). The same model can be used to
simulate thermal index-guiding if positive effective valnes are assumed for o:.
Experiments using Wstr 5 J..Lm lasers showed that in these devices lasing is
virtually impossible without the aid of thermal index-guiding.
As a consequence of the difference between the lateral and the transverse
optical confinement, semiconductor stripe lasers generally have an elliptical
output beam. The rednetion of this ellipticity, and the increase of the output
power that is coupled to a circular aperture, by using an angle-selective
dielectric facet coating has been analyzed. The use of such a coating on the
front facet of an AlGaAs laser, together with a highly reflective coating on
the rear facet, has been shown to result in an increase in external differential
efficiency, seen behind a circular aperture of NA= 0.11, which is comparable
with the increase induced by a 4% anti-reileetion coating; the angle-selective
coating preserves the advantage of a lower laser threshold current. The Egun evaporated dielectric coating was observed to have a high temperature
sensitivity, which makes it practically unsuitable for this purpose; sputtered
layers are expected to show a better performance.
Various subjects have been stuclied in this thesis. A major general topic
was optica! waveguiding. Experiments were designed to optimally analyze
the physical processes involved, and calculations were performed using roodels such as the effective index method and the beam propagation method.
Interpretation of the experimental results in conjunction with the calculations has led to an improved understanding of the performance of the devices
in relation to various design parameters.
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De laterale mode stabiliteit en zuiverheid en laterale intensiteitsprofielen
in verscheidene AlGaAs halfgeleider laser array geometriëen zijn onderzocht;
er is een afschatting gemaakt van fabricage toleranties.
op de effectieve index methode laten zien dat de
Berekeningen
laterale mode stabiliteit en zuiverheid in fasegekoppelde array lasers beter is
dan in lasers met een
brede stripe; de eerste hebben daarom de meest
geschikte geometrie voor het lateraal spreiden van het optische vermogen op
de voorspiegel. Verdere berekeningen laten zien dat selectie van een in-fase
supermode in parallel-stripe arrays moeilijk is.
Hetzelfde model is gebruikt om fabricage toleranties in VSIS array lasers
met 2 parallelle stripes af te schatten. Voor laterale index stappen van
4.3 x w- 3 , een stripe afstand van 5 {Lm en een stripe breedte van 3 Jl,m
is een effectieve index verschil tussen de afzonderlijke stripes van slechts
3.6 x 10- 5 toelaatbaar. Dit komt overeen met p-cladding laagdiktevariaties
van ten hoogste 0.01 pm (ofwel
of met actieve laagdiktevariaties van ten
hoogste 0.5 A (ofwel 0.1%). MOVPE is beter geschikt dan LPE voor het
bereiken van deze toleranties.
De beam propagation method is
om eigenmodes met de laagste
inhomogeniteiten te berekenen.
verliezen in 2-1 Y-junctie lasers met
De gevoeligheid van de eigenmodes voor deze laterale inhomogeniteiten bleek
van de 2-stripe sectie. De asymmetrie van de laagst-verlies
in een 2-1 Y-junctie VSIS array
waarin de enkelstripe en de 2-stripe secties
lengten hebben is een
factor 38 kleiner dan in een vergelijkbare parallel-stripe array. Een bijzonder
gedrag treedt op als de enkelstripe sectie zeer kort wordt
(ca. 5
{Lm): dan wordt het array geheel ongevoelig voor laterale inhomogeniteiten.
In dit geval "kaatst" steeds een golf uit
van
beide golfgeleiders van
de 2-stripe sectie aan de enkelstripe spiegel terug in de andere ;:;vu;:;'"";.cu•".t
zodat zich een eigenmode kan ontwikkelen die na 2 cavity
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zichzelf terugkomt. Tijdgemiddeld gezien leidt dit tot een mode die geheel
symmetrisch is aan de 2-stripe spiegeL
Experimenteel is stabiele en pure antifase werking gerealiseerd voor uitgangsvermogens tot het spiegelbeschadigingsniveau van 90 m W CW in VSIS
array lasers met 5 parallelle strîpes. De stripes in een dergelijke laser stralen
ongelijke vermogens uit, waarbij de centrale stripe het meest intens is; deze
vermogens kunnen beter uniform worden gemaakt door de afstanden tussen
de buitenste stripes kleiner te kiezen dan die tussen de overige stripes. Stabiele in-fase werking is gerealiseerd in 2-1 Y-junctie VSIS array lasers met
een >..j 4 antireflectie coating op de voorspiegeL Deze stabiliteit bleef gehandhaafd tot uitgangsvermogens van 100 m W (spiegelbeschadigingsniveau). 3-2
Y-junctie lasers, van het ridge-guide type, bleken te starten in een antifase
mode, die niet stabiel was over een groot uitgangsvermogen gebied. Dit
gedrag weerspiegelt de niet-idealiteit vandeY-junctie koppelmethode en de
afnemendemodal gain verschillen voor een toenemend aantal stripes.
Voor conversie van een enkel-laterale-mode nabije veldverdeling naar een
circulaire spot zijn extra optische elementen nodig (één van de redenen is
de grote aspectverhouding van een dergelijke nabije veldverdeling). Dit feit,
samen met de grote, vaak onpraktische, gevoeligheid van de fasekoppeling en
de laterale mode uniformiteit voor laagdiktevariaties, verklaren de huidige
matige activiteit op het gebied van enkel-laterale-mode fasegekoppelde array
lasers.
Verder is zeer efficiënte conversie van infrarood naar blauw licht door
middel van tweede harmonische generatie in ionuitgewisselde gesegmenteerde
kanaalgolfgeleiders inKTPen LiNbOs, voor gebruik met een hoogvermogen
AlGaAs laser in een miniatuur blauwe laser eenheid, onderzocht. In beide
materialen is de hoogste niet-lineaire coëfficiënt, de dss, gebruikt in samenhang met quasi phase matching. De phase-matching golflengte kan worden
ingesteld door keuze van de segmentatie periode.
In het geval van KTP werden Rb- en Ba-ionen uit een gesmolten nitraatbad toegepast. Het vereiste Ba-gehalte voor het realiseren van de effectieve ferroëlectrische domeininversie die nodig is voor de quasi-phasematched golflengteconversie is een functie van de uitwisselingstemperatuur.
De hoogste gemeten conversie-efficiëntie en blauw uitgangsvermogen bij een
golflengte van 425 nm in een 0.5cm lange golfgeleider zijn respectievelijk
400 %/W/cm2 en 4 mW.
In het geval van LiNbOs werden protonen uit een gesmolten
pyrofosforzuur-bad gebruikt. De proton uitwisseling vermindert de nietlineariteit in de ionuitgewisselde segmenten, die zeer efficiente quasi-phase-
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matched golftengteconversie mogelijk maken. Het induceert echter grote
brekingsindex stappen (ongeveer 0.1), die een sterke diffractie van golfgeleid
vermogen veroorzaken. Het vervolgens toepassen van een hoge-temperatuur
armeal-stap vermindert de brekingsindex stappen en resulteert in golfgeleide
golftengte-couverters met lage verliezen. De hoogste gemeten conversieefficiëntie en blauw uitgangsvermogen bij een golftengte van 437 nm in een
0.5cm lange golfgeleider zijn respectievelijk 40 %/W /cm 2 en 13 mW.
Bij koppelexperimenten tussen een hoogvermogen AlGaAs halfgeleider
laser en een geoptimaliseerde AR-gecoate KTP golflengte-converter met een
gesegmenteerde kanaalgolfgeleider, met gebruik making van een 2.2 x vergrotende lens, is een koppelefficiëntie van 0.36 gerealiseerd, gemeten aan de
uitgang van de golfgeleider. Dit is in goede overeenstemming met de onafhankelijk gemeten golfgeleider transmissie (0.8) en de berekende koppelefficiëntie (0.45). Het opgewekte vermogen aan blauwe licht was ongeveer 0.2
mW. Hogere vermogens (een niveau van enkele mW zou mogelijk moeten
zijn) kunnen alleen worden gerealiseerd als de golflengte van de pomplaser
extern wordt gestabiliseerd.
Thermische aspecten van blauw-groene II-VI halfgeleider lasers met een
ZnCdSe QW zijn onderzocht. Gebruik van ZnMgSSe in plaats van ZnSSe
voor de cladding lagen resulteert in pseudomorfische lasers die kunnen
werken bij significant hogere temperaturen (394 Kin plaats van 265 K bij gepulst bedrijf met 100 ns pulslengte). Deze verbetering kan worden verklaard
uit het grotere verschil in bandafstand tussen de cladding-laag en de QW en
maakt duidelijk dat het toepassen van ZnMgSSe cladding lagen een belangrijke stap is in de richting van de realisatie van praktische lasers die CW
werken bij kamertemperatuur. Als lasers met ZnMgSSe cladding lagen en
met ZnSSe golfgeleidingslagen ("quaternaire lasers") worden bedreven met
langere pulsen treedt de temperatuurstijging in de puls pas op na een zekere
vertraging. Vergelijking van de resultaten met die van een la.'ler met ZnSe
cladding lagen en zonder golfgeleidingslagen laat zien dat het toegepaste ZnMgSSe en/ of ZnSSe een significant lagere ("' 0.1 ) warmte-diffusiecoëfficiënt
hebben dan ZnSe. Thermische weerstanden van quaternaire lasers (met
stripes van 50 x 500 t.nn 2 ) zijn bepaald bij zowel "substrate-down" montage
(rv 89 K/W) als bij "substrate-up'' montage (rv 37 K/W). Er is een eenvoudige uitdrukking geformuleerd voor de C\1\T-laservoorwaarde. De quaternaire
lasers voldoen aan de deze voorwaarde, zowel bij "substrate-down" als bij
"substrate-up" montage. CVV laserwerking gedurende 0.5 s is waargenomen
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in een "substrate-down" gemonteerde quaternaire laser 1 .
Karakteristieken van quaternaire II-VI halfgeleiderlasers met smalle
stripe (Wstr) zijn onderzocht onder korte en lange puls bedrijf. De waargenomen veranderingen bij toename van de pulslengte zijn geïnterpreteerd
als veroorzaakt door thermische index guiding. Een model met een cosh- 2
lateraal brekingsindex profiel is gebruikt om uit meetwaarden bij korte
puls bedrijf de linewidth parameter te bepalen; de gevonden waarde was
a ~ -1. Als, bij gebruik van hetzelfde model, alle interne laserparameters
constant worden gehouden en a wordt gevarieerd, bereikt het astigmatisme
een maximum van AD = 70 p,m voor deze waarde van a (experimenteel
was AD 80 p,m gevonden bij korte puls bedrijf). Het model kan eveneens
gebruikt worden om thermische index guiding te simuleren indien positieve
waarden voor a worden genomen. Experimenten aan lasers met 5p,m brede
stripes lieten zien dat in deze devices laserwerking vrijwel onmogelijk was
onder korte puls bedrijf en dat thermische index guiding lange puls laserwerking wel mogelijk maakte.
Ten gevolge van het verschil tussen de laterale en de transversale optische
opsluiting is de uittredende bundel uit een zij-emitterende halfgeleider laser
in het algemeen elliptisch van vorm. Reductie van deze ellipticiteit door
middel van een hoekselectieve diëlectrische spiegelcoating en de daarmee
gepaard gaande toename van het maximaal in te koppelen vermogen in een
circulaire pupil zijn geanaliseerd. Het gebruik van een dergelijke coating op
de voorspiegel, samen met toepassing van een hoogreflecterende coating op
de achterspiegel, geeft een toename van de externe differentiële efficiëntie,
gemeten achter een circulaire apertuur met NA = 0.11, die vergelijkbaar
is met de toename die kan worden gerealiseerd door toepassing van een 4%
antireflectie coating. De oplossing met de hoekselectieve coating heeft echter
het voordeel van een lagere laser-drempelspanning. De diëlectrische coatings,
gemaakt door middel van electronenbundel-opdampen, bleken sterk temperatuurgevoelig te zijn; daarom zijn deze niet erg geschikt voor praktische
toepassing met betrekking tot het beschreven doel. Het is te verwachten dat
gesputterde coatings een beter gedrag vertonen.
Verscheidene onderwerpen zijn beschreven in dit proefschrift. Een belangrijk algemeen onderwerp is optische golfgeleiding. Steeds zijn experimenten gedaan die erop gericht waren optimaal inzicht te verschaffen in de
betrokken fysische processen. Er zijn berekeningen gedaan aan de hand
1
0p het moment van publicatie van dit proefschrift is OW laserwerking gedurende 3~
uur gerealiseerd in het samenwerkingsverband tussenPhilipsen 3M
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van modellen zoals de
index methode en de beam propagation
method. Interpretatie van de experimentele resultaten in samenhang met de
tot een verbeterd inzicht in het gedrag en de
berekeningen heeft steeds
prestaties van de onderzochte devices in relatie tot de ontwerpparameters.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Waveguiding Aspectsof
Advanced Semiconductor Lasers
and
Miniature Blue-Green Lasers
door

Ronald R. Drenten

1. Het opnemen van spectraal opgeloste nabije- en verre-veld ver-

delingen is een belangrijke techniek ten behoeve van begripsvorming over het gedrag van fasegekoppelde halfgeleider laser
arrays.
(Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 3.)

2. 2-1 Y-junctie laser arrays zijn aanzienlijk minder gevoelig voor,
bij de fabricage optredende, laterale inhomogeniteiten dan laser
arrays met 2 parallelle stripes. Wanneer in een laser van het
eerste type de lengte van de enkel-stripe sectie zeer kort wordt
gekozen, wordt deze zelfs vrijwel geheel ongevoelig voor. deze
inhomogeniteiten.
(Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 3.)

3. Het gebruik van quasi phase matching in een optische frekwentieverdubbelaar opent de mogelijkheid de phase-matching
golflengte-eis los te koppelen van de overige aan het materiaal
te stellen eisen (zoals de grootte van de niet-lineariteit en de
beschikbaarheid van een proces voor het maken van golfgeleiders).
(Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 4.)

4. Voor een goede werking van ZnSe-gebaseerde halfgeleider lasers
bij kamertemperatuur is het gebruik van ZnMgSSe opsluitlagen
essentieel.
(Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk 5.)

5. Iga heeft de multi-quanturn harrier (MQB) voorgesteld om
lekstromen van elektronen naar de p-type opsluitlaag te onderdrukkeil. De MQB wordt verondersteld te werken als
elektronen-reflector. Het is twijfelachtig of de MQB-structuur
de door lga voorspelde eigenschappen bezit bij temperaturen
gelijk aan kamertemperatuur of daarboven.
(K. Iga, H. Uenohara, and F. Koyama, Electron. Lett. 22, 1008
(1986); T. Takagi, F. Koyama, and K. Iga, IEEE J. Quanturn Electron. 27, 1511 (1991).)

6. Het feit dat weinig of niets gerapporteerd is over DX-centra in
n-InGaAsP op InP substraat valt te verklaren uit het feit dat
indirecte minima in deze materialen relatief hoog liggen.
(Elias Munoz Merino, DX centers - Donors in AlGaAs, Scitec Publications, Zug, Switzerland (1994); H.C. Casey and M.B. Panish, Heterostructure Lasers, Part B, Academie
New York (1978).)
7. Bij
keuze van experimenten en de interpretatie van meetresultaten aan halfgeleiderlasers zijn
berekende
ten aan de hand van modellen vaak van groot belang.
8. De relatief geringe belangstelling in de wereld voor LCDachterprojectie, in vergelijking met die voor plasma-panelen,
vlakke displays, is
als techniek voor het realiseren van
niet te verklaren uit de tot nu toe gerealiseerde prestaties en
prijzen van deze systemen.
9. vVanneer men voor de constructie van een groot matrixgeadresseerd display de keuze heeft tussen verschillende typen
licht-emitterende elementen met vergelijkbaar lichtrendement,
maar met verschillende werkspanning, heeft, in verband met de
spanningsvallen over de rijgeleiders, een type met hoge spande voorkeur.
10. De kans op het ontwikkelen van de ziekte van Creutzfeldt-Jakob
als gevolg van het eten van Brits rundvlees is kleiner dan die
op het winnen van de hoofdprijs in de staatsloterij.
11. Het gezegde "beter één vogel in de hand dan tien in de lucht"
is dringend toe aan herziening.
landen heersende
voor het verloren gaan
12. Gezien de in
van de eigen cultuur, is het opmerkelijk dat zo vaak elementen
uit de Amerikaanse cultuur worden overgenomen.

